1. The Crisis Must Be Addressed
When 60% of a Nation’s adult population is suffering chronic conditions, 48% of them have some form of heart disease, 10% have diabetes, etc., it’s imperative to immediately address the situation, and to do so honestly, without regard to monetary or political interests. It’s long past time to actually apply the scientific method, which requires true controls, actual numbers, and math. Numbers that are over 99% incorrect, (as are produced by the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System, “VAERS”) which are used to support subjective adjectives, slogans, and “expert opinions”, do not qualify as a form of “science” that anyone should trust.
2. The Scientific Method
When in doubt, we must go back to the instruction manual. And this manual instructs us to actually apply the true scientific method to the problem if we wish to arrive at the correct answers. Because science has been so fully corrupted of late, people lose faith in science. But the scientific method is not to blame. It’s still the logical method for arriving at objective truths. The corruption of science is what has caused the problem. When 99% incorrect numbers are the basis for the math problem, (as seen in the VAERS data) there is no chance of arriving at a correct answer, unless of course, it’s in the context of “Common Core” mathematics. In which case, any answer can be correct, so long as the student obeys the illogical instructions they’re ordered to follow. If they follow the irrational orders correctly, the incorrect answer becomes acceptable. Even with the correct answer, if the orders were not followed, the correct answer is deemed incorrect. Hence, the objective truth is irrelevant and the only thing that matters, is the willingness of the student to blindly follow orders, no matter how irrational those orders are. In the end, the only “correct answer” is to follow orders.

Common Core math is similar to the so-called “science” of vaccine safety. The slogans, i.e., “rare” or (relatively) “safe”, are supported only by numbers that are over 99% incorrect. And this is the “science” we’re told we must blindly “trust”. No matter how irrational the orders, we must follow them and get our “shots”, in order to avoid being attacked as “anti-science” nut jobs. But that’s okay. Nobody needs to be an MD to count the number of the diagnoses doctors have already given. Nor does one require a medical degree to obtain historical data relevant to vaccination exposures which people are keenly aware of in their own lives and perfectly capable of reporting. The numbers our agencies have categorically refused to count, were counted anyway. And the researcher here is quite certain these agencies will be furious this accounting was done without their “approval”, which they would never have granted to anyone, given that this particular accounting exposes the numerically objective truth about the relative “safety” of vaccine exposure.

3. Overview of Objectives & Methods
The survey was implemented in April of 2019 ending in June of 2020, with the immediate goal of obtaining raw health data exclusively from entirely unvaccinated subjects of all ages in as many American states as possible. The ultimate goal of this study, and that of a planned larger-scale follow-up study of similar construct, is to fill a major gap in available health data by establishing health outcomes specific to Americans who have not been exposed to vaccines. Data was also gathered to establish health outcomes associated with avoidance of the vitamin K-shot at birth and/or vaccination during pregnancy, in addition to complete avoidance of post-birth vaccination. This population of interest, i.e., the remaining entirely unvaccinated (post-birth) in all ages combined, is calculated at 0.26% (or less) of the entire population in the USA.

Three methods of data collection were employed; (1) mailed-in surveys (2) on-site, in-person interviews, and (3) follow-up phone interviews. These methods are similar to those

---

1 “Whenever you can, count.” Sir Francis Galton
2 Calculation data and methods are detailed later in this report.
implemented in the National Survey of Children’s Health (NSCH) 2017-2018. However, the Control Group survey, covering 48 American states, achieved a substantially higher sampling rate for our population of interest (entirely unvaccinated post-birth) who fell within the ages of 3-17, than did the NSCH study for its population of interest.\textsuperscript{3}

The reporting parties in the Control group survey, mostly parents, filled out surveys in which they were prompted to report all current and historical health, mental, or other conditions, including any health-related deaths in any unvaccinated members of their families. All entirely unvaccinated parties, in all ages, were encouraged to participate, whether or not they also had any unvaccinated children to report for, or whether they had other children with exposure (post-birth) who they would not be reporting for. A complete lack of vaccination (post birth) was the only qualifier for survey participation.

The data herein, relied primarily upon hardcopy original surveys completed in ink in the participant’s own handwriting with post-marked envelopes, verifying the location from which they were mailed and the date they were mailed, with the minority of surveys conducted by on-site, in-person interviews, as well as follow-up interviews by phone or email. Another primary difference between the Control Group data collection methods and the NSCH study, is that the NSCH also relied upon electronic surveys without original hardcopy paper.

In both studies, the reporting parties reported their personal observations and medical diagnoses. However, the NSCH did not analyze information on vaccine or K-shot exposures, and/or other related pharmaceutical for purposes of comparing health outcomes in those with, or without exposure. To whatever extent data on pharmaceuticals exposures were noted, none of the data was analyzed in any way that might help determine whether those were increasing health problems. Having already gained access to medical information, the NSCH had no interest in identifying, or quantifying some of the most obvious biological exposures that might be causing or contributing to health problems in children, such as those health conditions that are known to be associated with vaccine exposures. These items were blatantly avoided in the NSCH study. It is more than disturbing to see so little concern for identifying what’s hurting all of these children. Without this information the research can’t result in any improvements. We already knew our children were suffering in great numbers. Identifying causes would have been a worthy research effort, adding very little time or cost to the study

\textsuperscript{3} The total US sample/fraction rate (for the population of interest between the ages of 3-17) for the NSCH study was 0.071%. The Control Group survey produced a sample rate of 0.5848% specifically for the unvaccinated population of interest who fell between the ages of 3-17 during the survey period. For the State of California, the NSCH sample rate for their target population between ages 3-17 was 0.008% for 2017/2018. For the state of CA, the Control Group survey produced a sample rate of 0.497%. In the NSCH study, a choice was made to cut-off any reporting on the health outcomes for those below the age of 3, even though they had access to this population’s data. The increase in the rates of disorders our very youngest Americans are now suffering, is being ignored, at the same time the number of vaccines they’re receiving has been massively increasing. It is more than odd, and more than frustrating, that with all of the money spent surveying the health/diseases of America’s children, there was no inquiry into biological exposures to a class of pharmaceutical product that US law has formally classified as “unavoidably unsafe”. This is an extremely obtuse approach for researchers who claim they’re concerned for the health of American children.
Chapter 2

CONSTRUCT VALIDITY

(A) Premises (1): Injecting vaccines comes with health risks, and; (2) our health authorities have not enumerated what those risks are, therefore; (3) there has been no reliable numerical value on the risk side of vaccination with which to accurately calculate the risk-to-benefit ratio of vaccination, either for individuals, or for the public.

(B) Hypothesis: Entirely unexposed, i.e., “unvaccinated” people suffer from less of the injuries and consequent health problems that vaccines are known to cause, than the vaccine-exposed population suffers from.

(C) Challenge Questions to Answer: (1) Are the entirely unvaccinated (unexposed) in America suffering a substantially different number of health problems than the 99.74% vaccine-exposed American population? (2) If so, what are the numerical differences in the risk of health problems in the 99.74% vaccine-exposed population (at any level of exposure) vs. the entirely unvaccinated population in the USA?

(D) Method: (1) Survey a robust representative sampling of entirely unvaccinated, i.e., completely unexposed controls from across the Nation and compile their health data (2) compare the health outcomes found in the unexposed population to the risk factors seen in the 99.74% vaccine-exposed population, and; (3) numerically quantify the differences in risk factors to see if it’s possible to answer one, or both, challenge questions in (C).  

4 The study model, data-collection methods, sampling rates, etc., are detailed in later chapters.  
5 NOTE: Vaccines are legally classified as “unavoidably safe”, and there is no data to support any claims that vaccine reactions and injuries are “rare”, which would be the only method of supporting a claim vaccines are “worth the risks” or “relatively safe”. Therefore, the relevant ‘null hypothesis’ is not whether or not vaccines are safe. Vaccines are already known to be unavoidably unsafe. See: RESTATEMENT (2nd) OF TORTS § 402A comment k (1965). This study was conducted for the purpose of enumerating the risks associated with complete vaccine avoidance, by producing numerical values to then compare against health outcomes observed in the 99.74% vaccine-exposed population. Providing these numerical risk values facilitated an evaluation of the risk/benefit ratio of vaccination, at any level of exposure.

6 In 1849, John Snow, the ‘father of epidemiology’, used the basic logic of exposure vs. non-exposure (to certain public water systems) to track down the cause of cholera outbreaks, ultimately preventing countless additional cases of cholera by eliminating the cause. SEE: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Snow . Identifying and eliminating a potential biological cause, remains the single most logical and reliable method of investigating the cause of disease. In Snows investigations it was simple. The people who drank from one water source as opposed to another, had different health outcomes. Modern and trendy epidemiological sciences now search for “social inequality” causes for diseases and deaths that obviously have biological causes. When purportedly searching for the cause of disease, it’s now become fashionable to study whether people are suffering from a lack of fancy vacations and nice cars in their driveways, (income inequality as cause of disease) and/or their race, (racism-based cause of diseases) instead of examining direct biological exposures to substances that are known to cause the diseases in question.

7 “If... we choose a group of social phenomena with no antecedent knowledge of the causation or absence of causation among them, then the calculation of correlation coefficients, total or partial, will not advance us a step toward evaluating the importance of the causes at work.” R. A. Fisher
Chapter 3

FOUNDATIONAL FACTS & LOGIC BEHIND THE PREMISES

1. Our Nation’s over **99% Failure-rated System for Vaccine Risk Data.**

In the USA, the only nationwide data-collection, or “surveillance” system for “tracking” the risks associated with vaccination, is the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (“VAERS”) which has a failure rate of over 99%. That is to say, the VAERS fails to collect observed data on adverse events occurring shortly after vaccination over 99% of the time. And the VAERS specifically prohibits the collection of data on the long-term effects, i.e., the VAERS provides absolutely zero data relevant to the enumeration of the long-term risks associated with vaccination. Based upon the VAERS data, calculating only the immediate reactions to vaccination, requires that one first multiply every reported (and disclosed) adverse event therein, including deaths, by at least a factor of 100. This calibration instantly exposes the slogan “rare” (in reference to vaccine side-effects) for the outright fraud that it is. This is why the Harvard VAERS study opens with the line “Adverse events from vaccines are common [ ]” (Emphasis added.) This 99%-failed-system, the VAERS, is responsible for the Big-Pharma marketing slogans, “rare” and “extremely rare”, which are the sole support for their even more abusively-false slogan “safe”.

In the wealthiest nation in the world, we are told to accept that a 99% failure-rated accounting system is the best our billions in tax-dollars can purchase from our “health” agencies. Equally disturbing, is that this same 99%-failed reporting system is relied upon by our health authorities and legislators **in setting vaccine-related public health policies**, which continually force more vaccines upon the public through increasingly discriminatory laws, regulations, and policies.  

10 There is nothing “scientific” about an accounting system that’s incorrect over 99% of the time. No accounting system that fails over 99% of the time is doing so accidentally. Only an accounting system specifically engineered to fail could manage to fail over 99% of the time.

---


NOTE: This study, exposing the 99% failure rate of the VAERS was viciously concealed from public view under the Obama administration, and nothing changed over at the FDA or the VAERS.


10 These legislative and administrative acts consistently deny equal opportunities in education and employment as retribution against those who refuse to submit to Pharma’s never-ending demand for higher vaccine profits. And Pharma richly rewards our legislators for voting to pass compulsory vaccination laws, i.e., legislative votes are literally sold in exchange for directly increasing pharma profits.
2. Vaccines are legally classified as “UNSAFE”

Vaccines are legally classified as “unavoidably unsafe” under controlling U.S. law. Unsafe is the antithesis of safe. The use of the word “safe” to market this particular class of product, by any objectively-rational view, can only be described as fraud. Codifying this particular species of fraud as a protected activity within the USA does not alter the fact it is fraud to use the word “safe” to market a product that is absolutely known to be “unsafe”.

Arguments that the marketing slogan “safe” is justified on pretense that vaccines are relatively-safe because they “save lives”, are equally devoid of justification because this class of product is known to destroy and end lives, and the number of lives thusly-affected by vaccines have not been accounted for by any of our public health agencies. Again, the accounting system relied upon for vaccine-risk numbers, the VAERS, fails to produce correct data relevant to the risks over 99% of the time. Without an accounting, it’s impossible to know whether this class of product has saved more lives than it has destroyed and/or taken, let alone justify slogans like “rare”. The word “safe”, in any context related to vaccination, is false and only intended to defraud the public out of their right to be informed where there is risk, to know the extent of that risk, and to voluntarily consent.

Without knowledge of the risks, (which requires numbers) this deceptive “slogan-science” method of obtaining the public’s compliance with the dictates of the pharmaceutical industry, is the text-book definition of fraud in inducement, which is a criminal act. It can never qualify as consent. And further, this ongoing experiment cannot be justified as “advancing medical or scientific knowledge” because the 99% failure-rated accounting system for this experiment is equivalent to intentionally wearing a blindfold during the experiment. In a nation founded on the premise of freedom, the fact the pharma industry has purchased the shaping of our governing laws to sanctify their fraud as a protected activity, is nothing short of a grotesque obscenity. There are no words quite foul enough to characterize the act of hiding these injured and dead bodies through the VAERS in order to continue feeding the Pharma-Leviathan with the lie that their vaccines are “safe”.

Our subject of investigation here, “Mr. V”, is known to maim and kill and the Harvard-Pilgrim study has shown it is “common”, over 99% more common than our agencies will ever report to us. But we’re still told Mr. V’s “safe” because it’s “rare” for him to maim or kill people. We are told to refer to the VAERS numbers for confirmation of the “rare” slogan, because it’s a “government safety surveillance system” that’s “tracking” Mr. V’s activities. And this sounds so reassuring, as if the FBI is continually surveilling what Mr. V is up to.

---

11 See: U.S. Restatement (Second) of Torts § 402A (comment k)

12 Not only is Mr. V a known killer, his entire industry is full of known criminals who are routinely adjudged to be guilty of criminal acts by our courts. See: Financial Penalties Imposed on Large Pharmaceutical Firms for Illegal Activities By: Denis G. Arnold, PhD, Oscar Jerome Stewart, PhD, Tammy Beck, PhD JAMA. 2020;324(19):1995-1997. doi:10.1001/jama.2020.18740 At: https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/2772953
If you were under "surveillance" would you assume that over 99% of the time, nobody was watching you? The term "surveillance" is just another fraud intended to give people the wrong impression, much like the word "safe". "Yes, we know Mr. V is a known killer. But don't worry, we've got him under surveillance and we're tracking him."

The government's 'surveillance' of Mr. V, which is purportedly monitoring how many people he's maiming and killing, keeps track of him less than 1% of the time while he's busy injecting people. And we aren't sure how much less than 1% of that time they're watching him. How could anyone know how often Mr. V maims and kills people, let alone ascribe any adjectives to the frequency of those acts?

"What were you doing on the morning of October 20th, 2020?" We already know what Mr. V was doing. Every day of the week he was injecting people all day. And over 99% of the time, nobody was watching him to make sure he was only "rarely" maiming and killing people.

'Less than 1%' doesn't qualify as "surveillance" when you're "tracking" a subject whom the government has formally classified as 'unavoidably unsafe' because he's a known killer. People can go to jail for any rate of accounting failure when they're dealing with the IRS. But there's money at stake for the government there. So long as the numbers only represent human suffering and deaths (after injection with unavoidably unsafe Pharma products) an accounting that's over 99% incorrect is acceptable to our loving government. The VAERS pretends to be 'counting' that which it only conceals. The VAERS exists to launder the injuries and deaths so that the money made off of them won't need to be laundered.

3. "Trace Amounts" and Gradients
Vaccines are never tested for their cumulative, synergistic, or long-term effects. When tested on a gradient for toxicity in humans, many vaccine ingredients have been confirmed to be destructive and deadly in larger doses and/or with cumulative exposures, including but not limited to, the aluminum adjuvants and mercury found in the most common vaccines. And direct injection guarantees that 100% of the dose is the actual exposure. It would be the pinnacle of irrationality to argue that repeated injections with an "unsafe" product that's replete with known toxins would not also increase the associated risks.

It is obviously correct logic to assume that our National disease, disability, and death rates serve as a numerical barometer that's at least 99% accurate for the health of a population with a 99.74% rate of exposure to this class of product, at any level of exposure. Obviously, within this 99.74% vaccine-exposed population, the higher an individual's exposure, the
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13 Bioavailability is a term used to describe the percentage (or the fraction (F)) of an administered dose that reaches the systemic circulation. Bioavailability is practically 100% with injection into the bloodstream, (F =1) See: https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/pharmacology-toxicology-and-pharmaceutical-science/bioavailability - The FDA's safety guidelines for the "doses" of these substances are often based upon the greatly-reduced exposures one would expect if the substance were ingested, as opposed to directly injected into the bloodstream, which by-passes normal filtering and protective systems of the body. Exposure by direct injection (rather than ingestion) can be expected to increase the dosage by as much or more than 99%.
higher the associated risks for that person. The more one engages in risky behavior, the higher one’s personal risk.

4. ‘Medical-science’ relies upon the 99%-failed VAERS for “scientific” data.
As seen in one prominent Oxford study from 2015, the VAERS produced a record of 2,149 deaths occurring shortly after vaccination. At a reporting-rate of less than 1% (established by the Harvard study), this number is appropriately calibrated to no less than 214,900 deaths occurring shortly after vaccination. This Oxford article states that, of those deaths occurring after vaccination that were reported to the VAERS, 79.4% of the victims were injected with vaccines hours before death, i.e., on the same day of their deaths.

5. Thousands dead on the day of vaccination is NOT “concerning” at Oxford.
This 2015 Oxford article concludes; “No concerning pattern was noted among the death reports.” This is a bizarre carnival-house mirroring of the data cited within this very same article. Although this article concludes that thousands (more accurately - hundreds of thousands) of humans dying within hours after vaccination is not a “concerning pattern”, only one who has death as their preferred outcome, could agree.

The article claims the noted causes of death are of no concern because they’re extremely “common” ways for the 99.74% vaccinated population to die. Therefore, the article continues, it could only have been a “coincidence” all of these people died within hours of vaccination. The justification for this article’s claim there’s nothing concerning about
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14 Deaths Reported to the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System, United States, 1997–2013
Pedro L. Moro, Jorge Arana, Maria Cano, Paige Lewis, Tom T. Shimabukuro
Clinical Infectious Diseases, Volume 61, Issue 6, 15 September 2015, Pages 980-987, https://doi.org/10.1093/cid/civ423
https://academic.oup.com/cid/article/61/6/980/451431
15 Oxford is heavily dependent upon Pharma funding, with heavy interests in vaccine development. See: U.S. gives Astrazeneca $1.2 billion to fund Oxford University coronavirus vaccine
16 According to the VAERS reporting rules, deaths that occur more than 7 days after vaccination are not permitted to be reported as an “adverse event following vaccination” no matter how many of them occur on the 8th, 9th, or 10th day after vaccination and beyond, nor how many dead bodies continue to pile up in the wake of mass vaccination. And of course, any coroner reporting a vaccine as the “cause” of death, no matter how soon after the vaccine that death has occurred, will soon be out of a career. Pharma-money and their Chicom masters run the medical industrial complex in the USA now. SEE: https://vaers.hhs.gov/docs/VAERS_Table_of_Reportable_Events_Following_Vaccination.pdf
17 If a rancher saw this “pattern” in his herd of cattle after the vet came by with a round of “protective” injections, and that rancher watched over 50% of his previously-healthy cattle get sick in the ensuing months and years, that vet would never be allowed near another cow again. That vet would end up in court paying for the damage.
18 “A single death is a tragedy; a million deaths is a statistic.”— Joseph Stalin
thousands of Americans dying within hours of vaccination is far worse than spurious. It’s so
blatantly obtuse that it’s disturbing. 19

This wretchedly-inept attempt to cover pharma crimes is akin to a snake chasing its tail. No
relevant data is cited therein which could support its primary conclusion. i.e., that there’s
nothing “concerning” about thousands of Americans dying immediately after vaccination.
The only evidence that might’ve supported such a conclusion, would’ve been the number of
people who were not vaccinated just hours before their deaths, but who died the same way.
This Oxford article is completely devoid of such critical data. Much like most of the official
“vaccine-safety-science” of our day, it is also devoid of logic, reason, or conscience.

6. If the deaths are preceded by vaccination, they’re okay, because it’s so “common”. The fact our 99.74% vaccine-exposed population commonly dies from these same causes is hardly
evidence that vaccines are not causing these deaths. This purportedly “scientific” Oxford article goes on to explain that the majority of the reported infant deaths (within hours after vaccination) were caused by “Sudden Infant Death Syndrome” (SIDS). But SIDS is not a “cause” of death, and they’re hoping we can’t figure this out.

The SIDS designation is merely the coroner’s claim that he’s got no idea, (and no real desire
to investigate) what actually killed an infant who was vaccinated shortly before dying. The
remaining minority of ‘causes’ cited for these infants who died shortly after vaccination,
were “asphyxia, septicemia, and pneumonia”. The fact that all of these outcomes are known
to be risks associated with vaccination, somehow escapes these “scientific” authors, and
there’s no investigation into what caused these conditions in the first place. Again, nobody
noticed any ‘concerning pattern’ in the fact almost 80% of these deaths occurred within
hours after vaccination? So long as the victims were recently vaccinated, their deaths are of
no concern, because it’s so common for vaccinated people to die in such ways.

The only logical conclusion that can be drawn from this Oxford publication is that the folks
at Oxford don’t find it concerning when thousands of people die within hours of
vaccination. This article is merely cover for an agenda, rather than an assessment of any
evidence or data. The UN, WHO, Pharma, and their many subsidiaries and beneficiaries,
(including Oxford) have made clear what the agenda is, and it has nothing to do with
improving the health of the American people, nor any other Nation’s people. One cannot be
genuinely trying to “save lives” and depopulating at the same time. 20

7. Long-Term, Stealthy, Progressive Attack

19 If these deaths are considered “normal” than there is clearly something wrong with the new definition of normal.
20 The UN makes it abundantly clear that their primary objective is depopulation. Aggressive implementation of
their agenda here in the USA at the state, county, and even city level, has already wreaked havoc and
devastation that will take generations to fully recover from. See: UN’s “Population Matters” at:
flowery talk of “prosperity” to sell their agenda is hardly believable when literally all of their policies and
activities lead to grinding poverty, sickness, and death. SEE how this death-cult pushes vaccines to advance
their agenda: https://blog.pcc.com/united-nations-vaccines
Even after calibrating the correction for the over 99% incorrect VAERS accounting, the VAERS data is only useful in analyzing some of the short-term risks. Vaccines are engineered to trigger, and thereby permanently alter, the immune system. Once triggered and gone awry, the immune system is capable of injuring, and ultimately destroying, literally any organ, tissue, or system of the victim, including the heart, brain, nervous system, liver, kidneys, pancreas, joints, lungs, skin, etc. No component of the victim is immune from this internal attack after the victim’s most powerful biological survival mechanisms have been stealthily turned against them.

Injuries and deaths from this delayed-method can take weeks, months, or even years after the triggering-event, before the victim becomes aware there’s a problem. And there’s no telling which part of the body will suffer the most or be first in line for destruction. This would depend upon the agents included in the particular injection (along with the immune-system triggering adjuvants) which might include cells that train the immune system to recognize the pancreas, thyroid, or even the heart, as the primary target for destruction, and/or any number of other vital organs, glands, and systems. Various human and animal cells, i.e., foreign proteins and DNA, (many of them originating in China) are also routine vaccine ingredients, along with cancer tumor cell-lines.21 22

8. The Alibi
In the crime of arson, this form of attack functions much like a ‘delayed incendiary device’. It provides the culprit with an alibi when the fire later begins to rage and the destruction becomes obvious to the victims. Picture here, a Pharma executive (Mr. V) on an exotic island sipping a drink by the pool, while typical working American parents face-down the

21 After decades of human cancer-tumor cells ("immortal" cells) being used to cultivate infectious disease agents for vaccines, the FDA has just recently (August 2020) decided to begin to “investigate” whether or not a "safer" method of growing diseases for vaccines might be considered. This comes after billions of doses of these cancer-tumor cell lines (“immortal” cell lines) have already been injected into Americans. And there is no talk of halting their use while investigating safer alternatives to injecting Americans with cancer tumor cells. How wise is it to continue injecting millions of Americans with cancer-producing cell-lines? READ: https://www.fda.gov/vaccines-blood-biologics/biologics-research-projects/investigating-viruses-cells-used-make-vaccines-and-evaluating-potential-threat-posed-transmission

22 According to the American Cancer Society’s estimates, the 99.74% vaccinated American Population suffered over 2.4 million new cancer cases and deaths in 2020 alone. Meanwhile, nobody seems to raise an eyebrow as we shut down the global economy and dump trillions of dollars over a flu bug from China, even though 94% of its victims were already suffering an average of 2.6 comorbidities (i.e., 2.6 other things that could’ve killed them) at the time of their deaths. See: https://www.cancer.org/research/cancer-facts-statistics/all-cancer-facts-figures/cancer-facts-figures-2020.html

And: https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsr/vsr/covid_weekly/index.htm?fbclid=IwAR3-wrg3tTKK5-9tOHPGAHWFV03Dfslkj0KsDEPQpWmPbktp6EsoVYV2Qs1Q NOTE: 94% of "covid deaths" were in those who already had an average of 2.6 comorbidities which even included gunshot wounds. This 2.6 comorbidities per "covid victim" erased all sanity from the actual count of deaths. Basically, the proper adjustment would leave us with the logical assumption that the correct number of deaths due to covid may only be 6% of the reported numbers. Regardless of the admission, the CDC has refused to update their CV-19 "death count" to reflect the truth, preferring to keep the death count 94% higher than it actually may be. The CDC owns vaccine patents and profits from their sales, so this makes perfect sense to them, even if it means the Nation’s economy must tank, leaving tens of millions of Americans without hope, losing their livelihoods, their homes, etc. Telling the truth is a bad business model in this particular industry.
reality their child will never fall in love, never marry, maybe never talk or walk again, or maybe not live much longer. Or maybe they’re already planning the funeral for their child.

_And the culprit is long gone_.

With this method of attack, the only thing that might be somewhat “rare”, is for the fire to rage _swiftly enough_ (after the triggering event) to clearly implicate the culprit. But even when the victim _dies_ on the same day of injection, there’s a handy coroner to call it “SIDS” or any number of so-called “causes” thereby exonerating vaccines with the claim these are all very “common” ways for (vaccinated) people to die. And Oxford can be relied upon with their “coincidence-theory” of death _immediately after vaccination_. And if this isn’t _enough_ to protect the culprit, the handy VAERS is _also_ there to conceal over 99% of the injured and dead bodies, while pretending to be counting them for us. They do this for our “safety”.

This leaves a thinking person with but one remaining method of clearly identifying and evidencing the most _obvious_ culprit in our Nation’s current epidemic of immune-system mediated chronic illnesses, injuries, disabilities, and related deaths. Only by obtaining health data from those who’ve entirely _avoided_ exposure to the most obvious culprit, “Mr. V", for comparison against the 99.74% vaccine-exposed population, can we begin to understand the full scope of the effect mass vaccination programs have had, and will continue to have on the American people, _if we don’t find a way to stop this agenda_.

And it _is_ an agenda.

_9. Refusal to include true controls in safety-testing is scientific fraud._

As a general rule, vaccines are not tested against true “controls”, i.e., compared against subjects that are _not_ exposed to other known toxins, (vaccine “excipients”) and/or other vaccines. The current art of vaccine “safety” testing includes the outright fraud of injecting the so-called “placebo controls” with _other_ vaccines and/or other toxic vaccine ingredients that are _known_ to cause biological effects. _Both_ groups, (these fake “controls” and the “treated”) are then compared against each other. Only the differences in injuries _between these groups_ will be attributed to new vaccines. The extent to which the outcomes are the same, is the extent to which any injuries or deaths will be called “a coincidence” and not counted. This is the outrageously fraudulent scheme by which vaccines are FDA ‘approved’ and marketed with the false slogan “safe”, or “relatively safe” compared to the placebo controls, or to the 99.74% vaccine-exposed population. Legalizing this practice does nothing to alter the dictionary definition of the word _fraud_. Scientific fraud in _medicine_ is perhaps the most insidious and egregious type of fraud because it makes it possible to injure _an entire Nation’s people_ by altering public health policy.

---

23 [https://childrenshealthdefense.org/wp-content/uploads/ican-reply-december-31-2018.pdf](https://childrenshealthdefense.org/wp-content/uploads/ican-reply-december-31-2018.pdf) This letter from ICAN, directed to U.S. Department of Health & Human Services HHS Office of the Secretary Alex M. Azar II, Secretary of Health & Human Services on December 31st, 2018 documents and details the many vaccines given to infants before the age of 6 months, _none of which_ have ever been tested against controls, with complete references for each vaccine in question: By refusing to use the term “control” in the context of its _actual scientific meaning_, pharm-industry beneficiaries in our health agencies continue to defend these frauds.
Outright scientific fraud is not only the rule, it’s the golden rule in vaccine ‘safety’ testing. Big Pharma and its many beneficiaries, outrageously continue to maintain that this fraud is the only ‘ethical’ research method available.24 Sane and ethical people do not consider scientific fraud, specifically engineered to conceal the risks of injury and death, to be an ‘ethical’ way to conduct medical research. But then, the language within this particular branch of ‘science’ is so corrupted that the most important words are now used to describe the opposite of what they actually mean. Hence, the word “safe” is used to market a class of product which our laws have formally categorized as “unavoidably unsafe”.

10. The FDA’s “relatively” safe requirement

FDA regulations define “safety” as a relative term. It actually means “relative freedom from harmful effect” in light of the patient’s underlying condition, assuming that the biologic is prudently administered.25 In determining whether this standard is met, the FDA must consider the risks of the product against its benefits.2627 Proof of safety comprises “adequate tests by methods reasonably applicable,” including reports of “significant human experience” with the product.28 “Purity” means that the finished product is “relatively free” from “extraneous matter,” including moisture and pyrogens.29

Here, the “significant human experience” relies upon the VAERS “surveillance and tracking” numbers for vaccine injuries. This is the measuring stick by which the FDA values the risks after unleashing a newly-approved vaccine on the general public. If the VAERS data (the 99% incorrect data) then “proves” the new vaccine has a “low” risk, (with their fake

24 The pharma argument is that it would be “unethical” not to inject every accessible human with something due to the possibility it might have some “therapeutic benefit” that no person should be “denied”. However, this argument fails to explain the therapeutic benefit of injecting a so-called “placebo controls” with aluminum (or other adjuvants and toxins) without any potentially “therapeutic” infectious agents. There is no chance simple aluminum injections could offer any therapeutic benefit to anyone, but it’s the norm in “vaccine safety” testing. And the FDA “approves” of this fraud, because aluminum is part of the FDA’s fraudulent inactive “excipient” ingredients list, along with formaldehyde, benzoyl alcohol, mercury, polysorbabate 80, etc. The fraudulent classifications permit the fraudulent “science”.

25 21 C.F.R. §§ 600.3(p), 601.25(d)(1).
26 Again, the “experts” try to do math (“risk” vs. benefit) without NUMBERS in hand, other than those from the over 99% incorrect VAERS database and some rigged vaccine trials with fake “placebo controls”.
27 21 C.F.R. § 601.25(d)(3)
28 21 C.F.R. § 601.25(d)(1)
29 21 C.F.R. § 600.3(r). This “extraneous matter” simply means items other than the myriad known toxins pharma admits are in the vaccines, including cancerous tumor cells. But pyrogens and other extraneous matter are permitted. And we have no idea what level of “extraneous matter” makes a drug “relatively free”, because we don’t know what it’s being compared to. Any amount of literally anything could be considered “relatively free” of this “matter” if it’s compared to human waste for instance. It’s another subjective ‘relative’ CYA statement. Most common and inexpensive household water filter systems reduce the glyphosate (Roundup weed-killer) level from drinking water to levels far lower than the FDA authorizes the vaccine industry to include in their vaccines. If a vaccine is being compared to a bottle of RoundUp, it would be considered “relatively free” of glyphosates, i.e., “extraneous matter”. And we are not given the benchmark comparison used for the “relatively free of the pyrogens that are found in vaccines. Is this only in comparison to other vaccines? See: https://academic.oup.com/cid/article/31/Supplement_5/S162/332806 - where it is pyrogens are explained: “In the pathogenesis of systemic inflammation and fever, peripheral inflammatory and pyrogenic signals gain access to the brain via humoral neural routes.”
numbers that are less than 1% accurate) it is assumed to be “relatively safe”. Yes. It’s all very ‘scientific’.

This relativism at the FDA also assumes all people, even perfectly healthy people, are sick “patients” who are all in dire need of the “therapeutic treatment” of vaccination to “protect” them from germs that will surely kill them if they’re not immediately injected with an experimental “treatment” for their “condition”. It’s then argued the treatment might have prevented an infection, so it’s okay if people are maimed or even killed by the “therapeutic” vaccine. You see, at the FDA, this is a ‘relatively’ good outcome because the “therapeutic” might have prevented a deadly infection. So never mind the mangled or dead bodies, because they would surely have died anyway, even though they were actually perfectly healthy before the medical experiment began.  

The FDA claims the VAERS numbers show the risks of injury from this experimental vaccine “therapy” are low, (“rare”) therefore it’s always best to take these risks. Never mind that the VAERS reports less than 1% of those risks, and never mind that the injuries are in fact common. Big media, big tech, and even the medical journals, who are all beneficiaries of the vaccine industry, have shielded the public from this “dangerous” information, so there’s no need consider it in the “risk/benefit” evaluation, at least not over at the FDA. They will just stick with the accounting that’s over 99% incorrect. And they’ll call it “science” that we must “trust” because the “experts” said so. But science requires numbers and math. Numbers that are over 99% incorrect cannot support any form of “science”.

To cover vaccines and protect against allegations that informed consent was not given, i.e. when people are injured and killed without having been properly informed this could happen, the FDA has adopted/codified a preemptive legal defense, which is called the “therapeutic privilege”. This privilege normally allows a treating physician to override/circumvent informed consent requirements if they believe “full disclosure would be detrimental to a patient’s total care and best interests”. In other words, if the doctor believes you would reject a treatment if you understood to how badly it will injure you, he

---

30 This is akin to proud oncologists celebrating as it’s discovered on autopsy that the cancer tumors were "killed". Never mind the dead body after chemo. This person was "cured" of the cancer. But in that scenario, the "patient" did have cancer. With vaccines, the FDA considers all Americans to be "patients" who will likely "die" without vaccination. This is how the “therapeutic” classification is applied to vaccines, which provides a preemptive legal defense for the injuries and deaths vaccines cause, because the vaccines were “intended” to "treat" the “deadly” condition of being unvaccinated. This is the twisted logic which forms the basis for the FDA’s classification of vaccines as “therapeutics”. In classifying vaccines as therapeutics, the FDA has effectively classified all Americans as patients who ALL have a “deadly condition” that must immediately be “treated” with vaccines. This therapeutic classification frees the vaccine-industry from “informed consent” requirements as well. After all, the FDA reasons, the person would surely have died if not for the intervention of vaccination. To cover vaccines, the FDA has preemptively adopted the “therapeutic privilege” which allows a treating physician to circumvent informed consent when “full disclosure would be detrimental to a patient’s total care and best interests”. Without having seen a single “patient” the FDA has decided for all Americans that they are suffering a deadly “condition” and that, “full disclosure would be detrimental to a patient’s total care and best interests”. This is WHY the public continues to be told that vaccines are “safe” and the injuries and deaths are “rare”, even though the antithesis of both of these slogans is actually the truth.
is legally permitted to lie to you about the risks, and even go as far as to say it’s “relatively safe” while knowing full-well it’s very risky. It’s for your own good of course.

Our laws are *purported* to protect the public from medical experimentation and risky procedures without informed consent. However, they do the *opposite* by legalizing the act of exposing the public to dangerous medical experiments *without* informed consent. All of these “protective” laws begin with official and ridged-looking informed consent requirements. However, they *all* include exceptions and “waivers” that are only “subject to approval” from nameless government “officials”. So if a government bureaucrat is considered an “official”, he is then free to waive our right to informed consent *for us*, and for our physicians, in advance of the medical experiment. And the fallback position, when people are injured and later argue they were denied full information, (and therefore could not possibly have consented) is the “therapeutic privilege” which was *originally* intended to belong *only* to our treating physicians.

*All* Americans are considered to be the “patients” of an endless stream of government bureaucrats, who’ve broadly waived our right to informed consent, by preemptively claiming the “therapeutic privilege”. It’s already bad enough that physicians are legally permitted to deny us any pretense of informed consent when experimenting on us, merely by later claiming they ‘believed’ an experimental “therapy” might have helped us. Now we come to understand this privilege has been claimed by nameless, faceless, government “officials” who routinely dispense “waivers” which permit human medical experimentation on all Americans *without* informed consent. 31

Without having seen or treated a single “patient” our agencies and bureaucrats have decided for *all* Americans that we’re suffering a deadly “condition” and that disclosure (of the truth) would be “detrimental to our total care and best interests”. This is WHY the public continues to be told vaccines are “safe” and that the injuries and deaths are “rare”, even though the truth is the antithesis of both of these slogans. And if this were not bad enough, the FDA has, through a complex web of “classifications” essentially now transferred this “therapeutic privilege” *directly* to vaccine makers. But wait, there’s more…

Our legislative branch has taken the fact that the FDA has preemptively waived “informed consent” for *all* Americans (where vaccine experiments are concerned) to mean that even consent can now also be summarily denied. Those who *are* informed and refuse to consent are now denied basic rights if they refuse to serve as subjects in these medical experiments which the FDA has “approved” pharma conducting on us all *without* informed consent.

---

31 See: 45 CFR § 46.116 – “General requirements for informed consent. (e) *Waiver or alteration of consent in research involving “public benefit” and service programs conducted by or subject to the approval of state or local officials*” - (Emphasis added) In the “public benefit” context, the official can claim therapeutic privilege, since vaccines are classified as therapeutics by the FDA. Who knew the government had claimed the full powers and privileges of our own treating physicians, *over our lives and medical treatments*? Also see: 45 CFR § 46.116 (e) (2) (2) *Alteration.* “An IRB may approve a consent procedure that omits some, or alters some *or all* of the elements of informed consent []” (Emphasis added.)
Yes, this is the legal defense set up in advance of the injuries and deaths. And where is this evidence we are all currently suffering deadly “conditions” which require immediate treatment with all available “therapeutic” vaccines? There is none. It’s just a legal maneuver to advance the interests of pharma. It is their lack of data (over 99% incorrect) which serves as their “scientific” evidence, which is the sole support for the theory that vaccines are “worth the risks”. The argument is that, because they’ve refused to count the injuries and dead bodies, this somehow proves vaccines are “relatively safe”. Relative to what?

11. Exposure to Confounders
The primary confounding biological factors present in the unvaccinated population today are exposures to the vitamin K-shot and/or maternal vaccines. Our Control Group data of unvaccinated (post-birth) has evidenced that, of those few Americans who have entirely avoided vaccine exposure since birth, more than 31% were exposed to the vitamin K-shot and/or their mothers were vaccinated during the pregnancy. The “vitamin” K-shot contains a powerful immune-system triggering vaccine-adjuvant, i.e., aluminum, (and other known toxins) with the potential to permanently alter human physiology and cause immune-system injury. 32

Immediately after all hospital births in the USA today, parents are told by medical staff that the K-shot is just a “vitamin” and heavy pressure is applied to make sure their new baby is injected with it, along with any other injectable pharmaceuticals pushed at these facilities. Parents are falsely told their baby will “bleed to death” without the K-shot and false allegations of “medical neglect” are routinely levelled against parents who refuse. This would tend explain why parents who are concerned about vaccine-safety do not always reject these risky immune-system triggering “vitamin K” injections for their newborns. They are told it’s “just a vitamin” and they are threatened.

For purposes of this study, the maternal vaccines and vitamin K-shots are obvious potential confounders that have been stratified to establish relevant risk factors as compared to those who’ve avoided exposure to both of these pharmaceutical offerings, in addition to avoiding exposure to all post-birth vaccines. Although the unvaccinated (post-birth) who were exposed to the K-shot and/or maternal vaccines represent the minority of those surveyed, the vast majority of health conditions reported in the “unvaccinated” (post-birth) were found in those who were exposed to the K-shot, and/or maternal vaccines.

12. Why would a mother take vaccines during pregnancy but not vaccinate her child?
We have no explanation for the small minority mothers who accepted vaccination during their pregnancy, but who then rejected vaccines for their children after the birth. The only insights available here, are that some of the women who were vaccinated during pregnancy reported they thereafter produced a medically “fragile” child. One female infant who was

32 “However, how these mineral agents influence the immune response to vaccination remains elusive. Many hypotheses exist as to the mode of action of these adjuvants, such as depot formation, antigen (Ag) targeting, and the induction of inflammation.” The mechanisms of action of vaccines containing aluminum adjuvants: an in vitro vs in vivo paradigm - Springerplus, 2015; 4: 181.
reported to have been exposed to vaccination in-utero, was born with microcephaly and multiple birth defects. *For the first time*, this particular mother suspected vaccines. We do not presently know exactly how many *other* American mothers are now in this category.

---

Chapter 4

OVERVIEW OF SAMPLING CALCULATIONS & RESULTS

1. *How Many People in the USA are entirely unvaccinated?*

Until this study was conducted, there was no existing dataset available with which to accurately calculate the number of entirely unvaccinated adults living in the USA today, and there were no recent figures on the rate of entirely unvaccinated children. Calculations from within this survey data, when calibrated against data from the CDC’s last research, places the percentage of entirely unvaccinated living in the USA in 2020 at 0.26% of the total population.  

According to the CDC, in 2001 the calculated percentage of entirely unvaccinated infants in the USA was 0.3%, increasing to 1.3% by 2015, which indicates the existence of a trend, i.e., an increasing distrust of vaccines. This trend was ongoing for some time before 2001. Although the percentage of entirely unvaccinated children suddenly began to drop in 2016, this more-recent change does not appear to be the result of an increasing trust in vaccines. Rather, in 2016, many of the most populated states began enforcing strict new vaccine mandates for those under 18, for college-aged students, and even for many adult professions. In addition to this, pharmaceutical distributors, (medical staff) also began to intensify their campaign of false medical-neglect allegations against parents who refused to have their children injected.

The 2001 and 2015 CDC surveys did give time and value reference points from which to calculate the percentage of entirely-unvaccinated within certain age groups for the Control Group survey period, serving as known values, with average yearly increases/decreases during specific periods, to use as calibration standards against these survey results. The calibrations (regression/progression models based upon year-of-birth) are reliable, and if anything, represent too large a number of entirely unvaccinated. This is due to the fact the percentage/number of unvaccinated in 2001 cannot have increased, i.e., a vaccinated person cannot later become an “unvaccinated” person (or adult) who would have qualified for participation in this survey.

---

33 This rate is the average of all ages combined, and varies by year of birth.
34 [https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/immunize.htm](https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/immunize.htm)
2. **Decline in Number of Unvaccinated, starting in 2016:**\(^{35}\)

In 2016 the number of entirely unvaccinated in the USA, in all ages, suddenly took a *sharp* decline, due to the passage of a plethora of harsh new state-level vaccine-mandate laws in the most populated states which codified the enforcement of severe discrimination against the minority unvaccinated population, denying them equal access to both public and private education, daycare services, medical care, and even denying them access to regular means of employment in many common professions.\(^{36}\)

Pharma-funded propaganda campaigns simultaneously began vilifying this exceptionally healthy minority of Americans, referring to them as filthy, diseased, “anti-vaxxers”, who are “selfish” and “crazy killers”.\(^{37}\)\(^{38}\) Another angle of this defamation campaign was devoted to the equally outrageous and false claim that unvaccinated people represent “the most serious public health threat” this Nation has ever faced.\(^{39}\) By seeing what they accuse others of, you often learn precisely what *they* are guilty of, as well as the punishments *they* deserve.

At present, we have no method of determining exactly how many who were previously unvaccinated, are now more recently-vaccinated (within the past 5 years) as a result of these newly-imposed pharma mandates and tactics. Therefore, the total population of entirely unvaccinated controls, premised upon those values which are known, could be considerably *smaller* than calculated here. Consequently, the sampling rates listed herein, for this population of interest, are likely somewhat higher than those values delineated in the sample-rate section of this report. This would tend to explain the stunning level of accuracy found in the dataset as reflected in the confidence intervals derived from the sample means.\(^{40}\)

2. **Absurd Assumptions**

Pervasive pharma propaganda has resulted in the idea humans somehow become “sterilized” once they’ve been injected with disease-causing infectious agents, and that therefore, people can only deemed “safe” to be around, after this ritual “cleansing” sacrament has been completed. Although this reasoning flies in the face of the evidence, and even basic logic, it has become the popular delusion of our day. Presuming this superstition is grounded on any scientific data, has led to catastrophic public health policies.

---

\(^{35}\) *Vaccination rates climb in California after personal belief exemptions curbed* – Stanford Medicine

\(^{36}\) *Barring Nonmedical Exemptions Increases Vaccination Rates, Study Finds* - At:

\(^{37}\) “CRAZY-MOTHERS want you to stop calling them anti-vaxxers” https://www.livescience.com/anti-vaxxers-try-to-change-name.html

\(^{38}\) *Anti-Vaxxers Hate Your Kids* - https://virologydownunder.com/anti-vaxxers-hate-your-children/

\(^{39}\) *Anti-vaxxers are dangerous. Make them face isolation, fines, arrests.*

\(^{40}\) SEE: Chapter 7, “Accuracy”.
3. **Pharma’s Baseless Slander Campaign as a Marketing Tool**

The ongoing Pharma-funded slander campaign against all those who distrust and refuse their products, equates all “unvaccinated” people to that of profoundly sick and diseased creatures who are saturated with infections, constantly spewing every infectious agent ever identified, upon all those around them. Evidence that there is any truth to their accusation is non-existent. But this doesn’t stop prostitutes from selling their souls to advance the spread of this fallacious propaganda as if it were fact.

Pharma’s allegations against the unvaccinated are no more supported by any evidence, than were the allegations levelled against our duly-elected 45th POTUS during the infamous “Russia Hoax” campaign so treasonously-deployed against our Nation by the Marxists and CCP loyalists who’ve managed to infiltrate our government and media at every level.

4. **The poorest get the most vaccines and they’re in the worst health.**

The CDC’s findings place the illiterate and poor within the demographic having both the highest rates of vaccine exposure and the worst health in this Nation. Likewise, the CDC’s own studies place the unvaccinated, and/or “under-vaccinated” population among the *healthiest* demographic found in the USA. The CDC’s research evidences that the typical “vaccine refuser” is educated, i.e., they are literate enough to *read a vaccine insert*. Although these CDC studies are clearly intended to incite class and race wars, (blaming ‘rich white people’ for the bad health of the poor) *none* of the obvious biological factors add up to the CDC’s conclusions as to *causation*. There is zero evidence that the lack of a Mercedes in your driveway increases your risk of brain damage, heart disease, diabetes, cancer, asthma, etc. There is ample evidence that vaccines do cause deadly health conditions and death.

The rational conclusions to be drawn from the evidence are quite obvious, but do not feed into the proper social-justice narrative, so they are ignored and heavily-censored. Unlike evidence-based biological science (exposure vs. non-exposure) social justice studies rely heavily upon irrational contradictions and blindness-to-the-obvious. The *scientific*

---

41 *When Poor Health and Poverty Becomes Disease* [https://www.ucsf.edu/news/2016/01/401251/poor-health-when-poverty-becomes-disease](https://www.ucsf.edu/news/2016/01/401251/poor-health-when-poverty-becomes-disease). This so-called “research” is clearly intended to blame America’s refusal to adopt communist rule, as the cause of our current non-infectious health crisis.

42 In order to inflame the attempted communist take-over of this Nation, CNN twisted the vaccine issue into something they hoped would incite both race *and* class warfare. See: [https://www.cnn.com/2015/12/30/health/california-vaccine-refusers-white-and-wealthy/index.html](https://www.cnn.com/2015/12/30/health/california-vaccine-refusers-white-and-wealthy/index.html)

43 Never mind the fact poor people are more heavily vaccinated: “*Poor Americans Die Younger*” [https://www.sanders.senate.gov/newsroom/poor-americans-die-younger](https://www.sanders.senate.gov/newsroom/poor-americans-die-younger) Bernie Sanders says they need more vaccines than they’re already getting and that the only answer to this nation’s health crisis is communist rule and forced vaccinations for all, under threat of criminal prosecution.


45 Research into “social” issues (posing as medical research) has proven quite helpful in demonstrating that those who avoid vaccines are among the healthiest demographic in the Nation. Obviously, their research was not intended for this purpose, and instead was focused on fueling a class war to support a communist agenda. The following study cited below is focused on issues related to race, sex, economic, etc., rather than actually looking for biological causes for the increase in disease seen in our nation’s people. Vast resources were expended to identify unvaccinated people, but not one penny was spent to record or study their *health*. 
method appears to have been outright-banned within most of our health agencies, in favor of trendy “social-justice-science” to advance the “cause” of communist health care models that are engineered to place full control over medical decisions directly into the hands of Pharma.

5. **Pharma’s Primary Target for ELIMINATION is the Control Group, i.e., the EVIDENCE.** Pharma’s false allegation that a person is spreading infectious agents because they haven’t recently been injected with those very same infectious agents, is beyond absurd. It collapses further with the objectively true fact that vaccinated people are the ones “shedding” (code for spreading) the very same infectious agents they’ve been injected with.\(^46\) Pharma’s barrage of slanderous propaganda against the minority of unvaccinated who have lost, and/or are losing, many of their most fundamental human rights in order to avoid being injected with dangerous Pharma products, incites illogical and emotionally-driven public outrage against them.

Precisely because the health data of entirely unvaccinated (true controls) is the very best evidence available, (in fact the only relevant evidence in existence) by which the risks associated with vaccination can be enumerated, the scientific controls are Pharma’s primary enemies to be injected/corrupted as swiftly as possible.\(^47\) The false allegations leveled in Pharma’s multi-faceted slander campaigns are intended to advance their agenda for universal forced vaccination for all ages nationwide, with all existing vaccines, and any they wish to sell in the future, under threat of criminal charges for not complying. This same cabal, which includes big-tech, is also now charging ahead in an attempt to use the CV-19 scare to secure the unlimited power to track and trace every American citizen to the benefit of foreign powers (CCP) to whom it is planned, all of this data will be directly supplied.\(^48\)

6. **The Distributors/Pushers in the Field**
The pharmaceutical distributors (pharmacists, doctors, and medical staff) are no less culpable than those whose agenda they serve. Under the directives of their administrators, it is now standard practice for medical staff to abusively extort parents into submitting to

---

**outcomes** See: *Sociodemographic Predictors of Vaccination Exemptions on the Basis of Personal Belief in California*

[https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4695929/](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4695929/)

\(^46\) Weston A. Price published a heavily referenced research paper in 2015 clearly evidencing the fact vaccinated people spread the very same infectious agents they’ve been injected with, and that they do so asymptptomatically, i.e., in the style of “Typhoid Mary”. See: [https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2015/02/02/702199/10118172/en/Studies-Show-Vaccinated-Individuals-Spread-Disease.html](https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2015/02/02/702199/10118172/en/Studies-Show-Vaccinated-Individuals-Spread-Disease.html)

\(^47\) *The Global Crackdown on parents who refuse vaccines for their kids is on”*


\(^48\) Apple, Microsoft, Google, Twitter, and similar CCP loyalist big-tech firms are 1\(^{st}\) in-line to “manage” the new vaccine “track & trace” systems in many American states. Apple already supplies aid and support to the CCP in oppressing the Chinese people, and Apple, along with other firms, will follow the directives of the CCP, the government that’s responsible for creating and then spreading the China-bat-virus to the USA in the 1\(^{st}\) place. See: [https://www.wired.com/story/apple-china-censorship-apps-flag/](https://www.wired.com/story/apple-china-censorship-apps-flag/)
Pharma’s demands that all children be injected with all of their injectable products, in order to maintain and increase pharma profits. These pressures include, but are not limited to, threats to falsely accuse the parents (of perfectly healthy children) of felony “medical neglect”, causing the loss of their children to foster care if the parents do not obey. These threats often do lead to the loss of children to the state, and even the loss of other children in the family, no matter how healthy or well-cared-for those children were with their natural parents. It’s a mighty weapon these pharmaceutical distributors wield in their heavily-incentivized war for ever-increasing profits. The least abusive threat routinely leveled by medical staff as retribution for refusal to comply with pharma’s demands, is an outright denial of medical care.

7. The Race to Eliminate the Evidence
These Pharma-directed ‘marketing’ schemes have been terrifyingly effective here in America. It is now extremely rare to come in contact with an entirely unvaccinated person in the USA, of any age. The peril our country faces with the continued destruction of this dwindling critical scientific evidence cannot be overstated. In 2020, well-under a million Americans were still entirely unvaccinated (post-birth). However, the number of unvaccinated is still, at the moment, ample enough to produce statistically-reliable health data for comparison against the 99.74% vaccine-exposed population. This is a circumstance Pharma is desperate to immediately alter. At this time, Pharma is quite urgently attempting to bury/corrupt all of this critical scientific evidence. By paying off our legislators, they’re moving swiftly toward making it a crime to resist any of Pharma’s dictates, in even the smallest of ways, punishable by criminal charges and the citizen’s immediate loss of their progeny.

This cut-throat attack on this minority of Americans is a race to bury this critical scientific evidence. It certainly isn’t based upon any concern for the safety of the unvaccinated. Nor is it borne out of any genuine interest in protecting the “herd”.

8. The 1st Study to Quantify
The Control Group study is the first nationwide survey (48 state coverage) to quantify the percentage of the population that is entirely unvaccinated from infancy through older years. This study is also the first to enumerate the percentage of entirely unvaccinated who have also avoided both the K-shot and pregnancy vaccines. Further, this is the 1st nationwide survey to specifically quantify health outcomes for those who’ve completely avoided exposure to vaccines (no contact with Mr. V) throughout the USA. Enumerating the rate of health conditions within the entirely unvaccinated population in the USA, is the only method by which the risk-to-benefit ratio of vaccination can be evaluated. The VAERS is of absolutely zero value in understanding what later happens to the “herd” once 99.74% of it

---

50 More Pediatricians are Dismissing Patients Who Refuse to Vaccinate - https://www.boardvitals.com/blog/pediatricians-patients-refuse-vaccinate/
has been exposed to vaccines, even if this system weren’t failing (over 99% of the time) to capture the short-term injuries and deaths. Our National disease and death statistics are an almost perfect accounting system for the vaccine-exposed population’s health status, i.e., the results of this mass vaccination experiment are fully visible in the health outcomes observed in this vaccine-exposed population. 52

9. Eliminating the Suspect
Toxicological gradient assessments of many ingredients in vaccines have already confirmed their toxicity in higher quantities, and the cumulative effects of vaccination have never been evaluated. Only a compulsive liar would argue higher doses (with multiple vaccines at once) and/or a higher number of repeated exposures, would not increase the risks associated with injecting an “unavoidably unsafe” pharmaceutical product. If any so-called “scientists” wish to argue otherwise, they would only destroy their own credibility in the attempt.

Eliminating vaccines as a possible cause of disease, disability, and death, provides a baseline of vital data. It is impossible to numerically quantify the risks (or lack thereof) of total vaccine abstinence without collecting this data. And without this vital data, there is nothing to compare the vaccinated population against, in order to numerically quantify the risks associated of vaccination and/or avoidance of vaccination.

10. The Primary Arguments against the Control Group Methodology:
It has been argued that the vaccinated “herd” protects the unvaccinated from disease and death. This reasoning is used to explain the superior health outcomes and lower death rates when they’ve been documented in the unvaccinated population by independent researchers. But this Pharma-argument fails miserably because it cannot explain how the vaccinated herd is protecting the unvaccinated from non-infectious diseases and/or disabilities, such as brain and nervous system damage, heart disease, diabetes, etc. Differences in these types of health outcomes, and/or their associated deaths, cannot be attributed to any protective benefit provided by the vaccinated “herd”. And again, it is well-documented that the vaccinated herd spreads the very same infectious agents they’ve been injected with. There can be no valid argument the vaccinated herd has protected the unvaccinated from exposure to these infectious agents, let alone that it’s protected any unvaccinated people from brain damage, heart disease, kidney failure, thyroid disorders, diabetes, epilepsy, microcephaly, asthma, eczema, life-threatening allergies, exc.

Arguments to explain differences in health outcomes between vaccinated and unvaccinated also include the obtuse reasoning that, even though vaccines are known to cause serious, disabling, and deadly injuries (including actual death shortly after vaccination) these victims were “only alive” to experience these wonderful side-effects, due to vaccines having

52 This is true even if the majority of Pharma-funded “experts” have decided to blame all health problems on this Nation’s failure to adopt 100% communist control of our healthcare and hand 100% of this control directly over to Pharma.
protected them from infections that could’ve “killed” them.\textsuperscript{53} However, vaccination also carries the risk of death. And our agencies have never counted the number of those deaths. An accurate numerical accounting of both the short and long-term risks, \textit{must be made available to the public}, no matter what this means to Pharma profits and their distributors. Let the chips fall where they may. \textit{We cannot continue} this wholesale slaughter of so many American people.

\textbf{11. The Vaccinated Herd Does NOT Protect the Unvaccinated from Infectious Agents.}\textsuperscript{54} Injecting a person with infectious agents does not “sterilize” them, or render them “safe” to be around. It is generally understood that an individual’s vulnerability to both the contraction of an infection, and/or injury of death from an infection, has two primary factors: (1) the person’s state of health at the time of exposure, and (2) the size of exposure to the infectious agent. The structure of human body normally provides a measure of protection from larger exposures, i.e., the skin, mucous, and even digestive system, are barriers that are understood to reduce access and exposure levels. Piecing the skin for direct injected into the bloodstream changes \textit{everything}. The injected \textit{shedder/spreader}, and someone who’s been “exposed”, are not the same thing. A person can be naturally exposed, but not become infected or shed an infection to anyone else. A shedder/spreader, who has recently been injected, will only \textit{increase} the number of people the infection is spread to, while also potentially increasing the level of exposure those around them will suffer.

It is a fact that vaccinated humans can, and do, asymptotically shed/spread the very same infectious agents they’ve recently been injected with. It is understood that the single most dangerous person in any outbreak is the \textit{asymptomatic} disease shedder/spreader, i.e., the “Typhoid Mary”. This person might \textit{appear} well, but is actually very infected internally, and therefore spreading large exposures to those around them. It is irrational to presume a disease-carrier who’s wandering around spreading infectious agents for weeks, or even months after injection, offers \textit{any} protective benefit to an unvaccinated person. \textit{Quite the opposite is the truth}.

The theory that people who are shedding the infectious agents they’ve recently been injected with can protect others from being exposed to infectious agents is \textit{wholly} illogical and there is not a shred of evidence to support it. Again, the allegation unvaccinated people expose others to infectious agents \textit{because} they have not recently been injected \textit{with those infectious agents}, is an upside-down, fun-house, lunatic’s argument, with no basis in evidence or reason. Only the uneducated and/or Pharma-salesmen persist in it.

The idea a vaccinated person might be “immune” from that which he is spreading throughout the community, does \textit{nothing} to support the absurd Pharma-argument the

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{53} Tell that to the many parents whose recently-vaccinated newborns have died, and have “SIDS” designations on the death certificates.

\textsuperscript{54} \textbf{Studies show that Vaccinated Individuals Spread Disease} Weston A. Price Foundation - \url{https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2015/02/02/702199/10118172/en/Studies-Show-that-Vaccinated-Individuals-Spread-Disease.html}
\end{flushleft}
unvaccinated are only healthier than vaccinated people due to the protection conferred by the vaccinated herd. Unlike vaccine-exposure by direct injection, natural exposure typically leads to either an immune response effective enough to ward it off completely, (and never spread it), or, if the person is already in a weakened state, illness and likely self-quarantine, because that person will be too sick to go out and will know they could be spreading it.

Deceiving people into believing that playing the vaccination-risk-roulette game is heroic because it protects the “collective” from disease-causing agents is a good marketing tool. It appeals to the virtue-signaling in all of us. But it’s no less fraudulent a slogan than “vaccines are safe”.

12. **The unvaccinated are more likely to contract ‘vaccine-preventable’ infections.**

It is vehemently argued that the unvaccinated population contracts, (or expresses the contraction of) temporary ‘vaccine-preventable’ infections at a higher rate than those who are directly injected with these infectious agents. If the modern risks of “vaccine-preventable” infections are higher than the risks associated with vaccination, we would see inferior health outcomes in the unvaccinated population. But this is most assuredly not what the evidence shows us.

The idea that overall health and survival rates will be superior if these temporary infections are avoided through vaccination, or that the overall modern risks associated with these particular ‘vaccine-preventable’ infections are higher than the risks associated with vaccination, are assumptions without evidence. This is due to the complete lack of numerical accounting on the risk-side of vaccination theory from those who make the claims.

Our Mr. V is not being surveilled or tracked by the VAERS. When tracking a known killer, a failure rate of over 99% hardly qualifies as ‘surveillance’. The Control Group study-model supplies a swift and concise remedy to this lack of numerical accounting, thereby making the risk/benefit ratio evaluation possible, both for individual considerations, and to inform vaccine-related public health policies with actual DATA, rather than with a multitude of numerically unsubstantiated slogans and irrational theories from the “experts”. 55

---

55 Vaccine inserts typically include warnings that the prescribing doctor must first “carefully evaluate the risk-to-benefit ratio” of vaccinating their patient. However, this instruction has never once been followed. This is because the term “ratio” is one of math. It requires numbers for an equation and a “ratio” (the answer to the equation) can only be expressed in numbers. The science of math is not premised upon slogans, guestimates, or opinions. Subjective opinions and slogans, no matter who they come from, are incapable of replacing numbers when calculating, let alone evaluating a “ratio” of anything. Weighing a risk/benefit ratio requires a numerical scale, regardless of the number of PhDs held by the “experts” attempting to “evaluate” some non-existent “ratio”, from an accounting that’s never been done, i.e., that’s never been numerically expressed. Where exactly are the NUMBERS that are required to express the risk/benefit ratio? They have none. This “risk/benefit ratio” talk is merely an attempt to make it appear as if some form of ‘scientific’ process might support the theory vaccines are “relatively safe”. Again, relative to what? Relative to the health outcomes observed in the 99.74% vaccinated herd perhaps?
Chapter 5

TOTALS SURVEYED

Number of American States Surveyed: 48
Throughout the Forty-eight (48) states, or 95% of the American States, a total of 1,482 qualified (unvaccinated post-birth) parties were surveyed. The only two (2) States that were not surveyed, were Iowa and Mississippi.

Total Surveyed (All Countries Sampled): 1,544
Including the surveys from 5 other Nations, a total of 1,544 qualifying surveys were completed. All qualified reporting parties affirmed that the subjects were unvaccinated at the time of their reports and they provided observed data on both their historical and current diseases, disabilities, mental and developmental conditions, and total deaths within each family, in those who were unvaccinated.

---

56 The only exclusion criterion for participation was that the subject must not have been vaccinated at any time after their birth.
57 Due to the longer history of enforcement of harshly discriminatory laws against the unvaccinated in these two states, (relative to the rest of the USA) and the lack of responses from these two states after sending out repeated notices covering the entire USA, it appears the numerical value of those who would have qualified for this survey, in either of these two states, has become too small to quantify within those states, i.e., the number of entirely unvaccinated in these two states is so close to zero that it would have little, if any, meaningful statistical relevance to this study.
Chapter 6

USA: SAMPLE/FRACTION RATES

1. Population of Interest Defined & Sample/Fraction Rates For Unvaccinated in the 48 States Surveyed within the USA: 58 59 60

(a) All ages:61
Sample/Fraction of unvaccinated surveyed, all ages:..........................................................0.178%
Calculated number of entirely unvaccinated of all ages living in the 48 states surveyed in the USA during the survey period: 832,521 Total number surveyed: 1,482

58 At the outset of this study, less than 1% of the American population was assumed entirely unvaccinated. This early estimate has been calibrated for precision, (varies by the cohort ages that are grouped) based upon all relevant factors, including (1) lower population levels in prior decades relevant to the birth years of those surveyed, and; (2) changing rates of complete vaccine avoidance in the USA (according to the most authoritative data available) averaged over the relevant years within the relevant age groups, and; (3) newly-acquired data on historical rates of total vaccine avoidance in the USA as applied to the relevant birth years of the target population/s for study.

59 The bottom rate of 0.042% entirely unvaccinated in the USA was increased for those over the age of 18 years during the survey period, as factored with the 14 year increase from 0.3% to 1.3% by year 2015 (per CDC statistics) in those under 18 during those years. The yearly rate of increase between 0.3% and 1.3% between 2001 and 2015 was averaged and applied to the relevant birth years of those surveyed in those age groups. There is a lack of additional relevant data from which to make further adjustments for the entirely unvaccinated population, other than those observations which demonstrate the rates of vaccination in all ages, and in particular for those under the age of 18, sharply increased, and continued to rise, through 2016 to 2020 due to new laws in many states which codified the enforcement of harsh discrimination against those who decline vaccination.

60 NOTE: The target sample/fraction calculations of the population do not include the populations of Iowa and Mississippi, which are the only two states not surveyed, representing a reduction of 1.86% of the total population assumptions for the USA. Due to the longer history of harsh enforcement of discriminatory laws in these two states, as well as the lack of response to this survey in these locations, it can be safely assumed that the percentage of entirely unvaccinated in these two states is very close to zero value. Addition of a similar rate of entirely unvaccinated for Iowa and Mississippi, (as was found to exist in the other 48 states), produced an increase of 1.86% in the size of the population of interest. But this was too small to increase the width in the error of the interval or lower the confidence level of the calculations for the total surveyed in the USA.

61 All sample rates are adjusted for historical population growth and the adjusted increase in the rate of entirely unvaccinated in the relevant age group where applicable.
(b) Over 18: \(^{62,63}\) Sample/Fraction of unvaccinated over 18 years surveyed: .............................. \(0.2\%\)
Calculated number of entirely unvaccinated over 18 years living in the 48 states surveyed in the USA during the survey period: \(105,034\). Number over 18 years surveyed: \(210\)

(c) Under 18 years: \(^{64}\) Sample/Fraction of unvaccinated under 18 years surveyed: ............................. \(0.175\%\)
Calculated number of entirely unvaccinated under 18 years living in the 48 states surveyed in USA during the survey period: \(727,487\). Number surveyed: \(1,272\)

2. Breakdown of American States:
Of particular interest are the two States which produced the highest sampling rates in the USA, specifically, California and New York. The highest number surveyed within one state is California. However, the sample-rate is slightly lower for CA than for the smaller population size of NY. The advantage in the CA results, is that there is a more evenly-distributed geographic sampling throughout the entire state, with surveys from San Diego, LA, (and surrounding areas), Northern CA, including various cities in and around the Bay Area, Sacramento, Northern Sierras, and Redding.

In California, the highest number of surveys came in from the most populated cities and areas, producing an assumption that the dataset from CA would likely represent the most accurate representation of the health of entirely unvaccinated living in CA. Of course, the assumption could also be made that for some as-yet unknown reason, the unvaccinated living in CA are slightly healthier than the unvaccinated living in New York, and/or the other 46 states. New York State came in at the next-highest number of total surveys for one state. Regardless of the higher sample rate for NY, (due to lower state population) the results were not as evenly distributed geographically throughout New York, as where those from CA.

3. Sampled States:
CA Total Surveyed: \(633\) - as percentage of all USA Surveys: \(42.71\%\) - Mean: 36 = 5.69%
NY Total Surveyed: \(364\) - as percentage of all USA Surveys: \(24.56\%\) - Mean: 22 = 6.04%
Other 46 States:.....\(485\) - as percentage of all USA Surveys: \(32.73\%\) - Mean: 30 = 6.18%

4. Mean (Average): \(5.97224\%\) (Those unvaccinated with at least 1 condition)

---

\(^{62}\) 14.17% of those surveyed in 48 states, were 18 and older. This produced a rate of entirely unvaccinated over the age of 18 of 0.042% during the survey period, which was also calibrated against the CDC reports of 0.30% of unvaccinated infants in 2001, which established an upward trend of increasing vaccine avoidance at, and before 2001. This resulted in a regression model for prior years, which, for purposes of this study, was assumed at a representative value no lower than the actual observations.

\(^{63}\) Calculation is based upon (1) the lower population of those over 18 years in 2001, increased by the average yearly population increase in this age group and; (2) the percentage this population represents within the total population of all ages, (including variances) and (3) the calculated percentage of the population that was entirely unvaccinated with a birth-year before 2001.

\(^{64}\) Calculation is based upon CDC estimates of the increase in entirely unvaccinated population from 2001 to 2015, (from 0.30% to 1.3% for infants) (2) the average yearly increase in overall population up to the survey period, and; (3) the percentage the age group represented within the entire population at the year of birth.
Standard deviation: 0.2568
Variance(Standard deviation): 0.06595
Population Standard deviation: 0.20968
Variance(Population Standard deviation): 0.04397

5. CALIFORNIA - SAMPLE/FRACTION RATES:

CA Stats: 65
1. - 2020: Total CA Pop: 39.78 million 2020
2. - Average % of pop under 18 years: 22.5%
3. - Average % of pop over 18 years: 77.5%
4. - 2001 CA Pop: 34.48 million
5. - 1946 CA Pop: 9.559 million
6. - 1946 to 2020 pop increase: 316.15%
7. - 2001 to 2020 pop increase: 15.37%
8. - 2001 to 2015 averagely yearly rate increase in % of unvaccinated infants: 23.809%

Sample/Fraction Rates for Entirely Unvaccinated Population calculated to be living in CA during the survey period:

All ages in CA:
Sample/Fraction surveyed for CA all ages: 0.517%
Unvaccinated (post-birth) in CA during survey: 122,496 - Number Surveyed: 633

CA Over 18:
Sample/Fraction rate for over 18 years in CA: 0.691%
Unvaccinated (post-birth) in CA during survey: 13,034 Number surveyed: 90

CA Under 18:
Sample/fraction rate for CA under 18 years: 0.496%

As an example of the values and equations applied to the calibrations and consequent adjustments made for the younger unvaccinated population, these are the assumptions and the progression for CA: With 22.5% under the age of 18 in CA in 2001: 7,758,000 is then reduced to 0.30% -(per CDC unvaccinated rate for 2001) = 23,274 which is then increased by the average yearly rate of population increase of 0.781383563% (of 23,274) 181.85921045262 - multiplied by 19 years (to 2020), for an increased unvaccinated population of 3455 including pop value from 2001, which is a total of 26,729. Factoring in the average yearly rate of increase in the % of unvaccinated between 2001 and 2015 - at an average yearly rate of increase of 333.3333333% over 14 years = (23.809523807% of the 2001 population value) results in an adjusted unvaccinated population-increase of 6364.047618373031 per-year multiplied by the years of increase in the number of unvaccinated between 2001 and 2015 according to birth year (with year 2001 already captured at a rate of.3%) resulting in 82,733 then added to the unvaccinated population of 2001 of 26,729 = 109,462 entirely unvaccinated under 18 years living in CA during the survey period. Under 18 years surveyed in CA: 543 Sample/fraction rate for CA under the age of 18, at 0.497%
Unvaccinated (post-birth) in CA during survey: **109,462** Number surveyed: **543**

6. **NEW YORK STATE - SAMPLE/FRACTION RATES:**

**NY All Ages:**  
Sample/Fraction of unvaccinated surveyed in NY: ............................................. **0.652%**  
Unvaccinated (post-birth) in NY during survey: **55,853** Number surveyed: **364**

**NY Over 18 years:**  
Sample/Fraction of unvaccinated population over 18 years in NY: .......................... **0.743%**  
Unvaccinated (post-birth) in NY during survey: **6,460** Number surveyed: **48**

**NY Under 18 years:**  
Sample/Fraction of unvaccinated population surveyed under 18 years in NY: .......... **0.639%**  
Unvaccinated (post-birth) in NY during survey: **49,393** Number surveyed: **316**

7. **FOREIGN SURVEYED:**  
There were five (5) Nations surveyed, with a total of sixty-two (62) foreign surveys. The foreign sampling rate within each country, or even as a combined-group, is negligible and of limited value, standing alone.

**Breakdown of Foreign Nations:**  
There were five (5) foreign countries surveyed: Canada: 27 surveys, UK: 24 surveys, Ireland: 5 surveys, Australia: 3 surveys, South Africa: 3 surveys. Of the 62 foreign surveys, five (5) or **8.06%**, reported at least one health, developmental, or mental condition. The foreign surveys are of negligible value standing alone, but are added to the totals in certain (identified) categories as a buffer, to produce a more diversified/global perspective on health outcomes for the unvaccinated controls.

8. **Probability Sampling:**  
In probability sampling, one begins with a sample frame of all eligible individuals, and implements the approach for sampling from this population that provides an equal chance any of them might take part in the survey. Typically, the selection must occur in a 'random' way, meaning that they do not differ in any significant way from potential observations not sampled. One must first accept the fact that no surveys (other than compulsory) produce participation that includes anyone other than those who self-selected after learning of the opportunity to participate. And this is where the researcher makes a determination as to the likelihood a person’s proclivity for participating in surveys will affect the specific data sought to be collected. Normally, the answer is assumed to be negative.

For example, exit polls from voters aim to predict the likely results of an election. There are no participants in such surveys that are not “self-selected”. The data produced by such surveys is then, ideally, cross-referenced and audited to detect inconsistencies that may reveal confounders if they exist, and to enumerate those errors. In the Control Group survey, the methods employed were those most likely to produce a robust sample size as well a random result, which was achieved. Auditing and cross-referencing this data
measured existing deviations from the sample means, producing values of reliability that numerically demonstrate the extent to which this sampling contains an accurate representation of health outcomes for the total population of interest.

9. **Probability of Participation and Effect on Results:**
Several factors guided the strategies employed to obtain cooperation from, and access to, the health data of a substantial sampling of the entirely unvaccinated population in the USA. Due to the extremely low percentage of the population of interest, coupled with their geographic distribution throughout the USA, certain methods that might be employed in research efforts aimed at the general population were not applicable, and/or were not likely to be effective at producing a robust sampling. It is expected that a larger sample is likely to produce a more accurate dataset, so this objective was an imperative as well.

Pew Research reports that phone selection by randomly-generated numbers have a response rate of less than 6%, after a person has been identified as available at the number called. And in the case of our particular target population, only 1 out of approximately every 400 persons contacted, (who would have been ‘selected’ for contact) would have any chance of being unvaccinated. And of course, we would have to start by reducing this likelihood to only 6% of that number in any case, leaving us with a likelihood of connecting with our population of interest for survey at less than 0.015% of the attempts made. 66

Given Pharma’s rampant slander campaigns and very-effective push to enact increasingly severe discriminatory laws against this minority who refuse to inject their products, it is logical to assume there would be very few unvaccinated (who might ever be contacted in the 1st instance, at less than 0.015% of random attempts), who would be willing to admit they or their children are unvaccinated to a complete stranger over the phone. The potential response rate with such an approach would’ve been dismal, and the attempt futile. It was clearly not a feasible method for obtaining a robust sample of this tiny and geographically-diverse population, particularly since these people have been persecuted and forced into isolation and secrecy.

Because such ‘selection’ processes were not feasible here, novel methods by which the objective could be met were employed, i.e., a robust sample constituting a solid representation of the health of the entirely unvaccinated population throughout 48 U.S. states was achieved. Narrowing the issues down by answering certain questions about the specific data sought, and other factors, determined the extent to which the considered, and ultimately-chosen methods would affect the outcome. In other words, if the chosen methods would have no effect on the ‘randomness’ of the specific data sought to be collected, and would therefore not adversely affect the probability that this data would represent the population not surveyed, then those methods would be employed, and they were employed.

10. **Bias**

66 Response rates in telephone surveys have resumed their decline
The first potential bias issue addressed was that of bias against vaccines. Those who’ve managed to avoid vaccines altogether are clearly biased against vaccines. It is also likely that many who’ve found they cannot make the sacrifices required to avoid vaccines, i.e., state-enforced discrimination through denial of equal opportunity and equal protection under the law, are also biased. These people might also prefer to make their own medical choices, and not face serious discrimination, loss of progeny to the state, or criminal charges as retribution for having done so. It is highly improbable there are any unvaccinated in the USA who wish they could’ve gotten a vaccine, but who could not locate any way to do so. Safeway and Albertson’s, as well as many other distribution-centers, will inject vaccines for “free” without a prescription, both to the uninsured, and the underinsured, at the taxpayer’s expense. These subsidized programs even offer coupons for “free pizza” or “20% off your purchase today” for those who agree to be injected with taxpayer-subsidized pharmaceuticals.  

11. Bias and Potential to Alter Health Outcomes
Is it likely that a preexisting bias against vaccination, standing alone, is capable of altering biological health outcomes? Can bias alone affect the health outcomes of newborn infants injected with vaccines or the K-shot? Can bias alone alter whether or not the unborn child whose mother was injected with vaccines during the pregnancy, will have serious defects and/or other health problems? Is it likely that one who distrusts vaccines, and so avoids them, would have different biological health outcomes than those who trust vaccines, solely due to beliefs about vaccines? Is a person who trusts vaccines, and therefore believes they’ve improved their health by injecting them, any less likely to practice good nutritional and other health-habits than a person who does not believe vaccines are safe? Is a child whose parents trust vaccines, any more vulnerable to diabetes or thyroid disorders, than the child of a parent who does not trust vaccines?

The obvious answer to all of the questions in this last paragraph is “no”. We have no reason to believe that a bias against vaccines, standing alone, is capable of altering the health outcomes observed in the entirely unvaccinated population, nor is a bias for vaccines, standing alone, likely to have altered the health outcomes observed in the 99.74% vaccinated population. There is absolutely no reason to believe the health outcomes of people who are educated enough to understand that vaccines are not actually “safe” would be any different, merely because they know the truth. Certainly, there is no reason to believe that unvaccinated people would have lower rates of brain damage, immune system disorders, and deaths, merely because they happen to know vaccines are fully capable of causing these things.

12. Auditing the accuracy of reported health outcomes:
It was assumed that if there were any notably large divergences in the averaged reported health outcomes across variables, as measured against the pooled subsets across geographically diverse participants, this survey data would not be a fair representation of the health of the entirely unvaccinated population in the USA who were not surveyed, - and

---

that, other factors or confounding elements would have affected the results, i.e., inaccurate reporting, inaccurate data-entry, or perhaps the chosen methods of notifying and surveying the population of interest had not been random enough to produce an accurate representative sample. However, in this instance, the standard deviation of the sample mean across 48 states, exposed an extraordinary level of reliability for this dataset due to the minimal error range. 68

13. Reporting Bias
Whether or not the entirely unvaccinated in the USA might misreport their health outcomes (due to bias against vaccines) was also carefully considered. Consistency values were audited to determine what effect this, or any other potential confounder, had on the dataset. The only logical and effective method of placing an accuracy-of-reporting value on the survey data, is to employ cross-referencing and auditing models to locate inconsistencies, or any patterns of inconsistency, after completing data collection and input. Due to the broad geographic coverage (across 48 states) and robust sample rates for the target population in the USA, the data for these comparisons and audits were substantial, and produced a high degree of consistency across randomized variables.

One method employed to determine reporting accuracy, was the comparisons between the pooled datasets, two from the highest sampled states, CA and NY, (the largest populations on opposite sides of the continent) and pooled sets from the unvaccinated populations in all other 46 states surveyed. The sample means for each pooled set were then analyzed for consistency and deviations. The standard deviation from the sample means of 5.97, yielded a 99% confidence level in the interval between 5.95 & 5.99. This dataset represents an extremely close representation of health of the unvaccinated population living in the USA in 2019/2020.

If inaccurate health reports were made, they were extremely minimal, as reflected in the standard deviation values across the stratified subsets of the pooled data. Or to put it another way, it would have been impossible for these reporters, in all of the pooled subsets across 48 states, to have coordinated their level of misreporting so consistently with one another, that it could have produced a standard deviation as small as is seen for this dataset. It does appear these reports carried a very high level of accuracy and that the sample was more than adequately randomized to represent the population of interest that was not surveyed.

14. “Selection” vs. Self-Selection
In any survey, all those surveyed are “self-selected” unless participation is compulsory. After 100 attempts to locate a participant, a surveyor might finally get a person to answer a randomly-selected phone number, and then cheerfully announce, “You've been selected to...” – only to have the vast majority of the “selected” (i.e., the few who answered the phone) hang up, because they hate answering surveys. And the same goes for “junk mail”

68 See Chapter 7, “Accuracy”
surveys received and tossed in the trash. The only people who participate in surveys are people who don’t mind participating in surveys. To this extent, participants are ultimately always ‘self-selected’. The surveyor is hoping, and the potential participant is the one choosing. But is there any evidence such proclivities (liking surveys or hating them) will affect actual health outcomes? Most health surveys commissioned by our government agencies logically assume the answer is no. 69

In this instance, due to the extremely small minority of the entirely unvaccinated population in the USA, it was necessary to do an assessment of the potential effect on the resulting data, and to use the most effective methods of notifying potential participants to make them aware of the opportunity to participate. Ultimately, notices on social media, podcasts, and radio (those having viewers/listeners from all over the Nation, and even in other Nations) as well as in-person surveys in key population centers, were the methods deployed, due to the probability these methods would produce a more robust, and therefore more accurate, representative sample of the population of interest.

15. ‘Random’ by any other name:
To establish the probability of producing a random sample result, and how deviations in the randomness of the sample could affect the accuracy of the data (as a representation of the unvaccinated population in the USA) the probability of differing health outcomes between these groups were analyzed as follows: (1) an entirely unvaccinated person, (or parent of same) who happened to be listening to a radio show on Tuesday rather than Thursday, or maybe one that doesn't listen to that show at all, as opposed to an unvaccinated person listening to the show on another day, and who therefore heard about the survey, and; (2) the same considerations as applied to an unvaccinated person who happened to be checking social media when a notice about the survey was visible in the feed, as opposed to one who missed that same notice, (3) which led to the conclusion these 2 factors would not likely make any difference in how healthy, or unhealthy, an unvaccinated person, or their unvaccinated child, might be.

Or to put it another way, there is no logical reason to believe the unvaccinated people who missed the nationwide Control Group survey notices, and therefore never responded, and those who did see a notice, but who never answer surveys anyway, would have different health outcomes than those who did see/hear a notice and did participate. “Kansas-Nancy’s” unvaccinated child is not going to be any healthier, or less healthy, than “Wyoming-Naomi’s” unvaccinated child, merely because Nancy missed the radio show and never heard about the survey, and/or she saw it, but Nancy doesn’t ever answer surveys. It is illogical to assume such factors could affect observed health outcomes.

The likelihood that “Nancy” would have an opportunity to participate depended upon her social media habits or the radio programs she listened to. But it would not increase or decrease her chances of participation over Naomi’s chances. And here, the surveyor was blind to who was choosing to participate by these means, i.e., the surveyor was unable to know who might see the notices, so the surveyor’s own bias was unable to affect who participated. In the end, the dataset produced confidence intervals that demonstrate the desired randomness was clearly achieved.

16. Form over Function in Random ‘Selection’
Although selection can be random, random is not equivalent to ‘selection”. A plane could fly over a city at noon with a banner, (advertising a survey with a website address) and those who see it could be random, (at least within the city it flew over). But it might not capture those who work a graveyard shift. However, if the data of interest is not likely to be affected by the shift one works, the data captured by the responses can produce a random sample, even though nobody knocked on anyone’s door or called them up directly in an attempt to “select” them. A random sample can be achieved without surveyor selection. And surveyor selection can actually introduced bias that would otherwise not be present. Voluntary-participation (self-selected) surveys do result in the end goal of a representative sample population, in spite of the fact the surveyor has no control over who will choose to participate, and regardless of the method by which they notified people of the opportunity to participate. If this were not so, no voluntary sample survey could be counted as representing any population of interest. And this is the reason for auditing the dataset to determine whether it exposes a truly random result, or something else.

Institutionally-accepted methods for ‘selection’ sampling are not the only means by which a survey can result in a reliable representative sample, i.e., a random result. There are many methods of reaching a population of interest in a broad and random manner in order to increase the sample size, and thereby increase the accuracy of a dataset. The results produced are the imperative.

Rather than making form the master, the Control Group survey deployed the means which had the highest probability of achieving the most accurate results through the most logical methods available. And because these methods were engineered to produce a random result, i.e., it is equally probable that unvaccinated Nancy or “Wyoming Wilma” listen to radio and/or follow social media, this objective was achieved. This dataset confirms this objective was met, i.e., a robust sampling of the entirely unvaccinated population in 48 states, with a narrow sample mean deviation, demonstrate that participation of this sample produced a tightly consistent outcome within the population of interest. It has been found that this unvaccinated population shares very similar health outcomes across the 48 states surveyed, far too consistent to have been mere coincidence.
Chapter 7

ACCURACY

1. ENTIRE USA Sample: 70
Based solely upon the finite population of interest and the sample size, the confidence that the margin of error would not exceed ±3.343% stood at 99%. 71

2. Sample Standard Deviation: 0.25239 72 73 74
However, the sample means established from the actual dataset, resulted in a sample standard deviation of 0.25239 across the 48 states surveyed. This level of accuracy would

70 Finite population factor is calculated as described below, and only for the USA where the population of interest could be calculated with any level of accuracy at this time. The simple MOE assumes no dataset is yet available with which to evaluate the accuracy of a study. The MOE is an estimated margin of error, and does not express the convergence found in the standard deviation of the sample mean, which is evidenced by the actual dataset, i.e., as evidenced by results achieved. The confidence interval values reflect the more precise measure of accuracy contained in the dataset as a representation of the population of interest who were not surveyed.

71 This represents a percentage value by which the sample results would be expected to deviate based solely upon a sample of this size, within the finite population of interest. This means the sample mean, (of those reporting at least 1 condition) would be expected to possibly reduce, or increase, by 3.343%. In this instance it would cause the sample mean to decrease to 5.74, or increase to 6.14. The margin of error (with finite population correction, but without calculation of the standard deviation of the sample means) is ±3.343%. With inclusion of possible unvaccinated population of Iowa & Mississippi at an increase of 1.86%, where: \( z = 2.576 \) for a confidence level of (a) 99%, \( p = \) proportion (expressed as a decimal) \( N = \) population size, \( n = \) sample size. \( z = 2.576, p = 0.5, N = 84006, n = 1482 \) - MOE = \( 2.576 \times \sqrt{0.5 \times (1 - 0.5)} / \sqrt{(84006 - 1) \times 1482 / (84006 - 1482)} = 1.288 / 38.53 \times 100 = 3.343\% \). The margin of error with finite population correction (FPC = \(((N-n)/(N-1))^{1/2}\)) is ±3.343% This represents a percentage value by which the sample results would be expected to deviate based solely upon a sample of this size. This means the sample mean, (of those reporting at least 1 condition) would be expected to either be reduced, or increased, by 3.343%. In this instance it would cause the sample mean to decrease to 5.74, or increase to 6.14.

72 The population is finite here, therefore if the finite population correction is made, the standard error of the mean of the sample will tend to zero with increasing sample size, because the estimate of the population mean will improve, while the standard deviation of the sample will tend to approximate the population standard deviation as the sample size increases. Based upon the standard deviation of the pooled samples, the confidence interval more accurately reflects the reliability of the actual data/results obtained by this survey. The sample standard deviation is calculated as \( s = \sqrt{\sigma^2} \), where: \( \sigma^2 = (1/(n-1)) \times \sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \mu)^2 \), \( \mu \) is the sample mean, \( n \) is the sample size and \( x_1, ..., x_n \) are the \( n \) sample observations.

73 Based upon the standard deviation of the pooled datasets.

74 The following formula was used for the confidence interval with finite population correction, ci: \( ci = \mu \pm Z_{c1/2}^{\ast}(s/\sqrt{n})\sqrt{\text{FPC}} \). Short styles without finite population correction: 5.97 (99% CI 5.95 to 5.99) 5.97, 99% CI [5.95, 5.99] Margin of Error 0.0169 – MOE to more digits: 0.01689.
not be evidenced if confounders had impacted this survey in any meaningful way. This evaluation of the dataset produced a 99% confidence level that the sample mean (for those who reported at least 1 condition, which is the basis for the sample mean) represents the unvaccinated population between the values of 5.95 and 5.99.\(^{75}\)

3. **Confidence Level:** 99% - **Interval:** (5.95, 5.99)

The elements which exemplify the validity of the Control Group representative sampling include, but are not limited to, three major factors: (1) the robust sample size of this finite population of interest; (2) 48 state coverage, and; (3) the consistency of the sample mean (small deviation) between pooled datasets, comprised of (a) the two highest populated states in the USA, which are on opposite sides of the continent, and (b) the randomly split datasets from the other 46 states. This confirms that any confounders that were present, had an *extremely* limited effect on the accuracy of the dataset as a representation of the health of the entirely unvaccinated population living in the USA in 2020.

The effects of any confounders are very limited, and are here numerically defined, i.e., any effects that bias, limits in the randomness of the sample, inaccurate reporting, data-entry flaws, etc., may have had on the dataset, are here fully exposed in the divergence audits and confidence intervals.\(^{76}\)

4. **Additional Cross-reference:**
   - **a. CA Random Split:** Confidence 99%, Interval (5.59, 5.79)
   - **b. NY Random Split:** Confidence 99%, Interval (5.91, 6.18)
   - **c. NY & CA:** Combined and Random Split: Confidence 99%, Interval (5.85, 5.89)
   - **d. 46 States:** Random split: The standard deviation of the sample means across 46 states exposed *no* error, i.e., Confidence 99%, interval (0.00, 0.00). NOTE: Simple calculation of the MOE of this pooled set, as a separate dataset *without* the sample

\(^{75}\) Rounded.

\(^{76}\) Processing errors were also kept to an extreme minimum by filing number assignments and continual reference to the original hard-copy surveys in case of discrepancies requiring correction, along with follow-up phone, and/or email interviews for clarification and precision of the data-set. Post-marked envelopes are also kept securely in the file with each mailed-in survey, and were used to validate and audit the location of the respondents and the date of mailing.
Chapter 8

NUMERICAL HEALTH RISK VALUES

1. BASIC GUIDE: Percentages are rounded up and therefore groups may not total 100% of the total risk values for grouped risk factors. These outcomes are also presented in various subsets to enumerate the total risk factors for each category of condition reported as it relates to the specified exposures. Certain risk factors for comparatives against the 99.74% vaccinated population in the USA are also made available without the foreign survey data included, (where defined) in order to accommodate the most commonly-stratified subsets of age-appropriate cohorts made available in our published National statistics. Certain identified risk factors are also presented according to all age groups combined.

These values include all reported conditions of which the raw data is comprised. The fact a certain condition is not reported at all within this sample, ("0.0%") is not intended to indicate the risk of that condition is literally zero within the unvaccinated population. If a condition does not appear in this report (and is given a risk-value of 0%) it is because that condition was not reported in any of those surveyed. Therefore, the risk factor for that...

---

77 The additional 46 States were pooled and split randomly to produce pooled sets. An identical number within each set reported at least one (1) condition. Therefore, there was no deviation of the sample mean between these pooled sets across 46 states. The simple MOE calculated only upon the population of interest and the sample size of it, produced a 95% confidence MOE of ±4.448%. That is to say that, with a sample mean of 6.043956044% (mean being at least 1 condition reported) of which 4.448% is 0.26883516483712%, the sample mean would not be expected to vary beyond 5.78% at the lowest, and 6.31% at the highest, (rounded). The level of accuracy estimated solely upon the finite population and sample produces a MOE that should not be mistaken for the accuracy of the actual dataset results. Again, no deviation was found in the 46 states when randomly split.

78 Convergent validity is seen in the degree to which the two highest sampled states produced similar outcomes, which when combined, are also closely aligned with the compilation of smaller-sampled 46 states surveyed. This consistency is also seen when the pooled datasets are cross-checked in various other pooling combinations, i.e., either of the two highest-sampled states combined with one another and compared against the 46 states, and/or when one of these high-sampled states are combined with the 46 states and compared against the remaining highest sampled state. Other combinations with split datasets within the 46 states, along with splitting of the highest-sampled states for recombination into new pooled sets for comparison were also made. These exercises only reduced the intervals, or they remained the same. All combinations fell within a very small deviation. The pooled sample combination used to produce the final confidence interval (for the entire survey sample dataset), was the combination that produce the widest interval within the 99% confidence level.

79 Cohen’s d is typically employed to enumerate statistical differences in results as a comparison to a control group, and an exposure group. In this instance, the differences in the outcomes between the unexposed and exposed, in every category of condition, are staggering on their face. (See Health Risk Comparisons later in this report.) There can be no argument these disparities are lacking in statistical significance. In analyzing this dataset of controls, Cohen’s d was found to be useful in another context, as an additional measure of accuracy, and was run on the pooled datasets for the purpose of determining the ‘significance’ of the deviations/variances, i.e., to help quantify potential errors within the dataset. Cohen’s d = -1.373 (trivial effect size) calculated as follows: Cohen’s d is calculated as follows: Where M1 = 5.8655799175, M2 = 6.1099796334, SD1 = 0.25226193729988, SD2 = 0 - d = (5.8655799175 - 6.1099796334) /0.178, SDpooled = \[\sqrt{\left(0.25226193729988^2 + 0^2\right) / 2}\] = 0.178 \hspace{1cm} d = -0.244 / 0.178 = -1.373 \hspace{1cm} So, d = -1.373
condition can be assumed as *infinitesimal*, i.e., too small to locate with this sampling of the unvaccinated population, in spite of the robust sampling rates and low standard deviation within this dataset. Basically, this means it is truly an *extremely* rare condition in the entirely unvaccinated population.

2. **USA Overall Risks Associated with Vaccine Abstinence (post-birth):**
   1. USA - at least 1 condition reported in all age groups (88 of 1,482)..................**5.94%**
   2. CA - at least 1 condition reported in all age groups (36 of 633)..................**5.69%**
   3. NY - at least 1 condition reported in all age groups (22 of 364)..................**6.04%**
   4. CA and NY combined reported with at least 1 condition (58 of 997)..................**5.82%**
   5. 46 States combined (not including CA & NY) at least 1 condition (30 of 485).....**6.19%**

3. **Total Including Foreign:**
   Out of 1,544 reports, (both foreign and domestic) ninety-three (93) subjects, or **6.02%** in all age groups, were reported to have at least one health, developmental, or mental condition.

   The higher rate of reported conditions from foreign Nations are added to certain portions of the risk-factor assessments herein, (where identified) as a buffering measure to more accurately establish potential global health outcomes with total vaccine abstinence, including deaths and health-related injuries. The inclusion of this group (within the identified versions of the stratified subsets) is provided to more accurately reflect overall total health outcomes associated with vaccine abstinence, (and/or abstinence from 2 other potentially-confounding, but-directly-related pharmaceuticals) across all factors, regardless of race, gender, lifestyle, income, culture, or geography. The objective of this study is to enumerate health outcomes associated with the avoidance of vaccines, and two other pharmaceutical products, i.e., the actual physical/biological *effects* of this behavior, as reflected in observed *health outcomes*. 
Chapter 9

VITAMIN K-SHOT & MATERNAL VACCINES

80 The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) estimates that in 2015, 0.6% of babies did not get the vitamin K shot at birth. *Factors Associated With Refusal of Intramuscular Vitamin K in Normal Newborns* - Pediatrics August 2018, 142 (2) e20173743; DOI: [https://doi.org/10.1542/peds.2017-3743](https://doi.org/10.1542/peds.2017-3743) - At: [https://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/142/2/e20173743](https://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/142/2/e20173743). ALSO: In the *Scientific American*, Clay Jones, a pediatrician specializing in newborns at Newton–Wellesley Hospital in Massachusetts, complained that mothers who refuse the K-shot are also less likely to allow pain-killing drugs to be inserted into their spine (epidural) during labor, and are more likely to breastfeed. Jones spent considerable space venting his frustrations at the increased level of "breastfeeding" these nasty "drug-refuser" mothers engage in. Of course, Jones presented no studies or numbers to support his theories that breastfeeding is bad for babies. This article is a marketing tool for pharma. Healthy patients are a bad business model for the pharmaceutical/medical industrial complex. Breastfeeding leads to healthier children and this is why the article did not stop at pushing pharmaceuticals. Scientific America: August 19, 2014 "More Parents Nixing Anti-Bleeding Shots for Their Newborns" [https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/more-parents-nixing-anti-bleeding-shots-for-their-newborns/](https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/more-parents-nixing-anti-bleeding-shots-for-their-newborns/)

81 The vitamin K-shot contains aluminum, a powerful immune-system triggering/altering adjuvant, which is normally found in vaccines. The justification given for the presence of this vaccine-adjuvant in this "vitamin" injection, is that it's purported to "balance the PH". Ostensibly, the pharma-worker who developed the K-shot, and those who market it, could not locate any safer methods of "balancing the PH". Upon further research it was discovered that the PH of pure vitamin K is very close to aluminum, and if anything, the inclusion of the aluminum only worsens the PH balance of vitamin K. The need to "balance the PH" must be due to the other ingredients in the K-shot, including: propylene glycol, polysorbate 80, and benzyl alcohol. The justification for this vitamin/adjuvant/alcohol-injection being given to newborns (rather than giving babies real vitamin K orally) is the presumption that all parents are negligent and will fail to properly nourish their babies after leaving the hospital. So these babies are injected with enough vitamin K to last several months in one massive dose, which could be difficult for an adult liver to process. This routine is claimed to protect the baby from its
1. Identifying and Isolating Exposures

To identify and/or eliminate all obvious confounding biological elements, such as direct injections with certain other vaccine-related pharmaceuticals, in addition to a complete lack of post-birth vaccinations, this survey requested specific data on exposure to both maternal vaccines and K-shots at birth. This also facilitated the enumeration of health outcomes associated with avoidance of these two additional medical interventions, in addition to those conditions observed in those who’ve avoided all post-birth vaccine exposure.

2. Repeating Patterns according to exposures in the USA: 82

   a. For all ages, those with no exposure to any vaccines, (either pre or post-birth) and no K-shot exposures, accounted for 68.96% of all those surveyed (1,022 of 1482). 2.64% of this unexposed group were reported with at least 1 condition (27 of 1,022).

   b. For all ages, those unvaccinated (post-birth) with 100% K-shot exposure alone (no maternal vaccines) accounted for 28.88% of all those surveyed. 11.71% of this group reported at least 1 condition (48 of 410).

   presumably negligent parents, which the medical establishment assumes all parents are. The potential risks of this medical procedure are ignored entirely, and no database accounting of those risks are collected, or if they have been collected, such data has not been made available to the public. The following link provides a fine visual example of the gangrenous consequences of hyper-viscosity (where the blood in newborns “mysteriously” becomes too thick and clotted to permit blood-flow to the baby’s limbs). These “scientists” claim they’ve no clue what might be causing this problem: http://ispub.com/IJPN/6/1/4227. Polycythemia and Hyperviscosity in the Newborn – Fairview - The resulting missing fingers and other “side-effects” (including liver-failure) suffered by infants who’ve receive huge doses of blood-clotting vitamin K at birth are shocking, 60% of newborn infants now suffer from jaundice/bilirubin, which is an indication their liver function has been impaired. No matter how indicative jaundice is of liver failure, it’s now so “common” that it’s no longer considered “concerning”. See: https://www.marchofdimes.org/complications/newborn-jaundice.aspx - The fact that it’s become so common for newborn infants to suffer symptoms of advanced liver failure should be concerning, and only liars go on pretending to have no clue what is causing all of this liver damage and hyperviscosity in newborn infants. The vitamin K-shot is quite useful in helping to cover the bleeding-from-injury risks inherent to hospital births. Birth Trauma StatPearls - NCBI - January 15, 2020 - Vikramaditya Dumpa; Ranjith Kamity. At: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK539831/

82 As you will notice later in the report, in the Risk Comparisons for each condition or disease within the age-group cohorts as well as those within each disease category, based upon the stratified exposure subsets, this increasing risk-value pattern (exemplified here) is extremely consistent, and staggeringly beyond chance. This pattern of graduating increase in risk, according to these subset exposures, holds an almost perfect pattern across almost all other variables. However, there are a minority of specific disease categories where maternal vaccine exposures alone appeared to have limited effect, such as in the risks of digestive problems, where the K-shot appears more specifically implicated. The one exposure that raised associated risks dramatically, in every sector where it could adequately be measured, was the maternal vaccine, in many cases raising the associated risks well above the National averages for the 99% post-birth vaccinated population. This is of extreme concern, as this one particular exposure (maternal vaccine) appears to have a much higher potential to destroy the health of America’s next generation of children much faster than any other type of pharmaceutical exposure. The extraordinary level of this particular threat cannot possibly be overstated. Here, the author placed these concerns in the footnotes in furtherance of the obvious meaning of the numbers themselves, on the off-chance anyone is incapable of understanding what the implications of these figures are.
b. For all ages, those unvaccinated (post-birth) with exposure to the K-shot, and/or maternal vaccines accounted for 31.04% of all those surveyed. **13.26%** of this group reported at least 1 condition (61 of 460).

c. For all ages, those unvaccinated (post-birth) with 100% exposure to maternal vaccines alone (no K-shot) accounted for 1.28% of all those surveyed. **21.00%** of this group reported at least 1 condition (4 of 19).

d. For all ages, those unvaccinated (post-birth) with 100% exposure to maternal vaccines (with or w/o K-shot exposure) accounted for 3.31% of those surveyed, (49 of 1,482). **24.49%** of this group reported at least 1 condition (12 of 49).

e. For all ages, those unvaccinated (post-birth) with a 100% rate of exposure to both maternal vaccines and K-shot accounted for 2.02% of all those surveyed. **30.00%** of this group reported at least condition (9 of 30).

f. For all ages, the total with exposure to the K-shot and/or maternal vaccines accounted for **31.04%** of all those surveyed, (460 of 1482). Strikingly, **69.32%** of those reported with at least 1 condition, were in this exposure group, i.e., 61 of 88 reported with at least 1 condition were in this exposure group.

### 3. The term “Unvaccinated”

This additional data (K-shot/maternal vaccine exposure) was required, due to the fact many who consider themselves “unvaccinated” (post-birth) and who qualified for this study as such, were injected with the vitamin K-shot at birth, which contains a powerful adjuvant (normally used in vaccines as a method of triggering a strong immune response), and/or the mother was vaccinated during the pregnancy. It is understood that adjuvants, such as aluminum, trigger the immune system whether or not they are given in combination with an infectious agent, and/or foreign DNA/RNA from various undisclosed sources, much of which originate in communist China. Vaccination during pregnancy has the obvious potential to affect the unborn child. And yet, the risks associated with these injections have never been enumerated by our public health authorities.

### 4. K-shot Can Cause Death:

The K-shot can cause immediate death. This is according to science author Thomas E. Kearney (for the California Poison Control System) in "Poisoning & Drug Overdose", Chapter 238, where the K-shot information reads: “Black box warning: Anaphylactoid reactions have been reported after intravenous administration and have been associated with fatalities. Intravenous use should be restricted to true emergencies; the patient must be monitored closely in an intensive care setting. Severe reactions and fatalities have also been associated with intramuscular administration and resembled hypersensitivity reactions.”

---

In spite of these facts, well over 99% of babies born in the USA are now injected with the K-shot, often by extremely extortive means, and all mothers are also now heavily pressured to get vaccinated during their pregnancies. Previous to this study, there had been no evaluation of the K-shot against true controls, in order to determine real risk factors associated with its use. The Control Group study has compiled the largest-known collection of health-outcome data for the unvaccinated population who are also lacking exposure to the K-shot and in-utero/pregnancy vaccines, i.e., true controls, enumerating the health outcomes which establish the risk factors (or reductions thereof) associated with also refusing the K-shot and/or maternal vaccines. This is also the 1st study to collect data on a group with a 100% rate of maternal vaccine exposure for comparison of health outcomes in the children produced by completely unvaccinated (unexposed) pregnancies who also avoided any post-birth vaccination. The advantage here is also found in the fact post-birth vaccines have been ruled out as an additional risk-factor for this particular group, which is a highly unique dataset to have access to.

5. The Rise in Exposures to K-shot and Maternal Vaccines
Until fairly recently, it was assumed that vaccination during pregnancy was dangerous to the unborn baby, and this practice was generally avoided, along with avoidance of newborn vaccinations. No new math-based science has been produced to prove that vaccines are any safer during pregnancy or during the first months of life, than they were 30 years ago, with which to justify altering these historical medical assumptions. And yet, pregnant women are now routinely pressured to accept vaccines, with approximately 50% of pregnancies now being vaccinated in the USA. And this number is rising fast. Almost all newborns are also now heavily vaccinated in the USA.

Parents are generally never told that the k-shot injection comes with serious immediate risks, including death, or that the long-term risks have never been evaluated. Pharma-distributors claim these side-effects are extremely “rare”. But this subjective

84 “Parents Who Declined Vitamin K Shots For Newborns Sue Hospitals, DCFS Over Medical Neglect Investigations” – CBS Chicago - By Lauren Victory - September 24, 2019 at 6:47 am
Filed Under: Illinois Department of Children and Family Services, Lauren Victory, Local TV, Morning Insiders, Only On 2, vitamin k AT: https://chicago.cbslocal.com/2019/09/24/vitamin-k-lawsuit-baby-taken-from-parents-dcfs-medical-neglect-investigation/. This “medical” research paper, Parental Refusal of Childhood Vaccines and Medical Neglect Laws, (obviously authored by lawyers) discusses various punishments medical staff can threaten parents with if they refuse to have their children injected with pharma products. The primary method outlined is to level false criminal allegations against innocent parents. These methods of extorting the parents’ submission to the dictates of the pharmaceutical industry include arranging to have the children confiscated and placed in foster care, and/or criminal prosecution against the parents, based solely upon their refusal to purchase certain pharmaceutical products. Am J Public Health, 2017 January; 107(1): 68–71. Published online January 2017 - doi: 10.2105/AJPH.2016.303500 - PMCID: PMC5308147 - PMID: 27854538 Found at: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5308147/ In the Abstract See - Under: Methods. “We used the Westlaw legal database to search court opinions from 1905 to 2016 and identified cases in which vaccine refusal was the sole or a primary reason in a neglect proceeding. We also delineated if religious or philosophical exemptions from required school immunizations were available at the time of adjudication.” This purportedly “scientific/medical” research paper strays far from anything related to health, but rather, it’s the “how-to” force parents to have their children injected against their will, under threat of the loss of their children to foster care and even criminal prosecution.
characterization is not supported by any enumeration relative to any particular person, or group of people, receiving this injection, or some other biologically-active substance, as compared against those who did not receive it. The oldest survey participant reporting the K-shot at birth was 36 years of age, and 19 years was the oldest age of any participant whose mother was reported to have been vaccinated during the pregnancy. It appears Pharma’s aggressive push to vaccinate all pregnant women and their babies in-utero, is an even more recent phenomenon than K-shots for all newborns.

6. Unvaccinated are far less likely to be exposed to K-shot, and/or maternal vaccines. Based upon the most recent estimates of K-shot saturation levels in the general population, it is clear that parents who choose not to vaccinate their children, (as were studied herein) are also far less likely to permit the K-shot to be injected into their newborn baby at birth, and these same mothers are even less likely than this, to expose their unborn babies to vaccines during pregnancy, than are mothers belonging to the 99.74% vaccinated population.

These lastly-mentioned particular Control Group findings are consistent with findings from the American Academy of Pediatrics, who also found that those who refuse the K-shot, (as well as vaccines) tend to be more literate than those who submit to the many increasingly-abusive pressures to accept them. The pressures medical staff typically apply to obtain the parents’ "consent" to surrender their newborn infants to K-shot injections, include, but are not limited to, direct threats to contact CPS and falsely accuse these parents of medical neglect if they refuse these, or any injectable products pushed in these distribution centers.

7. Data for health outcomes in unvaccinated without the K-shot or pregnancy vaccines: If any other data establishing the numerical risk factors associated with avoidance of either the K-shot or pregnancy vaccines exists, (other than that found herein) it is currently concealed. Because close to 70% of the unvaccinated (post-birth) in this study reported no exposure to the K-shot at birth, nor exposure to maternal vaccines, the data collected here presented an unparalleled opportunity to enumerate the health outcomes specifically associated with refusal of the K-shot and/or maternal vaccines in those who’ve also received no other similar pharmaceutical injections, i.e., post-birth vaccinations. It also supplied a comparative opportunity between all of these groups.

8. K-shot & Maternal Vaccine Subsets and the Effect on sampling rates: For these particular groups, (other exposure or non-exposure groups within the dataset) the sampling rates are the same within every subset, as those which have been identified for our total population of interest, since the percentage of entirely unvaccinated in the general population is also reduced or increased by the identical percentage when excluding, or including, those who’ve also avoided exposure to the k-shot and the maternal vaccines. For purposes of this study, the first-premised sample rate assumptions for the total calculated unvaccinated population applies to both the K-shot and/or maternal vaccine exposure groups.

9. Risk of Hemorrhaging or Injury due-to-bleeding with avoidance of K-shot……….0% (Risk of bleeding injury or related death in those with no K-shot (0 o
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COMPARATIVE RISKS

AS AGAINST

THE 99.74% VACCINE-EXPOSED POPULATION IN THE USA

1.1. Chronic conditions in vaccine-exposed (post-birth) population under 18 years......27%

According to the CDC, “approximately 27% of children in the United States have a chronic condition and 1 in 15, or 6.66% have MCCs [multiple chronic conditions].”\(^85\) These figures do not include obesity.\(^86\)

Survey Data:

(a) Under 18 years in all unvaccinated (post-birth) surveyed reported with at least one condition: (76 of 1,272).........................................................5.97%

Breakdown of Exposures:

a. Risk of at least 1 condition in unvaccinated without K-shot or maternal vaccine exposure (19 of 844).................................2.25%

b. Risk of at least 1 condition in unvaccinated (post-birth) with 100% K-shot exposure & no maternal vaccines (44 of 398)....11.06%

c. Risk of at least one condition in unvaccinated with K-shot and/or maternal vaccine exposure (57 of 428).................................13.32%

d. Risk of at least 1 condition in unvaccinated (post-birth) with 100% rate of maternal vaccine exposure and no K-shot (4 of 17)...........23.53%

e. Risk of at least 1 condition in unvaccinated (post-birth) with 100% rate of exposure to both K-shot and maternal vaccines (9 of 29)...............31.03%

(b) Increase Risk of at least 1 condition according to exposure: \(^87\)

a. Increased risk in 99% vaccine-exposed general population.........................1,099%

b. Increased risk with K-shot exposure alone.............392%

c. Increased risk with K-shot and/or maternal vaccines........492%

d. Increased risk with maternal vaccine exposure alone.............956%

e. Increased risk with both K-shot and maternal vaccine exposure........1,279%

\(^85\) CDC, *Preventing Chronic Disease*. https://www.cdc.gov/pcd/issues/2015/14_0397.htm


\(^87\) Increased risks are based upon a comparison to the risk value for those with zero exposure to vaccines (before or after birth) and zero exposure to the K-shot.
1.2. Risk of Multiple Conditions in the 99% vaccinated population under 18 years:........6.66%
6.66% have MCCs [multiple chronic conditions].” [see footnote 1]

Survey Data
(a) A total of 0.94% (12 of 1,272) of unvaccinated (post-birth) surveyed under 18 years were reported with at least 2 chronic conditions.

Breakdown of Risk Factors & Exposures:

a. Risk of at least 2 conditions in unvaccinated (post birth) without exposure to K-shot or maternal vaccines (1 of 844)..................0.12%
b. Risk of at least 2 conditions in unvaccinated (post-birth) with 100% rate of exposure to K-shot & no maternal vaccines (10 of 398).2.51%
c. Risk of at least 2 conditions in unvaccinated (post-birth) with exposure to K-shot and/or maternal vaccines (14 of 428).........................3.27%
d. Risk of at least 2 conditions in unvaccinated (post-birth) with 100% rate of exposure to maternal vaccines (4 of 48).................................8.33%
e. Risk of at least 2 conditions in unvaccinated (post-birth) with 100% exposure to both maternal vaccines and K-shot (4 of 29).............13.79%

(b) Increased risk of at least 2 conditions according to exposures: 88
a. Increased risk in (post-birth) vaccine-exposed population..........................5.521%
b. Increased risk with K-shot exposure alone...............1.992%
c. Increased risk with K-shot and/or maternal vaccines 2.625%
d. Increased risk with 100% maternal vaccine exposure ................6.842%
e. Increased risk with both maternal vaccines and K-shot.....................11.392%

NOTE: 100% of those reporting at least 3 conditions also reported maternal vaccine exposure and/or K-shot exposure.89

2.1. Chronic conditions in vaccine-exposed (post-birth) population over 18 years......60%
According to the CDC, “six in 10 adults in the US have a chronic disease.”90 (6/10=60%)

Survey Data
(a) A total 5.71% of those unvaccinated (post-birth) surveyed over 18 years, reported with at least 1 chronic condition: (12 of 210)

a. Risk of at least 1 condition in unvaccinated (post birth) without exposure to K-shot or maternal vaccines (8 of 178)........4.49%
b. Risk of at least 1 condition in unvaccinated (post birth) with exposure to K-shot alone (4 out of 32).................................12.5%

88 Increased risks are based upon a comparison to the risk value for those with zero exposure to vaccines (before or after birth) and zero exposure to the K-shot.
89 See breakdown of total number of separate conditions reported in each exposure group later in this report.
(b) Increased risk according to exposure: 91

a. Increased risk in vaccine-exposed (post-birth) population ........... **1,248%**
b. Increased risk with K-shot alone ........................................... **178%** 92

2.2 - 2 Chronic Conditions in vaccine-exposed adults over 18 years ................. **42%**

42% over the age of 18 have more than one condition. See footnote 2.

Survey Data 93

(a) A total of **0.95%** (2 of 210) unvaccinated (post-birth) surveyed over the age of 18 reported at least 2 chronic conditions:

   a. Risk of at least 2 conditions in unvaccinated without exposure to K-shot or pregnancy vaccines (1 of 178) ...................... **0.56%**
   b. Risk of at least 2 conditions in unvaccinated with exposure to K-shot and/or maternal vaccines (1 of 32) ............................... **3.13%**

(b) Increased risk according to exposure: 94

a. Increased risk in vaccine-exposed population ............................ **7,376%**
b. Increased risk with K-shot and/or maternal vaccine exposure .......... **456%**

NOTE: In those over the age of 18, there was only one reported exposure to maternal vaccines.

2.3 - 5 Chronic Conditions in 99% vaccine-exposed adults over 18 years .............. **12%**

1 out of every 8.33 American adults is suffering 5 or more chronic conditions. See footnote 2.

Survey Data

There were no reports of more than 3 chronic conditions in unvaccinated (post-birth) adults, (or children) with or without exposure to K-shot and/or pregnancy vaccines.

(a) Risk of more than more than 3 chronic conditions in (post-birth) unvaccinated over 18 years (0 of 210) ................................................................. **0%**

---

91 Increased risks are based upon a comparison to the risk value for those with zero exposure to vaccines (before or after birth) and zero exposure to the K-shot.
92 Only one person over the age of 18 surveyed was reported with exposure to maternal vaccines.
93 There was only one (1) report of maternal vaccine exposure in those unvaccinated (post-birth) over the age of 18.
94 Increased risks are based upon a comparison to the risk value for those with zero exposure to vaccines (before or after birth) and zero exposure to the K-shot.
3. Heart Disease in the 99% vaccine-exposed adult population over 18 48% Nearly half (or 121.5 million in 2016) of all adults in the United States have some type of cardiovascular disease, according to the American Heart Association’s Heart and Stroke Statistics -- 2019 Update, published in the Association’s journal Circulation.

Survey Data: There were no reports of heart disease in any of the total 1,482 unvaccinated surveyed, at any age, with or without exposure to the K-shot or maternal vaccines.

(a) Risk of heart disease in unvaccinated with or without exposure to K-shot and/or maternal vaccines 0%

4. Diabetes in the 99% vaccine-exposed American population 10% According to the CDC: “34.2 million people have diabetes. That’s about 1 in every 10 people”

Survey Data There were no incidences of diabetes in the 1,482 unvaccinated surveyed with or without exposure to the K-shot or maternal vaccines, at any age.

(a) Risk of diabetes in unvaccinated with or without exposure to K-shot and/or maternal vaccines 0%

5. Digestive Disorders in the 99% vaccine-exposed population 18% Prevalence: 60 to 70 million people affected by all digestive diseases” – NIH

Survey Data All digestive conditions reported in all ages:

(a) Risk of digestive disorder in unvaccinated (post-birth) 6 of 1,482 0.4%

   a. Risk of digestive disorder in unvaccinated without exposure to K-shot or maternal vaccine (1 of 844) 0.12%

---

99 "In an autoimmune disease, the immune system attacks and harms the body’s own tissues, The systemic autoimmune diseases include collagen vascular diseases, the systemic vasculitides, Wegener granulomatosis, and Churg-Strauss syndrome, These disorders can involve any part of the gastrointestinal tract, hepatobiliary system and pancreas." Gastrointestinal Manifestations in Systemic Autoimmune Diseases - PMCID: PMC3150032 - PMID: 21977190 - Maedica (Buchar). 2011 Jan; 6(1): 45–51. At: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3150032/
b. Risk of digestive disorder in unvaccinated (post-birth) with exposure to K-shot alone, no maternal vaccines (5 of 460)......................1.09%

(b) Increased risk according to exposure: 101
   a. Increased risk in vaccine-exposed population........................................15.092%.
   b. Increased risk with K-shot alone and no maternal vaccines..........817% 102

6.1. Eczema in 99% vaccine-exposed population under age 18 (2017).........................10.7% 103

According to Avena-Woods (2017) in American Journal of Managed Care, “population-based studies in the United States suggest that [eczema/atopic dermatitis] prevalence is about 10.7% for children...” 104

Survey Data

Eczema in children under 18 years:
   (a) Risk of eczema in unvaccinated (post birth) 19 of 1,272.........................1.49%
      a. Risk of eczema in unvaccinated without exposure to the K-shot or maternal vaccines (3 out of 844).................0.36%
      b. Risk of eczema in unvaccinated (post birth) with K-shot exposure and no maternal vaccine of (17 of 398)..........3.02%
      c. Risk of eczema in unvaccinated (post-birth) with K-shot, and/or maternal vaccine exposure (15 out of 428).............3.5%
      d. Risk of eczema in unvaccinated (post-birth) with 100% maternal vaccine exposure and no k-shot (2 of 19)..................10.53%
      e. Risk of eczema in unvaccinated (post-birth) with 100% exposure to maternal vaccines with or w/o K-shot exposure (6 of 48).........................12.5%
      f. Risk of eczema in unvaccinated (post-birth) with 100% exposure to both k-shot and maternal vaccines (4 of 29)..................13.79%

   (b) Increased of risk of Eczema according to exposure: 105
      a. Increased risk in vaccine-exposed population........................................2.872%
      b. Increased risk with K-shot alone...........................................739%
      c. Increased risk with K-shot and/or maternal vaccines........872.22%
      d. Increased risk with maternal vaccines alone......................................2.825%
      e. Increased risk with both maternal vaccines and K-shot..........................3.731%

---

101 Risk value is as compared against no exposure to post or pre-birth vaccines and no K-shot exposure.
102 NOTE: Maternal Vaccine Exposure did not appear to affect digestive risks within this survey sampled. K-shot alone showed increased risk of digestive disorders.
103 “Inflammatory cells of your immune system invade the epidermis. They irritate and destroy some of the tissues there. Eczema is common. It’s also known as atopic dermatitis.” Health Library: Cedars Sinai - Dyshidrotic Eczema at: https://www.cedars-sinai.org/health-library/diseases-and-conditions/d/dyshidrotic-eczema.html
105 Risk value is as compared against no exposure to post or pre-birth vaccines and no K-shot exposure.
### 6.2. Eczema in 99% vaccine-exposed population over age 18 (2017): .......................... 7.2%

“7.2% for adults.” See footnote under 6.1.

#### Survey Data

Eczema in adults over 18 years:

(a) Risk of eczema in unvaccinated (post-birth) 2 of 210: ........................................... 0.95%

   a. Risk of eczema in unvaccinated (post-birth) **without** K-shot and/or maternal vaccines (0 of 178) .............................................................. 0%
   
   b. Risk of eczema in unvaccinated (post-birth) **with** exposure to K-shot alone, no maternal vaccines (2 of 32 exposed) ................................. 6.25%

### 7.1 - Asthma in the 99% vaccine-exposed population under 18 years.............................. 7.5% 106

According to the CDC’s National current asthma prevalence (2018), ‘asthma affects 7.5% of children under age 18, and 7.7% of adults over age 18.’ 107

#### Survey Data

Asthma in children under 18 years:

(a) Risk of asthma in unvaccinated (post-birth) 9 out of 1,272 .................. 0.71%

   a. Risk of asthma in unvaccinated (post-birth) **without** exposure to K-shot or maternal vaccines (2 out of 844) .................. 0.24%

   b. Risk of asthma in unvaccinated (post-birth) with k-shot alone, no maternal vaccines (4 out of 398) .............................. 1%

   c. Risk of asthma in unvaccinated (post-birth) **with** exposure to K-shot and/or maternal vaccines (7 out of 428) ................. 1.64%

   d. Risk of asthma in unvaccinated (post-birth) with 100% maternal vaccine exposure alone and no K-shot (1-19) ................... 5.26%

   e. Risk of asthma in unvaccinated (post-birth) with 100% exposure to maternal vaccines with or without K-shot exposure (3 of 48) ............... 6.25%

   f. Risk of asthma in unvaccinated (post-birth) with 100% exposure to **both** maternal vaccines and k-shot (2 of 29) ..................... 6.9%

(b) Increased risk of Asthma according to exposure: 108

   a. Increased risk in vaccine-exposed population ........................................... 3,025%

   b. Increased risk from K-shot alone ....................................................... 324%

   c. Increased risk from K-shot and/or maternal vaccines ............... 583%

   d. Increased risk from maternal vaccine alone ................................ 2,092%

   e. Increased risk from both maternal vaccine and K-shot ....................... 2,504%

---

106 New Knowledge on the Development of Asthma - Science Daily – June 26, 2019 - “Researchers have studied which genes are expressed in overactive immune cells in mice with asthma-like inflammation of the airways” At: https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/06/190626160332.htm (Emphasis added.)

107 CDC, Asthma. https://www.cdc.gov/asthma/most_recent_national_asthma_data.htm

108 Risk value is as compared against no exposure to post or pre-birth vaccines and no K-shot exposure.
7.2. Asthma in the 99% vaccine-exposed population over 18 years (2018)............7.7%
According to the CDC’s National current asthma prevalence (2018), ‘asthma affects [ ] 7.7% of adults over age 18.’ See reference number 104.

Survey Data
Asthma in adults over 18 years:
(a) Risk of asthma in unvaccinated (post-birth) 0 of 210 ...............0%

*NOTE: Of those over the age of 18, only 1 maternal vaccine exposure was reported.

8.1 Food allergy in the 99% vaccine-exposed population under age 18..........6.5%
According to the CDC, ‘age-adjusted percentages for U.S. children under age 18 years in 2018 for food allergies were 6.5%.’ In more recent publications, the rate is 8% for children..

Survey Data
Food allergy in children under 18 years:
(a) Risk of food allergy in unvaccinated (post birth) 14 out of 1,272............1.1%
   a. Risk of food allergy in unvaccinated without exposure to K-shot or maternal vaccines (6 of 844).................................0.71%
   Risk of food allergy in unvaccinated (post-birth) with exposure to K-shot and no maternal vaccines (7 of 428)......................1.64%

(b) Increased risk according to exposure:  
   a. Increased risk with K-shot exposure....................................................163%
   b. Increased risk in vaccine exposed population...........................................814%

*NOTE: In this survey, specific to food allergies, maternal vaccines alone did not appear to increase the risk.

8.2 Food allergy in the 99% vaccine-exposed population over 18 years........10.8%
2019 - In a population-based survey study of 40,443 US adults, an estimated 10.8% were food allergic at the time of the survey.

Survey Data
Food allergy in over 18:
(a) Risk of food allergy in unvaccinated (post-birth) 1 of 210 .....................0.48%
(b) Increased risk in vaccine-exposed population............................................2,150%

110 CDC “Healthy Schools” Food Allergies: https://www.cdc.gov/healthyschools/foodallergies/index.htm
111 Increased risks is based upon comparison between entirely unexposed (to post or pre-birth vaccines or K-shot) and the exposure group identified.
112 Prevalence and Severity of Food Allergies Among US Adults – Published January 4, 2019 – JAMA
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamanetworkopen/fullarticle/2720064
10. Risk of Birth defects in the 99% vaccinated population

According to the CDC, “about one in every 33 babies [3%] is born with a birth defect.”  

Survey Data

(a) Total unvaccinated (post-birth) reported w/ birth defects (12 of 1,482)......0.81%  
   a. Risk of birth defects in unvaccinated (post-birth) without K-shot &/or maternal vaccines (3 of 1,022)........................0.29%  
   b. Risk of birth defects in unvaccinated (post-birth) with K-shot &/or maternal vaccines (9 out of 460)..............................1.96%  
   c. Risk of birth defects with 100% rate of maternal vaccine exposure, with or without K-shot (3 of 49)...........................................6.12%  

(b) Increased risk according to exposure: 

a. Increased risk in vaccine-exposed population.........................................................934%  
   b. Increased risk from K-shot and/or maternal vaccines...........................................576%  
   c. Increased Risk with 100% Maternal Vaccine Exposure........................................2,010%  

11. Epilepsy in the 99% vaccine-exposed population all ages

According to the CDC, “in 2015, 1.2% of the US population had active epilepsy.” 

Survey Data: 

Epilepsy in all ages:  

(a) Total Epilepsy Reported (1 of 1,482):.................................................................0.07%  
   a. Risk of Epilepsy in unvaccinated (post-birth) without K-shot or maternal vaccines (0 of 1,031)...............................0%  
   b. Risk of Epilepsy in unvaccinated (post-birth) with exposure to K-shot and/or maternal vaccines (1 of 460).....................0.22%  
   c. Risk of Epilepsy in unvaccinated (post-birth) with 100% exposure to both maternal vaccines and k-shot (1 of 30).............3.33%  

114 Some individuals had more than one birth defect.  
115 Of note, is that those with a 100% rate of exposure to maternal vaccines carried twice the National average risk for birth defects, at a time when the CDC reports just over 50% of all pregnancies in the USA are vaccinated.  
116 As a measure against the risk in those with no exposures to vaccines, maternal vaccines, or K-shot.  
117 CDC, Epilepsy. https://www.cdc.gov/epilepsy/data/index.html  
118 *NOTE: Zero epilepsy was reported in those with no exposure to maternal vaccines, with or without K-shot. However, numerous other types of serious brain and nervous system disorders did appear in those with exposure to K-shot alone, maternal vaccine exposure alone, and/or exposure to both. The rate of Epilepsy within this particular subset is over twice the National average, and therefore of extreme concern.
12. ASD (Autism) in 99% vaccine-exposed population 3-17 years (2018)...

According to Kogan et al. (2018) in Pediatrics, “parents of an estimated 1.5 million US children aged 3 to 17 years (2.50%) reported that their child had ever received an ASD diagnosis and currently had the condition.” According to more-recently published data from the 2018 National Survey of Children’s Health the Autism rate in the USA was reported at 2.8%.

Survey Data:
Autism in children 3-17 years:
(a) Total Autism reported in unvaccinated (post-birth) with or without maternal vaccines and/or K-shots (2 of 967) ................................................................. 0.21%
   a. Risk in unvaccinated (post-birth) without exposure to K-shot or maternal vaccines (0 of 630) ................................................................. 0%
   b. Risk in unvaccinated (post-birth) with k-shot exposure alone and no maternal vaccines (1 of 299) .................................................... 0.33%
   c. Risk of ASD in unvaccinated (post-birth) with exposure to K-shot and/or maternal vaccines (2 of 337) .................................................... 0.59%
   d. Risk of ASD in unvaccinated (post-birth) in those with a 100% rate of exposure to maternal vaccines with or w/o K-shot (1 of 32) 3.13%
   e. Risk of ASD in unvaccinated (post-birth) with exposure to both maternal vaccines and K-shot (1 of 21) .................................................... 4.76%

(b) Increased Risk of Autism according to exposure: 
   a. Increased risk in vaccine and K-shot exposed population .......... Infinite

119 SEE: https://www.childhealthdata.org/browse/survey/results?q=7363&r=1 “Autism is the fastest-growing serious developmental disability in the U.S.” according to TACA. SEE: https://tacanow.org/autism-statistics/
120 Inflammation and Neuro-Immune Dysregulations in Autism Spectrum Disorders - “This inflammatory condition is often linked to immune system dysfunction. Several cell types are enrolled to trigger and sustain these processes. Neuro-inflammation and neuro-immune abnormalities have now been established in ASD as key factors in its development and maintenance.” Pharmaceuticals (Basel). 2018 Jun; 11(2): 56. Published online 2018 Jun 4. doi: 10.3390/ph11020056 - PMCID: PMC6027314 - PMID: 29867038 - At: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6027314/
122 See: https://www.childhealthdata.org/browse/survey/results?q=7363&r=1
123 This risk factor is much higher than the National average. Like the other conditions for which the unvaccinated (post-birth) with a 100% rate of exposure to maternal vaccines exceed the National averages, this presents a red flag beyond any other pharmaceutical/medical intervention imposed on the American population at this time. The K-shot exposure, standing alone, also presents a risk of this condition, but it appears lower than the risks presented by maternal vaccines in this particular survey sample.
124 Measured against the risk found in those with no exposure to vaccines, K-shot, or maternal vaccines.
125 Infinitely-increased risk is measured as against no risk value in those without exposure to vaccines, (pre or post birth) or the K-shot. Sample size of 630 should have produced at least 17 autism reports if vaccines and/or K-shots are not causing this condition in the vaccine-exposed population. 100% of the autism cases reported in this survey were in those with exposure to maternal vaccines or the K-shot. Of those with a 100% rate of exposure to maternal vaccines, (but no post-birth vaccines) the risk of autism comports with the risk value present in the general population of those with a 99.74% rate of vaccine exposure, but who only have a 50% rate of exposure to maternal vaccines. The risk value observed in the subset with a 100% rate of exposure to both maternal vaccines and the K-shot, indicates our National statistics with regard to the...
13.1 - ADHD in 99% vaccine-exposed children under 18 years

According to the CDC, “the estimated number of children ever diagnosed with ADHD, according to a national 2016 parent survey, is 6.1 million (9.4%).” There is no biologically-objective test for diagnosing ADHD. Symptoms include: resistance to sitting still for prolonged periods and/or “too many” physical activities, like playing, climbing, and running, during periods when others would prefer children sit still, and resistance to focusing on tedious and repetitive tasks for long periods. Many adults are also now diagnosed with this “disability” and according to the CDC 60% of ADHD ‘patients’ are medicated, typically with mind-altering amphetamines.

Survey Data:
ADHD in children under 18 years:

(a) Total ADHD reported (6 of 1,272).................................................................0.47%
   a. Risk of ADHD diagnosis in unvaccinated without exposure to K-shot or maternal vaccines (4 of 844).................................................................0.47%
   b. Risk of ADHD diagnosis in unvaccinated (post-birth) population with exposure to K-shot and/or maternal vaccines (2 of 428)...........0.47%

(b) Increased risk of diagnosis in vaccine-exposed population.......................1,883%

NOTE: ADHD has no identifiable biological “cause”, nor any physical test that can objectively diagnose it. However, the risk of being diagnosed with ADHD, (and thereafter medicated) is 1,883% higher in the vaccinated (post-birth) population.

13.2 - ADHD in 99% vaccine-exposed population over 18 years (current)

According to NIMH, “the overall prevalence of current adult ADHD is 4.4%”

Survey Data:
ADHD in adults over age 18
(a) Risk in unvaccinated (0 of 210):.................................................................0%

prevalence of Autism in the USA in 2020 are not accurate, and that the rate may be much higher at this time than is being reported to the public, due to the fact close to 50% of all babies are now exposed to maternal vaccination, and almost 100% of all infants are now exposed to the K-shot at birth. It is also logical to assume that, as the rate of maternal vaccine exposure continues to skyrocket, as the UN (subsidiary WHO) progresses in reaching its stated goal of injecting 100% of all pregnant mothers with vaccines, the rate of autism will more than double, and perhaps triple as a result. Given the results found here, there is no question this practice of vaccinating pregnant women must be halted immediately, as in many categories, just this one type of vaccine exposure alone appears to surpass almost all other associated risks of vaccine exposure combined, even as seen in the 99.74% general population. Obviously, exposures to the K-shot appear to exacerbate the problem, and when the two are combined, the risk values all skyrocket for almost every known condition.

126 CDC, Attention-Deficit / Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). https://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/adhd/data.html
127 NIMH, Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD).
14. Developmental Disabilities and Delays in 99% vaccinated 3 to 17 years.....**17.76%**

*NIH - Prevalence of any developmental disability among children ages 3 to 17 years in the United States, 1997 to 2017.*

**Survey Data:**
Developmental disabilities and delays in 3-17 years:

(a) Total developmental disabilities and delays reported (38 of 967)............**3.93%**
   a. Risk in unvaccinated (post-birth) without exposure to K-shot or maternal vaccines (6 of 630)...........**0.95%**
   b. Risk in unvaccinated (post-birth) with K-shot and no maternal vaccine exposure (13 of 299).................**4.35%**
   c. Risk in unvaccinated (post-birth) with exposure to K-shot and/or maternal vaccines (29 of 337).................................**8.61%**
   d. Risk in unvaccinated (post-birth) with 100% exposure to maternal vaccines with or w/ or K-shot (7 of 32)..........................**21.88%**
   e. Risk in unvaccinated (post-birth) group with 100% exposure to both K-shot shot & maternal vaccines (9 of 21)..........................**42.86%**

(b) Increased risk according to exposures:  
Increased risk of developmental disability in vaccine-exposed population......**1,769%**
   a. Increased risk with K-shot alone..............................................**357%**
   b. Increased risk with K-shot &/or maternal vaccine exposure...**806%**
   c. Increased risk with maternal vaccines and/or K-shot exposure.............**2203%**
   d. Increased risk w/both maternal vaccines and K-shot exposure.................**4393%**

---

128 The grouped value presented here is based upon all developmental disabilities and delays, and therefore differs from the values presented in the comparison graphs which is limited only to developmental "disabilities".


130 Some exposure groups had individuals with multiple conditions. The risk factors here represent the risks of any conditions, not the risk of an individual having at least one of the conditions.

131 For four (4) of those entirely-unexposed (to vaccines, k-shot, or maternal vaccines) who reported a “developmental disability”, ADHD was the sole diagnosis of any condition at all. 67%, of this category of conditions reported in this group were due to ADHD diagnoses.

132 Here again, we see that those with a 100% rate of exposure to maternal vaccines present a higher rate of these conditions than is seen in the general population who have a 50% rate of maternal vaccine exposure. Exposure to the K-shot is clearly exacerbating this situation.

133 Increased risk as compared to those with no exposures to post-birth vaccines, maternal vaccines, or K-shot.
15. Speech disorders in 99% vaccine-exposed population 3-17 years ........................................ 5% 134

According to the CDC, ‘percentage of children aged 3–17 years with speech problems during the past 12 months (United States, 2012) was 5%.’ 135

Survey Data:
Speech disorders in children 3-17 years:

(a) Risk of speech disorder in unvaccinated (post-birth) 5 of 967 .........................0.52%
   a. Risk of speech disorder in unvaccinated without exposure to K-shot or maternal vaccines (0 of 630) .........................0%
   b. Risk of speech disorder in unvaccinated (post-birth) with k-shot alone, no maternal vaccines (4 of 299) .........................1.34%
   c. Risk of speech disorders in unvaccinated (post-birth) with exposure to K-shot and/or maternal vaccines (5 of 337) .........................1.48%
   d. Risk of speech disorders in unvaccinated (post-birth) with exposure to maternal vaccines with or w/or K-shot (1 of 32) .........................3.13%
   e. Risk of speech disorders in unvaccinated (post-birth) with exposure to both maternal vaccines and K-shot (1 of 21) .........................4.76%

(b) Increased risk in vaccinated population .................................................................862% 136

16. Ear fluid (OME) in the 99% vaccine-exposed population: ........................................... 90% 137

According to Agency of Healthcare Research and Quality, “otitis media with effusion (OME) is defined as a collection of fluid in the middle ear without signs or symptoms of ear infection...As many as 90 percent of children (80% of individual ears) will have at least one episode of OME by age 10 [ ].” 138

Survey Data: 139
Ear fluid/OME under ten (10) years:
(a) In unvaccinated (1 of 965) ..................................................................................0.10%
   a. In unvaccinated (post-birth) without exposure to k-shot or maternal vaccines (0 of 626) ..................................................................0%

---

134 Speech disorders are related to brain and nervous system damage, often related to brain inflammation. WebMD: https://www.webmd.com/brain/brain-diseases#1
136 Here, the increased risk is based upon comparative with unvaccinated (post-birth) with or without maternal vaccines and/or K-shot. No base-value was available for those with zero exposures.
137 Role of innate immunity in the pathogenesis of otitis media - https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4310697/. This study directly implicates the destruction of “innate immunity” as the cause of ear fluid. Trading any portion of our innate immunity, in exchange for possible protection against symptoms of temporary infection, is surely not a good trade.
139 There was only one report of ear fluid by any age. Risk value for ear fluid in unvaccinated (post-birth), based upon all ages surveyed, with or without k-shot and/or maternal vaccines is 0.08%.
b. Risk of ear fluid in unvaccinated (post birth) with exposure to K-shot and/or maternal vaccines (1 of 339) ................................................................. 0.29%

(b) Increased risk in vaccinated (post-birth) population ........................................ 89,900% 140

17. Chronic sinusitis in the 99% vaccine-exposed population: ................................. 14.6% 141

According to MedScape: “Chronic sinusitis is one of the more prevalent chronic illnesses in the United States, affecting persons of all age groups. The overall prevalence of CRS in the United States is 146 per 1000 population.” 142 (146/1000=14.6%)

Survey Data: Chronic sinusitis, all ages:
(a) Risk in unvaccinated (1 of 1,482)................................................................. 0.07%
   a. Risk in unvaccinated without exposure to maternal vaccines or K shot (0 of 1022) ................................................................. 0%
   b. Risk of sinusitis in unvaccinated (post-birth) with exposure to K-shot and/or maternal vaccines (1 out of 460) ................. 0.22%

(b) Increased risk in vaccinated (post-birth) population ........................................ 20,757% 143

18. Strabismus in 99% vaccine-exposed population under 18 years ......................... 2%

According to Prevent Blindness, “Approximately two percent of the nation’s children have strabismus. Half of them are born with the condition.” 144 NOTE: 33.65% of the unvaccinated surveyed under 18 years were reported with exposure to the K-shot and/or maternal vaccines. 100% of the strabismus cases reported were in the K-shot and/or maternal vaccine exposed.

Survey Data:
Strabismus in children under 18 years:
(a) Risk in unvaccinated (2 of 1,272)................................................................. 0.16%
   a. Risk of strabismus in unvaccinated without exposure to K-shot or maternal vaccines (0 of 844) ................................................................. 0%
   b. Risk of strabismus in unvaccinated (post birth) with exposure to k-shot and/or maternal vaccines (2 out of 428) ................. 0.47%
   c. Risk of strabismus in unvaccinated (post-birth) with 100% exposure to maternal vaccines with or w/o K-shot (1 of 48) ............ 2.08%

(b) Increased risk in vaccinated (post-birth) population ........................................ 1,150% 145

140 Increased risk is based upon comparison against unvaccinated (post-birth) with or without exposure to maternal vaccines and/or K-shot.
141 Researchers Show Chronic Sinusitis Is Immune Disorder: Antifungal Medicine Effective Treatment
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2004/03/040324072619.htm
142 Medscape, What is the prevalence of chronic sinusitis in the US?
143 Increased risk comparison is based upon risk in unvaccinated (post-birth) with or without maternal vaccines and/or K-shot.
144 Prevent Blindness, Eye Diseases & Conditions, Strabismus. https://preventblindness.org/strabismus/
145 Increased risk comparison is based upon risk in unvaccinated (post-birth) with or without maternal vaccines and/or K-shot.
19. SIDS in U.S. in 99% vaccine-exposed infant population...0.04%
“SIDS remains the leading cause of post-neonatal infant mortality in the United States, with an overall rate of 0.40 SIDS deaths per 1,000 live births.”146 (0.4/1000=0.04%). A SIDS “diagnosis” is not a diagnosis of any actual ‘cause’, but rather, a designation that the cause of death remains a ‘mystery’.147 148

Survey Data:
(a) There were no reports of SIDS in unvaccinated (post-birth) infants with or without K-shot and/or maternal vaccines.........................0%

20.1 - Cancer in the 99% vaccine-exposed population of Americans - adults...........6% 149
Source: IHME, Global burden of Diseases 2017, with the USA being the leader in global cancer rates. The USA is also the leader in vaccination rates for all ages. Cancer rates continue to skyrocket in the USA. Source: CDC “Between 2010 and 2020, we expect the number of new cancer cases in the United States to go up about 24% in men to more than 1 million cases per year, and by about 21% in women to more than 900,000 cases per year.”150

Survey Data:
(a) There were no reports of cancers in any age in the unvaccinated with or without exposure to K-shot and/or maternal vaccines. Unvaccinated adults (0 of 210)....0%

21.2 - Cancer in 99% vaccine-exposed American population under 18 years.................0.35%
According to American Childhood Cancer Organization, “approximately 1 in 285 children in the U.S. will be diagnosed with cancer before their 20th birthday.”151 (1/285=0.35%)

Survey Data:
(a) No cancers of any kind in any age in the unvaccinated surveyed, with or without exposure to K-shot and/or maternal vaccines. Under 18 years (0 of 1272)........0%
22. Arthritis in the 99% vaccine-exposed American population over 18 years....16.67% 152
According to the CDC, arthritis is reported by at least 1 in 6 adults in every state. In the 15 states with the highest prevalence, arthritis affects up to 1 in 4 adults.153 Arthritis now affects 300,000 children in the USA, according to the American College of Rheumatology.

Survey Data
Arthritis in unvaccinated with or without k-shot or maternal vaccines at any age:

(a) Risk in unvaccinated (post-birth) over 18 years (0 of 210) .................................0%

152 "An autoimmune disorder, rheumatoid arthritis occurs when your immune system mistakenly attacks your own body's tissues." – Mayo Clinic – At: https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/rheumatoid-arthritis/symptoms-causes/syc-20353648
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RISK VALUES: K-SHOT & MATERNAL VACCINES IN UNVACCINATED (Post-Birth)

1. All ages – All Surveyed: 154 K-shot and/or Maternal Vaccine Exposures
The vast majority of health and mental conditions reported in the unvaccinated (post-birth) are seen in the minority of those who reported exposure to the K-shot, and/or maternal vaccines. In all unvaccinated (post-birth) surveyed, 470 or 30.44% of the 1,544 unvaccinated (post-birth), reported exposure to the K-shot, and/or maternal vaccines, leaving 1,074 with no reported exposures. In the USA 460, or 30.04% of the 1,482 unvaccinated (post-birth), were reported exposed to the K-shot and/or maternal vaccines, leaving 1,022 unvaccinated in the USA with no exposure to the K-shot or maternal vaccines. A total of 50, or 3.24% of those surveyed reported exposure to maternal vaccines with or without exposure to the K-shot. Within the USA a total of 49, or 3.31% reported exposure to maternal vaccines, with or without K-shot exposure,

2. USA: All ages, at least 1 Condition, with or without K-shot & maternal vaccines:
Total USA with at least 1 condition in post-birth unvaccinated (88 of 1,482).................5.94% All countries surveyed, with 1 condition in post-birth unvaccinated (95 of 1,544).......6.15%

3.1. Foreign & USA: Health or Mental Conditions, All Surveyed, All Ages:

3.2. 1 Condition:
a. At least 1 condition in unvaccinated (post birth) without exposure to K-shot and/or maternal vaccination (29 of 1,074).................................2.7%
b. At least 1 condition in unvaccinated (post-birth) with exposure to K-shot and/or maternal vaccines (66 of 470).............................................14.04%
c. At least 1 condition in unvaccinated (post-birth) with exposure to maternal vaccines with or without K-shot exposure (13 of 50).................................................26%

NOTE: The unvaccinated (post-birth) minority with exposure to the K-shot and/or maternal vaccines represents 30.44% of all those surveyed, (both USA & foreign combined) and yet they account for 69.47% of those reported with at least 1 condition. Or to put it another way, of the 95 individuals reporting at least 1 condition, 66, or 69.47% of them also reported exposure to the K-shot, and/or maternal vaccines.

3.3. 2 Conditions:
a. At least 2 conditions in unvaccinated (post-birth) without exposure to K-shot and/or maternal vaccines (2 of 1,074).........................................................0.19%
b. At least 2 conditions in unvaccinated (post-birth) with exposure to K-shot and/or maternal vaccine (15 of 470).................................................................3.19%
c. At least 2 conditions in unvaccinated (post-birth) with exposure to maternal vaccines, with or without K-shot exposure (8 of 50).........................................................16%

154 “All surveyed” means all USA & Foreign surveys combined.
3.4. Increased Risk:  

a. Increase in risk of at least 2 conditions in unvaccinated (post-birth) with exposure to K-shot and/or maternal vaccines.................................................................1,614% Increased Risk  
b. Increase is risk of at least 2 conditions in unvaccinated (post-birth) with exposure to maternal vaccines, with or without K-shot exposure..........................8,332% Increased Risk

NOTE: The unvaccinated (post-birth) with exposure to K-shot and/or maternal vaccines represent only 30.04% of those unvaccinated surveyed. And yet, they represent 94.12% of those surveyed who reported at least 2 conditions.

4. 3 Conditions:

a. At least 3 conditions in unvaccinated (post birth) without exposure to K-shot and/or maternal vaccines (0 of 1,074).................................................................0%  
b. At least 3 conditions in unvaccinated (post birth) with exposure to K-shot and/or maternal vaccine (4 of 470).................................................................0.85%  
At least 3 conditions in unvaccinated (post-birth) with 100% exposure to maternal vaccines, with or without K-shot (2 of 50).........................................................4%

NOTE: Of those unvaccinated (post-birth) reporting at least 3 conditions 100% reported exposure to the K-shot and/or maternal vaccines.

5. 4 Conditions:

Unvaccinated (post-birth) with or without exposure to K-shot or maternal vaccines......0%

6. Increased Risk of All Separate Conditions Reported - All Surveyed, All Ages:  

Increased risk of any condition in the unvaccinated (post-birth) with exposure to K-shot, and/or maternal vaccines.................................................................420% Increased Risk  
Increased risk of any condition in unvaccinated (post-birth) with maternal vaccine exposure, with or without K-shot.................................................................863% Increased Risk

7. Severe and/or Multiple Conditions:

Microcephaly (shrunken brain) was reported in a baby whose mother was vaccinated during the pregnancy. This baby was also injected with the k-shot. This case was 1 of only 4 individuals reported to have at least 3 conditions in the unvaccinated (post-birth). One other individual with at least 3 conditions was a child whose mother was vaccinated during the pregnancy and the baby was exposed to the k-shot at birth. The 2 other individuals, reporting at least 3 conditions, were exposed to the k-shot at birth. There were no reports of any individuals with more than two conditions in those unvaccinated surveyed who were not exposed to either maternal vaccines or the K-shot. There were no reports of individuals with more than 3 conditions in the unvaccinated (post-birth) at any age, with or without K-shot and/or maternal vaccine exposure.

---

155 Increased risk is based upon comparison to those unvaccinated who have no reported exposures to the K-shot or maternal vaccines.  
156 Here, all separate conditions reported are valued. All increased risks are based upon a comparison to those unvaccinated without any exposure to K-shot or maternal vaccines.
10. **Separate Conditions - USA only - under age 18:**
In the USA, a total of 1,272 unvaccinated (post-birth) under the age of 18 were surveyed. A total of ninety-seven (97) separate conditions were reported in those under the age of 18 in the USA. 428, or **33.65%** of those under the age of 18 in the USA, reported exposure to the K-shot and/or pregnancy vaccines. A total of seventy-seven (77) or **79.38%** of the separate conditions reported in those under the age of 18 in the USA, were in those who also reported exposure to the vitamin K-shot, and/or maternal vaccines.

11.1. **USA By Age:**

11.2. **Less than 1 year:**
In the USA a total of 65 unvaccinated (post-birth) infants under the age of 1 year were surveyed. 19, or **29.23%** of these, reported exposure to vitamin K-shot and/or pregnancy vaccines. A total of three (3) conditions were reported in those under 1 year of age. **66.67%** of the conditions reported in infants under 1 year were reported in those who reported exposure to the K-shot and/or pregnancy vaccines.

11.3. **USA 1 year**
At total of 115 unvaccinated (post birth) total surveyed in the USA were one (1) year-olds. 26, or **22.6%** of the 1 year-olds were reported to have been exposed to the K-shot and/or pregnancy vaccines. A total of five (5) separate conditions were reported in infants between 1 year and 2 years. **100%** of the conditions reported in infants aged 1 year, were in those reported to have been exposed to the K-shot at birth and/or maternal vaccines.

11.4. **USA 2 years**
A total of 125 unvaccinated (post-birth) two (2) year-olds surveyed in the USA. 47, or **37.6%** of these were reported to have been exposed to the K-shot and/or maternal vaccines. There were a total of ten (10) separate conditions were reported in those aged 2 years. Seven (7) or **70%** of the conditions reported in those aged 2 years, were in those who also reported exposure to the K-shot and/or maternal vaccines.

11.5. **USA 3 years:**
A total of 135 unvaccinated (post-birth) three (3) year-olds were surveyed in the USA. 39, or **28.9%** of these, reported exposure to the K-shot, and/or maternal vaccines. There were a total of four (4) separate conditions were reported in children aged 3. All four (4), or **100%**, of the conditions reported in 3 year-olds, were in those with exposure to the K-shot and/or maternal vaccines.

11.6. **USA 4 years:**
A total of 117 unvaccinated (post-birth) 4 year-olds were surveyed in the USA. 48, or **41%** of these reported K-shot, and/or maternal vaccine exposure. A total of thirteen (13) separate conditions were reported in those aged 4 years. 11, or **84.62%** of the conditions reported in 4 year-olds were in those who were reported to have been exposed to the K-shot at birth and/or maternal vaccines.
11.7. **USA 5 years:**
A total of 110 unvaccinated (post-birth) five (5) year-olds were surveyed in the USA. 31 (28.18%) reported exposure to the K-shot at birth. No maternal vaccines were reported in this age group. A total of seven (7) separate conditions were reported in those aged 5 years. Four (4) or 57.14% of the conditions reported, were in those who were exposed to the K-shot at birth.

11.8. **USA 6 years:**
A total of 99 unvaccinated (post-birth) six (6) year-olds were surveyed in the USA. 30, or 30.3% of these were reported to have been exposed to K-shot and/or maternal vaccines. A total of thirteen (13) separate conditions were reported in those age 6 years. All 13, or 100% of the conditions reported in the unvaccinated (post-birth) 6 year-olds, were in those reported to have been exposed to the K-shot, and/or maternal vaccines.

11.9. **USA 7 years:**
A total of 82 unvaccinated (post-birth) seven (7) year-old were surveyed in the USA. Of these, 23 or 28.04% were reported to have been exposed to the K-shot and/or maternal vaccines. A total of five (5) separate conditions were reported in 7 year-olds. Of these 5 conditions, 4, or 80% were in those with exposure to the K-shot and/or maternal vaccines.

11.10. **USA 8 years:**
A total of 70 unvaccinated (post birth) eight (8) year-olds were surveyed in the USA. 26, or 37.14% of the 8 year-olds surveyed reported exposure to the K-shot at birth, and/or maternal vaccines. A total of seven (7) separate conditions were reported in the 8 year-olds. Of these conditions, all 7, or 100% were in those with exposure to the K-shot at birth, and/or maternal vaccines.

11.11. **USA 9 years:**
A total of 47 unvaccinated (post birth) were surveyed in the USA. A total of 15 nine (9) year-olds, or 31.91% were reported to have been exposed to the K-shot and/or maternal vaccines in-utero. A total of four (4) conditions were reported in 9 year-olds. Of these conditions, 50% were reported in those with exposure to the K-shot and/or maternal vaccines.

11.12. **USA 10 years:**
A total of 56 unvaccinated (post birth) ten (10) year-olds were surveyed in the USA. 14 or 25% were reported to have been exposed to the K-shot and/or maternal vaccines. A total of four (4) conditions were reported in those aged 10 years. 50% of conditions reported in unvaccinated (post-birth) were in those with exposure to the K-shot and/or maternal vaccines.

11.13. **USA 11 years:**
A total of 45 unvaccinated (post birth) 11 year-olds were surveyed in the USA. 16 or 35.56% reported exposure to the K-shot at birth. A total of six (6) conditions were reported in those aged 11 years. Four (4) or 66.7% of the conditions reported in 11 year-olds, were in those with exposure to the K-shot.
11.14. **USA 12 – 17 years:**
A total of 206 unvaccinated (post-birth) between the ages of 12 and 17 were surveyed in the USA. 63, or **30.58%** of those surveyed between the ages of 12 and 17, reported exposure to the K-shot at birth and/or maternal vaccines. There were thirteen (13) separate conditions reported in those surveyed between the ages 12 to 17. Nine (9) or **69.23%** of these conditions were reported in those with exposure to the K-shot and/or maternal vaccines.

11.15. **USA over 18 years:**
A total of 210 unvaccinated (post birth) over the age of 18 were surveyed in the USA. Of these, 31, or **14.76%** reported exposure to either the K-shot at birth and/or maternal vaccines. A total of fifteen (15) separate conditions were reported in those over the age of 18. Of these conditions, 6, or **40%**, were in those who reported exposure to the K-shot at birth.

a. Risk of any of the reported conditions, over age 18 in unvaccinated (post birth) **without** exposure to K-shot and/or maternal vaccines……………………………………………………..…..

b. Risk of any of the reported conditions, over age 18 in unvaccinated (post birth) **with** exposure to k-shot and/or maternal vaccines……………………………………..…………………

12.1 **USA – Under 20 years totals – K-Shot &/or maternal vaccines:**
**27.94%** of those unvaccinated (post birth) under 20 years in the USA reported exposure to the K-shot and/or maternal vaccines.

12.2. **1 Condition:**
1,304 surveyed were under the age of 20, of which 434, or **33.28%** were exposed to the K-shot and/or maternal vaccines. There were a total of eighty-three (83) surveyed under the age of twenty years (20), who reported at least one condition. Of those under the age of 20 who reported at least one condition, sixty-one (61), or **73.49%** of them, reported exposure to the K-shot, and/or maternal vaccines.

12.3. **2 Conditions:**
Fifteen (15) of those under the age of 20 were reported to be suffering at least (2) conditions. **93.33%** of those reported to be suffering at least two (2) conditions, reported exposure to the K-shot and an additional **5.88%** of these (with at least 2 conditions) reported it was **unknown** whether they had received the K-shot at birth.

12.4. **3 Conditions:**
Of those reporting more than 2 conditions, **100%** reported exposure to the k-shot and/or maternal vaccines. **None** of those who did not receive the K-shot, and/or pregnancy vaccines, reported more than 2 chronic diseases or conditions. Only one (1) unvaccinated subject in this age group who did not receive either the K-shot or pregnancy vaccine, reported more than one condition.

Of those under the age of 20 reported to have three (3) conditions, (health, nervous-system, and/or developmental) **100%** reported exposure to the K-shot at birth.
13. **K-shot between the ages of 20 and 30:**
20.8% of those unvaccinated (post-birth) surveyed between the ages of 20 and 30 reported exposure to the K-shot. A total of 4.2% of those unvaccinated between the ages of 20 and 30 were reported to be suffering at least one (1) condition. Of those between the ages of 20 and 30 with at least 1 condition, 100%, reported receiving the vitamin K-shot at birth. Of those between the ages of 20 and 30 reporting at least 2 health conditions, 100% reported receiving the K-shot at birth.

14. **No K-shots Reported in those aged 37 Years and Older:**
There were no reports over the age of 36 for either the K-shot or maternal vaccine exposure in the unvaccinated surveyed. Of those unvaccinated over age 36, 7.95% reported at least one (1) condition, 1.4% reported two (2) conditions, and none, 0%, reported more than two (2) conditions.

15. **All Surveyed, 157 All Ages: Conditions with both K-shot & Maternal Vaccines:**
a. Of the total unvaccinated (post birth) surveyed, only 1.94% were reported to have been exposed to both maternal vaccines and the K-shot. Of those who received both the K-shot at birth and the pregnancy vaccine, 30% reported at least one health condition. Of those who received both the K-shot and maternal vaccine exposure, 13.33% reported multiple conditions.

b. Of those unvaccinated (post-birth) reporting at least 1 health condition, where both the K-shot was given at birth and the mother was vaccinated during the pregnancy, there was one (1) case of microcephaly (the only case reported in this study) which was combined with duplicated kidneys and cerebral palsy in one infant, and; one (1) case of in-utero stroke, (the only one reported in this study) and; one (1) case of autism combined with epilepsy, which was the only case of epilepsy reported, and one (1) of only two (2) cases of autism reported. The only other case of autism reported, was in a child who received the K-shot at birth, but no maternal vaccine.

---

157 All Foreign and Domestic surveys combined.
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MATERNAL VACCINE EXPOSURE IN THE USA & BIRTH DEFECTS: (With or Without K-shot Exposure)

1. **EXPOSURES:** In the USA, there were 49 individuals reported with maternal vaccine exposure, with or without K-shot exposure. This represents only 3.31% of the unvaccinated (post-birth) surveyed in the USA. Of this group, (the 3.31% who reported exposure to maternal vaccines) 26.53% reported 1 or more conditions, 8.16% reported at least 2 conditions, and 4.08% reported 3 conditions.

2. **Birth Defects in the group with 100% Exposure to Maternal Vaccines:**
Of additional extreme concern is that, within the group reported to have a 100% rate of maternal vaccine exposure, 6.12% were reported to have been born with birth defects. This is twice the National average. According to the CDC, in 2018, the percentage of women who were vaccinated during pregnancy was over 50%, and the CDC was aggressively pushing toward their goal of vaccinating 100% of all pregnancies in the USA.159

In this instance, we’ve surveyed a smaller subset group with a 100% rate of reported maternal vaccine exposure. Again, this produced a rate of individuals with birth defects slightly over twice the National average of 3.03%.161 The last accounting of birth defects from the CDC (at 3.03%) ended in 2008. The rate of birth defects in the USA could be much higher at this time.

With an approximate rate of maternal vaccine exposure in the USA today at close to 50%, the correlation in the rate of birth defects in the group with 100% rate maternal vaccine exposure, is as alarming as the other findings in this study, if not more so. It is likely that

---

158 Some studies purporting to suggest maternal vaccines do not cause birth defects have been published and heralded as “proof” vaccines are “safe” during pregnancy. However, these studies generally compare the outcomes against what is considered the “natural background noise”, i.e., whatever the National average is at the time of the comparison. Maternal vaccination is creating the “relative” average birth defect rate for comparison. Not one of these studies has ever compared the rate of birth defects in a sampling from across the Nation in those with zero exposure to maternal vaccines (or similar injections) in order use these baseline numbers as the comparison value. Seeing no “substantial” difference between babies exposed to vaccines in the womb and the so-called “natural background noise” of birth defects in a population with a 50% rate of maternal vaccination is hardly evidence that vaccines are incapable of causing birth defects. A 100% rate of maternal vaccine exposure against those with zero exposure to maternal vaccines, (nor any exposure to fake “placebo” injections that actually contain toxins), is the only valid measure here. True controls are the foundation to any scientific approach in determining risk factors associated with exposures.

159 The percentage of this group with 100% exposure to maternal vaccines includes a child that was described as having been "born" with Epilepsy, but this was not counted as a birth defect. If the Epilepsy case is included, the risk of being born with birth defects with maternal vaccine exposure is 8.2%.


the rate of birth defects since the CDC’s last last accounting in 2008, has risen sharply, at least for those who were exposed to vaccines in the womb while developing.

The problem with the birth defect reporting from the CDC, (besides the fact it’s stale, from 2008) is that it brazenly fails to make any attempt to study or quantify known exposures (or a lack thereof) to the most obvious potential biological culprits that are the most obvious potential cause for these birth defects. The CDC (which owns vaccine patents and profits from their sales) makes no valid accounting on the number of birth defects in those with, or without, exposure to maternal vaccines. The CDC has already “concluded” that vaccines are “safe” during pregnancy, so they do not use the scientific method to examine the issue.

When a woman produces a child with birth defects the immediate question should always be directed at what that woman was exposed to during that pregnancy. If this question had never been asked during the Thalidomide tragedy of the 50’s and 60’s, we might now be living in a country of where missing limbs are so “common”, that it’s no longer “concerning” over at Oxford. In the USA, this drug was prescribed to pregnant women to treat morning sickness, which although irritating, is not actually a dangerous “disease” that must be treated with risky drugs. And all of these mothers were informed this drug was “safe” according to the FDA’s relativism theories that it’s “relatively safe” because it’s “effective” at treating the ‘disease’ of morning sickness. Or perhaps the FDA simply considers pregnancy itself to be a disease that must always be “treated” with something.

And now, since birth defects have become so “common” in the USA, (where 50% of pregnancies are vaccinated) birth defects are no longer “concerning” enough to warrant inquiring as to what the mothers were exposed to while the babies were developing in the womb. It’s a neat trick to injure so many that it’s too common to be concerning.

There is also the very real possibility that exposure to vaccines by either parent, even before they conceive, could also be increasing the risks of birth defects. It’s a black hole of questions that have never been properly asked within the pharma-world of our “health” agencies, let alone answered by them. Instead, they publish studies that appear to “suggest” vaccines are relatively “safe” considering the condition being “treated” (and regardless of the exposures suffered by the so-called “placebo-controls” in early trials) and this becomes “evidence” that vaccines have been “proven safe” during pregnancy.

3. “Natural Background Noise” & Individual Defects Reported: There were a total of 11 separate birth defects reported in 9 individuals. Seven (7) of these, were reported in those with a 100% rate of exposure to maternal vaccines. This produced a risk value of 14.29% for any separate birth defect within the subset of 49 individuals who were exposed to maternal vaccines. Although this group only represented 3.31% of all those surveyed in the USA, this exposure group accounted for 63.64% of all reported birth defects in this sample.

---

162 Thalidomide: The Tragedy of Birth Defects and the Effective Treatment of Disease: https://academic.oup.com/toxsci/article/122/1/1/1672454
163 Only those with exposure to maternal vaccines suffered multiple defects.
4. Risk of any 1 birth defect without maternal vaccines.........................0.29%
5. Risk of at any 1 birth defect with maternal vaccines..............................14.29%

6. The rate of individuals reported to be born with birth defects within the entirely unvaccinated with no exposure to maternal vaccines or K-shot at birth in the USA, came in at 0.29% (3 of 1022) in this study that produced a 99% confidence level that the error does not exceed 0.04%. These are just the numbers. One’s intellect will determine what they mean to the observer.

Of these 3 individuals (in this group of true controls) none were reported with more than one birth defect, and none of them reported a shrunken brain. It is probable that the birth defect rate of 0.29% is the only number that can honestly be considered the natural “background noise” of birth defects that would be occurring in the American population from all other potential causes, if not for maternal vaccine exposures, which are now at over 50% of all pregnancies in the USA and rising fast.  

Wearing a blindfold and turning away from the injuries and dead bodies, (refusing to inquire or count) is the only “scientific evidence” that vaccines only rarely injure and kill people, or that they’re relatively “safe”.

7. Increased Risk of Birth Defects with maternal vaccines............................4,728%

Preventing a possible temporary infection through vaccination is less desirable to a mother who understands her baby could be at a 14% (or higher) risk of any one of the many birth defects now suffered in the USA as the “trade-off”. Is this worth it? To whom?  

Occam’s razor is the theorem most fanatically resisted by our “public health” agencies today, as they study evermore obscure and unlikely potential causes for diseases, such as whether or not a child is gender confused, or has enough money to own two cell-phones, rather than just one. When “genetics” are blamed, no investigation into what vaccines are doing to the human genome is ever considered, let alone studied. It’s verboten to even look at vaccines when studying the possible cause of any disease, unless of course, the study has been fraudulently engineered to exonerate vaccines in some way, or maybe “suggest” vaccines might not be responsible for anything. In which case, that researcher can expect hefty funding, both before and after such efforts.

---

164 The CDC, a corporation that owns a profits from vaccine patents, says the following: “CDC recommends that pregnant women get two vaccines during every pregnancy [ ]” (the flu vaccines and the Tdap shot) Emphasis added. See: https://www.cdc.gov/vaccinesafety/concerns/vaccines-during-pregnancy.html

165 “You've got to ask yourself one question - Do I feel lucky? Well do ya' punk?” Clint Eastwood in: Dirty Harry. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Xjr2hnOHiM When the CDC, who owns vaccine patents and profits from their sales, recommends all pregnant women get vaccinated, perhaps the most appropriate Eastwood line is: “When a naked man is chasing a woman through an alley with a butcher knife [ ], I figure he isn't out collecting for the Red Cross” Clint Eastwood in: Dirty Harry https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ze1xp9hYDl4
COMMON CONDITIONS WITH K-SHOT EXPOSURE

Of additional particular interest were the findings related to thyroid disorders and exposure to the K-shot at birth. One of the most prevalent and rapidly-increasing thyroid conditions suffered by Americans today, is “Hashimoto Thyroid” which is a direct result of the immune system attacking the thyroid.

1. **Hashimoto Thyroid: 3**
   Three (3) cases of Hashimoto Thyroid, an immune disorder, were reported in the entirely unvaccinated (post-birth) group. **100%** of the Hashimoto Thyroid cases were reported in those with exposure to the vitamin K-shot at birth.\(^{166}\)

2. **Most Common Conditions Reported in K-shot-exposed, but unvaccinated (post-birth):** *In descending order, these were the most common conditions found in those with exposure to the K-shot.*

   1. Nervous-system & cognitive/mental disorders or delays...18
   2. Skin disorders.................................................................17
   3. Allergies......................................................................11
   4. Asthma........................................................................9
   5. Digestive Problems.........................................................5
   6. Hashimoto Thyroid, or other thyroid condition.............4
   7. Other Immune disorders................................................3

3. **K-shot in All Age Groups:**
   In all ages, seventeen (17) or **88.23%** of those reporting at least two (2) conditions, also reported K-shot exposure. **100%** of those who reported at least three (3) conditions reported K-shot exposure.

---

\(^{166}\) **Causes of Hashimoto's Thyroiditis - When the Immune System Attacks Your Thyroid**
[https://www.endocrineweb.com/conditions/hashimotos-thyroiditis/causes-hashimotos-thyroiditis](https://www.endocrineweb.com/conditions/hashimotos-thyroiditis/causes-hashimotos-thyroiditis)
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USA ONLY - RISK VALUES BY CONDITIONS & EXPOSURES

1. **ALL Surveyed, All ages - Unvaccinated (post-birth):**

   **NOTE:** Most, if not all of the conditions listed below, are now understood to be associated with disorders of the immune system, such as: heart disease, diabetes, kidney failure, allergies, eczema, asthma, chronic brain and nervous-system inflammation (leading to mental and other disorders) as well as thyroid, and other glandular dysfunctions.

A. **All ages – Reported Conditions in Unvaccinated (post-birth) with a 100% rate of exposure to both Maternal Vaccines and K-shot:**

   **NOTE:** Only 1.94% of those unvaccinated (post-birth) surveyed reported exposure to both maternal vaccines and K-shot. The risk values listed immediately below are for the group with a 100% rate of exposure to both maternal vaccines and the K-shot.

   1. Risk of at least 1 condition (9 of 30) ................................................................. 30%
   2. Risk of at least 2 conditions (4 of 30) .................................................................. 13.33%
   3. Risk of at least 3 conditions (2 of 30) .................................................................. 6.67%
   4. Risk of Autism (1 of 30) ....................................................................................... 3.33%
   5. Risk of Autism &/or other brain or nervous system disorder/injury (8 of 30) ... 26.66%
   6. Risk of Eczema or Psoriasis (4 of 30) .................................................................. 13.33%
   7. Risk of Asthma &/or Allergy (2 of 30) ................................................................. 6.67%
   8. Risk of Birth defects, deformities & maternal injuries (5 of 30) ......................... 16.67%

B. **All ages - Reported Conditions in Unvaccinated (post-birth) with Maternal Vaccine exposure, (with or without K-shot):**

   **NOTE:** Only 3.31% of those unvaccinated (post-birth) surveyed reported exposure to maternal vaccines, with or without exposure to the k-shot. The risk factors listed immediately below are for the group with a 100% rate of exposure to maternal vaccines with or without K-shot exposure.

   1. Risk of at least 1 condition (13 of 49) ................................................................. 26.53%
   2. Risk of at least 2 conditions (4 of 49) .................................................................. 8.16%
   3. Risk of at least 3 conditions (2 of 49) .................................................................. 4.08%
   4. Risk of Autism (1 of 49) ....................................................................................... 2.04%
   5. Risk of Autism &/or other brain or nervous system disorder/injury (7 of 49) .... 14.29%
   6. Risk of Eczema or Psoriasis (6 of 49) ................................................................. 12.24%
   7. Risk of Asthma &/or Allergy (3 of 49) ................................................................. 6.12%
   8. Risk of Birth defects/deformities & maternal injuries (6 of 49) ......................... 12.24%
B. All ages - Reported Conditions with K-shot exposure, (with or without Maternal Vaccines): NOTE: 439, or 29.62% of those unvaccinated (post-birth) reported exposure to the K-shot, with or without maternal vaccine exposure.

1. Risk of at least 1 condition (58 of 439)............................................................ 13.21%
2. Risk of at least 2 conditions (14 of 439)............................................................ 3.19%
3. Risk of at least 3 conditions (4 of 439)............................................................ 0.91%
4. Risk of Autism (2 of 439)............................................................................. 0.46%
5. Risk of Autism or other brain & nervous system disorders/injuries (20 of 439)...... 4.56%
6. Risk of Eczema & Psoriasis (16 of 439)............................................................ 3.64%
7. Risk of Asthma & Allergy (17 of 439)............................................................... 3.87%
8. Risk of other Immune Disorders, including Hashimoto Thyroid (6 of 439)........... 1.37%
9. Risk of Digestive Disorders (5 of 439)............................................................. 1.14%
10. Risk of Birth Defects/deformities &/or birth-related injuries (14 of 439)............ 3.19%

C. All ages - Risks in unvaccinated (post-birth) without K-shot or maternal vaccine exposure: NOTE: 1022, or 68.96% of all those unvaccinated (post-birth) surveyed, were reported with no exposures to K-shot or maternal vaccines. Additional categories are added below for clarity and precision concerning the specific conditions reported, and/or not reported at all, within this true control group. Some conditions may be reported twice in different categories, i.e., a birth defect could also fall under another category of disease/condition within this group, or an allergy could also be reported as a digestive disorder.

1. Risk of at least 1 condition (27 of 1022)............................................................ 2.64%
2. Risk of at least 2 conditions (2 of 1022)............................................................ 0.2%
3. Risk of at least 3 conditions (0 of 1022)............................................................ 0%
4. Risk of Autism (0 of 1022)............................................................................. 0%
5. Risk of Autism or other brain or related disorders/injuries (0 of 1022)................. 0%
6. Risk of Eczema or Psoriasis (3 of 1022)............................................................ 0.29%
7. Risk of Asthma or Allergy (9 of 1022)............................................................... 0.88%
8. Risk of Immune disorders (0 of 1022)............................................................. 0%
9. Risk of Digestive Disorders (1 of 1022)........................................................... 0.1%
10. Risk of Birth Defects/Deformities &/or birth-related injuries (3 of 1022)......... 0.29%
11. Risk of Learning impairment or related disorder (2 of 1022)......................... 0.2%
12. Risk of Speech disorder (0 of 1022)............................................................... 0%
13. Risk of Birth defects, brain/nervous system-related birth injuries (4 of 1022)...... 0.39%
14. Risk of Nervous System disorders (3 of 1022).............................................. 0.29%
15. Risk of Sinus Disorder (0 of 1022)............................................................... 0%
16. Risk of Elevated blood pressure (1 of 1022).................................................. 0.1%
17. Risk of Scoliosis (1 of 1022)........................................................................ 0.1%
18. Risk of Thyroid condition (1 of 1022)........................................................... 0.1%
19. Risk of any liver, kidney, or other system disorder or failure not here listed..... 0%

**OBVIOUS Conclusion:** The single most ‘effective preventative health measure’ anyone can take, is simply to avoid all vaccines, maternal vaccines, and the “vitamin” K-shot.
Chapter 15

DEATHS/SURVIVAL RATES 167

1. Health-Related Deaths in all Surveyed:

Of the 1,346 live family-inclusive births reported, there was one (1) health-related death in an unvaccinated (post-birth) infant. This one health-related death was reported in an infant born with Trisomy. The expected lifespan for an infant born with Trisomy is 24 hours to 2 weeks. This infant lived for 17 days. The mother later went on to produce four (4) unvaccinated children, all of which were reported in perfect health.

2. USA Live Births 1st Year:

(a) Risk of death in 1st year in Vaccinated Population

(b) Risk of death in 1st year in Unvaccinated (post-birth)

(c) Increase in risk of death by disease/health-related cause in Vaccinated

2. Survival:

Only one other health-related death in those surveyed was reported within the first year, but this baby was vaccinated at 6 months, and is therefore not counted as an “unvaccinated” death in this study. This six month-old baby’s death was reported to have occurred 5 days after multiple combination vaccinations were injected at a “well-baby” doctor’s visit. This mother went on to produce 2 more children, for whom she refused all vaccines, also refusing pregnancy vaccines and K-shots. Both of her additional children, (ages 1 and 10 at the time of the survey) were reported in perfect health. The “cause” of death for this mother’s 6 month-old deceased infant was reported as “SIDS”. However, SIDS is not a ‘diagnosis’ of what caused any infant’s death. It’s a throw-away term (Sudden Infant Death Syndrome) for infants who suddenly die, devised to avoid any investigation into

---

167 Live births are calculated based upon those adults reporting for their children, and do not include adults who reported only for themselves, due to the fact they that may have had siblings within their family of origin who died, and for whom this survey would not have acquired data.

168 Health/Disease-related Deaths per 100K under 1 year, 579 is adjusted down by 7.224385658654492% for deaths by injury.

https://wonder.cdc.gov/controller/datarequest/D69;jsessionid=84B26BDAD5E6726D41958F96269C

169 Risk factor is based upon 1,175 live births in the USA, over one year of age with one reported death before age 1, and no deaths up to 20 years. If vaccines are not a major cause of infant deaths, there would have been at least 6 deaths due to health/disease-related causes in the unvaccinated surveyed. Survival rates (into early and later adulthood) are dramatically reduced with the presence of comorbidities, but there is limited availability of data on large groups of unvaccinated for measurements of life-spans for comparison, due to the sparse remaining population of entirely unvaccinated, particularly in adults, who represent less than 0.042% of the population at present.
what actually caused the infant’s death. Our health authorities assume SIDS to be an acceptable form of death, (not warranting serious investigation) because it is a “common” a way for our 99% vaccinated infants to die.

Coroners who make note that deceased infants were injected with an unavoidably unsafe drug shortly before their death, or check to see if the shots are what killed them, will instantly find themselves at odds with the retaliatory might of the entire pharmaceutical/medical industrial-complex, their reputation will be assaulted, and their license will likely be threatened.

This is also true for treating physicians who dare speak openly about their suspicions. Vaccines (and/or other exposures to pharmaceuticals before, or at, birth) are fully capable of causing death. The warning labels on these drugs make clear that death is an observed event after these injections. And yet, when faced with a recently-vaccinated infant who has suddenly died, coroners routinely fill in the “cause of death” on the death certificate with “SIDS” as if this were an actual diagnosis of the cause.

2. Survival Rates:
It is evident that those with health problems are at a higher risk of a shortened lifespan. Much evidence exists to show that this is the truth of it. This is the basis for the term “comorbidities”. 170 The theory that it’s “worth it” to knowingly shorten one’s life-span and make what’s left of it an agony, in hopes of preventing a temporary infection, is absurd.

3. Miscarriages:
Although not elicited from this study, one written report was voluntarily made of a prebirth death at 28 weeks gestation. This mother reported she had been vaccinated prior to the miscarriage. This report is noted here, but is not included in the accounting of deaths after live-birth, due to the fact there was no live birth after this mother was vaccinated. The CDC claims vaccines are safe during pregnancy, but the evidence supplied to support this theory only includes one small regional study with one particular vaccine, and the arbitrary cut-off date, (beyond which there is no follow-up) is only 28 days. 171 None of the mothers were contacted, interviewed or spoken to. And the only studies available for the TDAP injection during pregnancy are “prospective” rather than long-term retrospective, i.e., measured historical health outcomes against exposed vs. unexposed. There are no long-term studies available for comparisons of health outcomes between exposed and unexposed. Another problem that exists, is that the health “comparisons” currently viewed as the baseline “control” are coming from the 99% vaccinated pool of infants, 50% of which, were exposed to maternal vaccines as well. It’s a most unscientific method.

171 There is presently no national accounting system which tracks outcomes in vaccinated pregnancies for comparison against pregnancies that are not vaccinated. Follow-up research in this area is urgently required. It is not possible to be “pro-life” and not care about this assault on infants.
Chapter 16

INFECTIONIOUS DISEASES
The total number of temporary infections reported in the total surveyed was 354. Although not requested, several participants made notes detailing the nature of the infections. The ones mentioned were primarily measles, whooping cough, chickenpox, mumps, or rubella. Some participants placed a question-mark next to their notes, asking “Are these serious?” and/or “We didn’t have any problems or have to visit the doctor. So would that be serious” - or similar. The average rate of temporary infections recovered from without injury or death, per-unvaccinated subject, with or without the K-shot, and/or maternal vaccines was 0.30. There were no reports of deaths or injuries related to any infectious illnesses in any of those surveyed.

Chapter 17

PARTICIPANT’S CONFIDENCE RATINGS & OTHER FACTORS
A participant’s own health-confidence ratings are admittedly subjective, and therefore of limited value in today’s standard “social justice” research, which poses as biological ‘science’ and has largely come to replace it. Even when no condition exists, one can be “worried” or “concerned” about their health. Such questions, (which are standard in public health surveys of today) are more indicative of a tendency toward a mental fixation, rather that serving as an indicator that a health condition might actually be present.

Although such subjective questions (whether one is “concerned”) are now the gold-standard in the trendy and divisive “social justice” centered surveys produced by our public health agencies at this time, this Control Group study was not conducted for the purpose of blaming our Nation’s current non-infectious disease crisis on our failure to adopt communist healthcare and rule. Therefore, a far more objective query was made in

---

172 NOTE: The survey requested only “serious” infections be identified and noted. Due to the fact vaccines are sold with the perception that all of the infections they are intended to prevent are serious enough that it’s worth immediately risking your life to prevent them, (i.e., risk your life with “unavoidably unsafe” vaccination in order to prevent them) there is clearly much confusion as to what constitutes a serious infection. For this reason, this portion of the survey is somewhat subjective and of limited value standing alone. It is generally accepted that the unvaccinated have higher rates of infection with “vaccine-preventable” diseases than do those who are vaccinated. And yet, the unvaccinated have lower rates of health-injury, disease, disability, and death than the 99.74% vaccine-exposed population. If the ultimate goal of vaccination were to prevent injury, disabilities and deaths, (which does not appear to be the case) it is plain vaccines have wholly failed to do this, and have instead dramatically increased both deadly health conditions and associated deaths.

173 The modern risks associated with contracting vaccine-preventable infections in the USA are not presently gauged in any meaningful way by health authorities. According the WHO, deaths from measles can be reduced by 50% merely by offering the child an inexpensive vitamin-A supplement. But they do not now offer starving children vitamins. The WHO also admitted that malnutrition leads to “frequent infections”. Of course this is from a report in 2009. Since that time, the WHO has become focused of dispensing vaccines as their primary method of “helping” the starving children, rather than giving them apples or citrus. This device and narrative, i.e., that the only method of preventing disease is to inject myriad infectious diseases, is now preferred, as it advances the UN’s Agenda-21 depopulation objectives. SEE: Malnutrition in Humanitarian Emergencies - The London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, by: Bridget Fenn published by the WHO 2009 https://www.who.int/diseasecontrol_emergencies/publications/idhe_2009_london_malnutrition_fenn.pdf
this Control Group survey, specifically concerning the reporter’s confidence in the subject’s physical and mental “abilities”. In this study, the respondents were asked to rate their confidence in the subject’s capacity for both mental and physical activities, between 1 at the lowest, and 10 at the highest. The query was employed in this particular form in order to obtain a value relevant to whether there were any objectively observable limitations to the subject’s activities. Clearly this is a far more objective and potentially-accurate measure than whether or not a person is “worried” or “concerned” about their health. In a Nation where 48% of the vaccine-exposed adults are now suffering from some form of heart disease, 10% are suffering diabetes, 15% are suffering arthritis, etc., most people should be “concerned”. If they’re not, it could be the result of an intellectual disability.

**Lowest Confidence Ratings:**
This survey queried for confidence ratings in “abilities”. The lowest confidence rating given was a four (4) and this was for a child of 13-years whose mother reported she’d been vaccinated during the pregnancy, and that her daughter had also received the K-shot at birth. This was one of the two (2) autism cases reported, and it is the rating for the young lady who also suffers from epilepsy. The only other autism case was reported in a child who received the K-shot at birth, but no maternal vaccine. The next-lowest confident rating given was a six (6) and this was for a young boy suffering from asthma, whose mother reported she was vaccinated during the pregnancy. There were eight (8) anomalous ratings between 7.0 and 7.5. These 8 reports were curiously-inexplicable, since these particular subjects were all reported to have no known conditions.

A total of 93.63% rated their confidence level at 10. All remaining ratings were between 8 and 9. This is consistent with the sample mean average of all those reporting at least one condition, at close to 6%, i.e., those who reported no conditions, generally rated their confidence levels at the highest rating available.

**Gender**
51.81% of those surveyed were female, and 48.19% were male. The higher number of females is partly due to a larger number of female reporters who are mothers, and even grandmothers, some of whom, are themselves entirely unvaccinated, and who also completed a survey for themselves. The points of interest in this study are not related to gender, and the participant’s sex was only noted for purposes of auditing data.

There was one reporter from San Francisco who identified her child as “trans-female”. Upon follow-up phone interview it was learned that, although the mom was dressing this very young boy in female attire, he was born with male genitals, he still had them at the time of the phone interview, and he had not yet been exposed to hormone therapy. This child was listed in this data-set as a biological “male” to avoid confusion or confounding in the cross-referencing of the accuracy audits.

The numbers delineating the risk factors are provided in a simple and straightforward manner, and are not here stratified based upon sex, nor any other data irrelevant to the risk factors associated with vaccine abstinence or the two other identified pharmaceuticals of interest, and the ultimate health outcomes observed and reported.
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CAVEATS: CONFOUNDERS & COFACTORS

1. Socioeconomic and Other Factors:
Because this study sought only to make biological connections between pharmaceutical exposures and health outcomes, it is devoid of the fashionable (and divisive) issues which contribute absolutely nothing of scientific value to this particular subject. It is worth repeating that, according to the CDC, the poorer and less educated a population is, the less “hesitance” there is to vaccination, the more vaccines they are exposed to, and the unhealthier they are. Many studies have sought to use the fact poorer people are less healthy as a means of causing this nation to adopt communist control to improve our “health”. The complete failure to examine the most stunningly-obvious biological causes for the poor suffering the worst health in the USA, is no accident. In this Nation, even the very poorest generally have access to clean water and adequate nutrition. Increasing the vaccination rates in the poor has not improved their health outcomes or survival rates.

The study below exemplifies the enormous funds wasted in chasing spurious “social justice” culprits for disease, with the goal being to obfuscate the true cause, and see if it’s possible to incite a culture war by blaming our nation’s current non-infectious health crisis on our failure to accept the dictates of Pharma under their proposed communist agenda:

“Previous studies have examined the prevalence rates for chronic conditions in childhood and adolescence. For example, asthma was estimated to affect 7.3–9.5% of all children and as many as 18% of children living in poverty. Asthma is often complicated by socioeconomic status (SES) and environmental factors that limit the ability to control symptoms and exacerbations (Akinbami, 2012; Barnett & Nurmagambetov, 2011; Bloom, Cohen, & Freeman, 2010), thus illustrating the need to estimate prevalence rates by SES characteristics.” Source: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5010981/

Perhaps it’s time to observe some basic statistical principals that actually can serve science.

"If ... we choose a group of social phenomena with no antecedent knowledge of the causation or absence of causation among them, then the calculation of correlation coefficients, total or partial, will not advance us a step toward evaluating the importance of the causes at work." R. A. Fisher

---

174 It could be considered an interesting “factoid” to learn that certain of the sexes or races, when they join the 99.74% vaccine-exposed population, may be more, or possibly less vulnerable to certain particularized injuries that vaccines are shown to produce in all races. But this does nothing to reduce the overall rate of observed health injuries in the vaccine-exposed population. Because such additional stratifying does absolutely nothing to point us to any answers or solutions, (for all of humanity) and only leads to fallacious conclusions intended to support theories that some races or sexes are inherently weaker than others, the Control Group study refused to entertain any of this caustic racism or sexism. It is well understood that the types of injuries humans are more, or less vulnerable to, can be related to sex or race. But such data is typically only an obfuscator, i.e., a method of hiding the biological causes of disease in all people.
2. Language Corruption:
In this Control Group survey, some parties attempted to report health data on subjects that were vaccinated post-birth. Upon investigation, it was learned that these vaccinated parties, or parents of same, were under the erroneous impression a person is “unvaccinated” if they are not presently up-to-date on all of the CDC-recommended vaccine schedules, and/or they had stopped vaccinating at some point.

In recent years, the vaccine industry has introduced marketing and media campaigns which have transformed the term ‘unvaccinated’ into a pejorative as a tool for increasing vaccine sales through social pressure, shaming, threats, and persecution. This confusion, as to the meaning of the term “unvaccinated”, is due to the new vaccine-industry definition, which now refers to anyone who’s missed a single shot of any available vaccine as “unvaccinated”.

This language-corruption subjects those who’ve missed even a single one of the many shots being pushed, to all of the same scandalous and false allegations now being levelled against entirely unvaccinated Americans. One particular report, made by mail, included the reporter’s own handwritten notes, detailing the many times her children had been vaccinated. It is clear Pharma’s tactic has been somewhat effective. To the greatest extent possible, this study has excluded all those who have been vaccinated (post-birth), and has not excluded health data presented by subjects who are entirely unvaccinated (post-birth).

3. Inclusion of Vaccinated Could Have Increased the Non-Infectious Diseases Reported
Vaccines have never been purported to protect either the vaccinated, or the unvaccinated, from non-infectious health conditions, disabilities, and/or related deaths. Therefore, it is impossible that any (minor) erroneous inclusion of health data from a vaccinated subject, if this has unintentionally occurred in this study, would be responsible for lowering those non-infectious health conditions reported which are specifically known to be associated with vaccination.

Despite best efforts to exclude all vaccinated subjects, there is a possibility of confounding within this study, due to the present-day use of the term “unvaccinated”. To the extent vaccinated subjects may have slipped past the researcher and any of their health data has been included herein, this could only have resulted in a higher number of reported incidences of those particular health problems, injuries, and/or related issues, that are specifically known to be associated with vaccination, including those listed in vaccine inserts as observed side-effects, and those injuries determined to qualify for compensation under the National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act (NCVIA), including death. 175

175 The following injuries qualify for compensation under the National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program: Acute Disseminated Encephalomyelitis (ADEM), Anaphylaxis, Bell’s palsy, Brachial Neuritis, Chronic Inflammatory Demyelinating Polyneuropathy (CIDP), Disseminated Varicella vaccine-strain viral disease, Encephalitis, Guillain-Barre Syndrome (GBS) & Flu Vaccine, Idiopathic Thrombocytopenic Purpura (ITP), Intussusception, Multiple Sclerosis (MS), Optic Neuritis, Rheumatoid Arthritis, Shoulder Injury Related to Vaccine Administration (SIRVA), Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE), Transverse Myelitis (TM)
4. What else was learned about the participants?

(a) **Most Hesitant to Participate:** Entirely unvaccinated who reported perfect health, i.e., those reporting they had not experienced any symptoms of disease or disability, were the least likely to want to participate in this study, and most likely to be concerned about privacy concerning their vaccination status. This group frequently explained that, because they have no symptoms of health problems and no disabilities, they almost “never” go to the doctor. Those who were most hesitant to participate sometimes also explained they were concerned about being placed on a government “list” of unvaccinated, for future “forced-injections”. Due to recent events, as well as recent legislative moves in many states, these fears are clearly well-founded, and certainly not a result of any delusion or paranoia. Fear of being concretely identified as “unvaccinated” was the number one reason given for a party hesitating to participate in this study. Strong assurance of absolute identity protection was the most effective method of obtaining participation from this group.

(b) **More Likely to Participate:** Entirely unvaccinated, and/or parents of unvaccinated children, were more interested in participating in this study if they did have health conditions to report. The unvaccinated who had health conditions, were also more likely to be regularly seeing a health professional. This class of participant was far less fearful of being identified as “unvaccinated” due to the fact they knew their doctor already had a record of their own, or their child’s, vaccination status, and they were not fearful of their doctors, who were reported to be the minority of doctors who do not receive financial incentives in exchange for maintaining high vaccination rates in their practices. The increased participation from this class of subject appeared to be due to their desire to locate the cause/s of the problems they were having, by reporting as many details as they could about their own, or their children’s, conditions and exposures to toxins or other risk factors, since post-birth vaccination had already been ruled out as a possible cause.

(c) **Most Likely to Participate:** Parents of vaccinated children who had previously vaccinated their 1st child/ren, but who had stopped vaccinating, and refused to vaccinate any of their additional children appeared most interested in participating. These were the parents who wanted desperately for somebody to “hear” them and wanted most to have a conversation about vaccines in general. These parents typically reported that the reason they stopped vaccinating and were refusing all vaccines for their additional children (who became a part of this study) was that they’d personally witnessed their 1st child, or even their 1st and 2nd children (or more) suffering health problems and/or injuries and/or disabilities, or even death, after vaccination. One parent in particular, reported that she decided not to vaccinate her additional children after witnessing her previously-healthy 6 month-old baby die just 5 days after a round of vaccines. Another mother of just one entirely unvaccinated child, (her youngest) reported that she’d witnessed all 3 of her older children suffer severe injuries after vaccination, including epilepsy, brain inflammation/damage, and autism. This mother has only one healthy child, the unvaccinated one.
5. The Obvious Questions Raised by this Study

Many questions are raised by the results of this study. The most obvious is: Why have our tax dollars never been used to examine the disease and death rates of entirely unvaccinated subjects (controls) as a comparative against vaccinated subjects? The possible answers to this question would have to begin with an even more obvious answer. A: Our health agencies are largely controlled by the pharmaceutical industry, and likewise motivated. Reciting the other obvious questions raised here might only serve to insult the intelligence of the reader. But perhaps the following questions are not so obvious, even though they are imperative. Failing to address these questions and genuinely seek accurate answers to them, would be the height of ignorance and irresponsibility in a Nation where over 99% of the population has already been exposed to vaccination, and where many more are planned to become mandatory.

1. In the unvaccinated population who have a 100% historical infection rate with the agents for which vaccines are most commonly given, what are the modern risks of injury, death, and/or any negative health outcomes? Further specification and stratification within a larger-follow-up study of entirely unvaccinated will produce specific, definitive, and imperative answers here.  

2. How would these particular outcomes (in the unvaccinated with 100% infection rates) compare against those with a 100% rate of vaccination against these same infectious agents? And what if the injury, disability, and even the total death rates, are far lower for those with a 100% rate of infection with the most common vaccine-preventable diseases, than they are for those who have been vaccinated against these same infections?  

3. Why are the infectious agents which plague Americans endlessly, i.e., those which are never actually “eradicated”, primarily only the ones for which there is an endless supply of profitable vaccines?  

4. Why is it that no matter how many vaccines are sold for measles, mumps, chickenpox, pertussis, etc., these infections never stop reappearing? This continual threat is blamed on the unvaccinated. However, many outbreaks are

---

176 A study of those with a 100% rate of having contracted measles (and other common temporary infections) and the rates of injuries or deaths resulting from these temporary infections, is required to determine what the true modern risks associated with these infections are at this time. The crystal-ball modelling and projections as to how many people “die” when infected with measles, are quite useless. Historical models for many infections are based upon data from the great depression, and/or before most Americans generally had ready-access to a wide variety of foods. And there is no risk or other ethical consideration to be made in merely gathering the relevant historical data that will provide the risk factors here.

177 The more a vaccine fails to perform as advertised, (fails to actually prevent infection) the more of that vaccine is sold, i.e., “booster shots”. And yet, vaccine-scientists continue to argue “herd immunity” can be achieved with vaccines that are known to only produce incomplete/ineffective protection. Immunity, by definition, means that you cannot become infected. And as COVID-19 has shown us, the single most effective form of “immunity” from infectious illness, is to be healthy in the 1st place, i.e., to be free of comorbidities which are now rampant in the vaccine-exposed population.

178 And: Is it good public health policy to intentionally cultivate massive quantities of infectious agents? Is it good health policy to spend our tax dollars engineering “gain of function” for otherwise harmless viruses so that animal viruses can infect humans? Is it good “public health policy” to inject humans with animal DNA and animal viruses?
documented to occur in populations who are 100% vaccinated/injected-with the specific agent that caused the outbreak. A person can only spread an “agent” they’ve been infected with.

5. What if every human is unavoidably exposed to billions upon billions of rapidly evolving microbes and viruses every day, all day, any one of which is capable of causing illness if that person is already in a weakened state? What if a healthy immune system has always been our best defense? What if a “serious infection” is merely an indicator that a person’s health is already poor?  

6. Is the goal of “eradicating” infectious agents actually achievable? Is it achievable through the continual cultivation of massive quantities of infectious agents for injection into millions of people? The history of vaccination in the USA indicates it is not possible to “eradicate” infectious agents through vaccination. And certainly, intentionally shedding/spreading mass quantities of infectious agents is unhelpful.

7. Why do so many infectious diseases, for which there is no vaccine, die out on their own, never to appear again, unless or until there is a crisis affecting a population’s access to adequate nutrition and clean water, regardless of the availability of vaccines?

8. What if the most effective method of preventing all infectious diseases, health injuries, and/or related deaths, is to have regular access to adequate nutrition and clean water?

9. What if, allowing the population to access to basic necessities, (rather than rampant government interference with such) produces exponentially lower disease and death rates, than are seen in highly-vaccinated populations who currently do have regular access to adequate nutrition and clean water?

10. What if, in the wealthiest Nation in the world, where the vast majority of the population does have access to clean water and adequate nutrition, the single most effective ‘preventative health measure’ the population can take, is simply to avoid vaccination, and/or related pharmaceutical offerings?

11. Why is it that, the more ineffective a vaccine is proven to be for producing actual immunity to an infectious agent, (as seen in the infection rates within fully vaccinated populations) the more of that particular product Pharma will sell? Since when did we accept the idea that the more a product consistently and repeatedly fails to perform, the more of it we must purchase?

12. What if the true goal of vaccination has nothing whatsoever to do with improving or protecting public health?

---

179 LA Times reported local health officials confirmed that 100% of the students at the Harvard-Westlake school who contracted whooping cough, (pertussis) had been vaccinated against pertussis. There are many similar reports of high rates of infection within fully vaccinated populations. Of course, this effect is attributed to “waning” immunity, and this sells more “booster shots”, specifically for those vaccines carrying the highest failure rates in preventing infections. https://www.latimes.com/local/california/la-me-in-whooping-cough-vaccine-20190316-story.html

180 A recent report from the CDC shows that 94% of U.S. deaths involving COVID-19 since February 2020 were associated with an average of 2.6 other morbidities, or comorbidities. See: https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid_weekly/index.htm?fbclid=IwAR3-wrg3tTKK5-9tOHPGAHWFVO3DfslkJ0KsDEPQpWmPbKtp6EsoVV2Qs1Q#Comorbidities
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CONCLUSIONS & OBSERVATIONS

1. Risk Factors are expressed in Numbers
Subjective slogans are insufficient when it comes to matters of life and death. In insurance, financial markets, and gambling arenas, risk factors are expressed numerically. Only in the healthcare industry and political polls, is faith placed in accounting systems with 99% failure rates and slogans from the so-called “experts” whose opinions are consistently proven wrong. The VAERS is of precisely zero scientific value in establishing numerical risk factors associated with vaccination vs. no exposure. The numbers in question, which have been delineated herein, have never been made available to health professionals, or to the public they serve. The claim vaccines are “worth the risk” stands in stark contradiction to the numbers, the evidence, and common sense.

A larger-scale research effort of similar construct to this study must be initiated and completed post-haste in order to further enumerate and confirm relative numerical risk factors associated with exposures to the class pharmaceutical product at issue here. The results of such, must be provided to all consumers in advance of injections with any of these products. To do less at this time, is to doom this Nation to collapse and its people to agonizing decimation.

2. Empirical Evidence
A growing number of people in the USA are having a similar experience with vaccines. They are personally observing previously healthy infants, children, and adults, become ill, disabled, or die, after vaccination. The number of direct-fact witnesses is rising fast. Most of those who are now avoiding vaccines, once trusted them, but are now refusing them because of what they’ve personally witnessed. It is irrefutable that vaccines can cause injuries and deaths. But each person so affected, is informed these things are “rare”, so therefore, in their particular case it’s just a “coincidence” that their injury or death was followed by the vaccines. The operative question no medical “expert” will ever answer is: Exactly how rare? This is because one needs numbers to answer this question. Attempts to use the VAERS numbers to support the “rare” slogan are made, but only because the speaker is ignorant, or hates truth.

3. To whom are the risks “worth it”?
In an industry that has no risk of liability for the injuries and deaths their products produce, it’s clear the risks are always ‘worth it’ and certainly none of them are worth numerically quantifying. Even the dead bodies produced immediately after injection are not “concerning” enough to warrant an attempt to accurately count them, because they’ve become so “common”. The fact these types of deaths are not at all ‘common’ in the

---

181 When it comes to the odds of losing a dollar playing the lottery, we demand actual numbers, and our legislators agree we’re entitled to this information. But when it’s our life is at stake, unsubstantiated marketing slogans like “rare” and the wholly fraudulent term “safe” are adequate data upon which to base public health policies.
unvaccinated population, is a fact the Pharma industry goes to great lengths to conceal, and is presently desperate to eliminate all evidence of.

The liabilities suffered by the uncounted victims of these “side-effects”, as well as those liabilities draining our public coffers, (soaring healthcare costs, loss of workforce, etc.) are nothing short of devastating and they will, if not remedied soon, be the end of our Nation. These liabilities are increasing exponentially, as vaccine exposures continue to skyrocket.

Depriving citizens of basic human rights for refusing to play this sacrificial game cannot continue in a Nation that calls freedom its greatest value. Ritual human sacrifice to the Pharma gods will not save this nation. However, continuing to engage in this sick practice is guaranteed to end it. The National disease rates, and the trajectories they expose, indicate this end will come to us swiftly if we continue submitting to the demands of Pharma and tolerating those legislators who market and sell their votes to this industry.

4. Curing Cognitive Dissonance and the Awakening
Even those with limited formal education/indoctrination, are capable of understanding that “safe” and “unavoidably unsafe” are the antithesis of one another. And many with basic common sense, (with or without a formal education) are figuring out what’s happening here. It’s not possible to convince people who are aware vaccines are “unavoidably unsafe” that vaccines “safe”. No matter how much pharma slanders these people, nor how much our media attacks them, nor even how much our legislative prostitutes deprive them of their rights, there is no chance these people will ever accept the premise that “unsafe” means the same thing as “safe”.

A numerical answer to the question: “How rare, (in numbers) are those ‘pesky little side-effects’, including death?” - is long overdue. With the relevant data in hand, i.e., actual numbers, people will choose their own subjective characterizations for the numerical risks associated with vaccination.

5. The only valid or relevant scientific data is found in The Control Group
There are still, at the moment, over 800K people in the USA with no exposures to this class of product. The differences in health outcomes between the population of entirely unvaccinated and the vaccine-exposed, are staggering. Within this unvaccinated (post-birth) control group, the differences in health outcomes between those without the K-shot and/or maternal vaccines, and those with exposure to one, or both of these drugs, are also staggering. These numbers speak for themselves as well. Only a person whose preferred outcome is the collapse of this Nation, could go on pretending not to understand what these numbers expose.

6. National Crisis
The entire vaccine industry represents a most perverse corruption of science, with its complete rejection of the most fundamental scientific method for testing safety, i.e., comparisons of outcomes between exposed/treated and unexposed/untreated true-controls. The wholesale rejection of the scientific method within this field of medicine has reached a crisis level of health-destruction that can no longer be tolerated if we hope to
save this nation from collapse. Direct answers are only available through the use of the true scientific method, and this absolutely requires data from the controls that still exist. No other source of health data is even relevant at this point, since we already know how sick the 99.74% vaccinated “herd” is.

The fact our public health agencies continue adamantly refusing to address any of this, and only continue intentionally suppressing all independent efforts to investigate or publish the relevant data, is no accident. And it’s no accident that all of our health agencies continue claiming they’ve “no idea” what’s causing all of these immune disorders. It takes a powerful and well-funded conspiracy and constant vigilance to consistently produce this much scientific fraud and conceal the truth for so long. But the facts here are clear and many are becoming aware. Only the most ill-motivated amongst humanity could refuse to admit what the facts point to after seeing them.

7. Informed Consent or Fraud in Inducement?
Only with full disclosure of numerical values for the risks, can it be claimed any person was ‘informed’ before injection. And only an informed person can give their consent. Fraud in inducement is a criminal act. And here, it’s a person’s very life at stake. Many people are being defrauded out of any semblance of health or a future, and even their very lives. Without one’s body intact it’s hardly possible to ‘pursue happiness’. Defrauding the American people out of their right to the pursuit of happiness and even their very lives, in order to continue feeding this Pharma beast, is a depth of evil beyond all comprehension. It’s right up there with Virginia Governor Ralph Northam’s definition of ‘abortion’ to now include the slaughtering of full-term infants after they’re born alive.

8. And there it is.
After seeing the numbers herein, if anyone can’t figure out what the proper conclusions should be, there’s no chance anything else printed here would help them.

DISCLAIMER FROM THE AUTHOR- Joy Garner, founder of The Control Group:
1. I’m not a PHD or a statistician. I am a merely a tech inventor (hardware/video games) and patent-holder with an above-average IQ and a bit of common sense. I do not purport to be an “expert” in medicine or science. I am not asking anyone to trust me to explain what the observations and numbers contained in this dataset and report should mean. It’s blatantly obvious what the numbers mean without my commentary. I implore you to think for yourself. Please? This was merely a product-safety research effort that produced numbers. Do you like the risks of this class of product? Do you personally believe they’re “worth the risks”?

2. Although my commentary mentions many already-axiomatic observations related to the subject of this study, the reported observations (numbers) contained in this report are not projection-models or crystal-ball, into-the-future guestimates, nor are they subjective “professional opinions” about vaccines, how dangerous they might be, or how many lives they hypothetically might’ve saved. The numbers in this report represent historical data,
i.e., observed and reported pharmaceutical exposures and observed outcomes. I’m asking people to do the math for themselves if they question these numbers. 182

3. I cannot be threatened with the loss of funding opportunities, the loss of my job, or loss of my license as retribution for failing to help cover up the fraud and damage, or for failing to help promote Pharma’s agenda. It is wholly irrational to trust your life, or your child’s life, to anyone who can be thusly-blackmailed into silence, and/or who is incentivized to promote these dangerous pharmaceuticals. Everyone involved in the making and distribution of these products benefits in some way and is culpable. Even if that benefit is limited to not getting fired (for letting their facility’s vaccination rates fall) it’s been proven enough to keep this machine well-oiled while it devours our Nation’s people.

4. MY MOTIVE: I stand to gain nothing by exposing the truth of this situation other than to hope my loved ones, my Nation, might be saved from this devastation, and that perhaps we may begin to truly heal once this destruction is made to stop. I did this only to save my loved-ones, my fellow Americans, and to preserve this great Nation for future generations. Ultimately, I have done this to serve my only master, my Lord in heaven, Jesus Christ.

---

182 The identity-redacted raw dataset and all other materials are available at: https://www.thecontrolgroup.org/